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Overview Statement
1. Provide a brief overview statement about current additional locations, and about the institution’s
general approach to off-campus instruction. List the current approved active additional locations.
Be sure to include with each location the full address and all academic programs offered at the
location.
Please see Appendix A.
2. What future growth does the institution anticipate (e.g., in the next six months, three years, 10-20
years) for additional locations?

Please see Appendix B.

Institutional Planning
1. How does the institution ascertain that facilities at each location will meet the needs of the
students and the curriculum?

Please see Appendix C.
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2. What is the process through which the institution assesses and adjusts, as necessary, funding
and staffing for locations?

Please see Appendix D.

Facilities
1. How does the institution ensure that the facilities at each location meet the needs of students and
the curriculum?

This is answered above, please see Appendix C.

Instructional Oversight
1. How does the institution ensure that promotion, marketing and enrollment for the additional
location stay in balance with the institution’s actual resources and technical capabilities?
Please see Appendix E.

2. How does the institution effectively oversee instruction at an additional location?

Please see Appendix F.

Institutional Staffing and Faculty Support
1. What evidence demonstrates that the institution has appropriately qualified and sufficient staff
and faculty in place for the location?

Please see Appendix G.

2. What evidence demonstrates the institution supports and evaluates personnel at off-campus
locations? Consider the processes in place for selecting, training and orienting faculty at the
location.
Please see Appendix H.

Student Support
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1. What evidence demonstrates that the institution effectively delivers, supports and manages
necessary academic and student services at off-campus locations?

Please see Appendix J.
2. What evidence demonstrates that the institution provides students with sufficient access (in
person, by computer, by phone, etc.) to admissions, registration/student records, financial aid and
job placement services?

Please see Appendix K.
3. What evidence demonstrates that student concerns are addressed?

Please see Appendix L.

Evaluation and Assessment
1. How does the institution measure, document and analyze student academic performance
sufficiently to maintain academic quality at a location?

Appendix M.
2. How are the measures and techniques the institution uses for a location equivalent to those for
assessment and evaluation at the main campus or other locations? If there are differences, why
are these differences appropriate?
Please see Appendix N.

Continuous Improvement
1. How does the institution encourage and ensure continuous improvement at a location?

Please see Appendix P.

Marketing and Recruiting Information
1. What controls are in place to ensure that the information presented to students in advertising,
brochures and other communications is accurate?
Please see Appendix Q.
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Appendix A
Provide an overview statement about current additional
locations, and about the institution’s general approach to
off-campus instruction. List the current approved active
additional locations. Be sure to include with each
location the full address and all academic programs
offered at the location.
Evidence Attached:


Additional Location Part I Submission to CCD - Abraham Lincoln
high school

Community College of Denver (CCD) provides programming and courses in
three additional locations:

The Advanced
Manufacturing
Center (AMC)

Fabrication Welding, Machine
Technologies

2570 31st Street
Denver, CO 80216

The CEC Early
College (CEC)

Nurse Aide certificate, Food,
Nutrition, and Wellness
certificate, and Early Childhood
Education teacher level I
certificate can all be achieved at
this location. Additionally, this
location offers courses related to
the general associate degree as
well as courses related to the
certificates and degrees in
architectural technologies and
criminal justice.

2650 Eliot St, Denver,
CO 80211

The Lowry
Campus

Dental Hygiene, Medical Assistant 1070 Alton Way
Denver, CO 80230
certificate, Licensed Practical
Nursing certificate, Nurse Aide
certificate, Phlebotomy
certificate, Radiologic Technology,
Surgical Technology, Veterinary
Technology

These locations exist because physical limitations caused by an urban landlocked campus occasionally challenge us to house or expand courses and
programs that cannot be accommodated at our primary Campus (the Auraria
Campus). In those instances, we rely on our philosophy for off-site
instruction to guide our decision-making.
•

Course Offerings. When there is an established need in our
community, we first determine if the Auraria Campus can
accommodate that need for course offerings. If that is not possible,
then we search for a location that:

o can house the specialized equipment and space for the course
offerings, and/or
o can be modified to meet the equipment and space needs, and/or
o is better situated in the community to meet its needs.
We offer courses at several area high schools, at the Warren Village
Women’s Shelter, and on-site in City and County of Denver
Department of Human Services training facilities. The work at these
sites occurs based on demonstrated community need, in part as a
result of direct requests to the college. For example, this summer the
City and County of Denver determined the need for a training partner
to upskill its human services employees. The college quickly responded
and classes in paralegal and human services started this fall.
We require additional assurances if we determine that it is best for an
entire program, or a substantial part of a program, to be housed away
from our main campus.
•

Additional Locations Review Process. When CCD decides to consider
an additional location, the executive leadership team first assures that
there is:
o an understanding of the partnership between CCD and the
additional location,
o a five-year plan for CCD courses at the location,
o a demonstration of how the courses will be offered and how
they intentionally map to our programs of study,
o current capacity for qualified faculty,
o and a plan for hiring additional qualified faculty.
Where a partner wishes to become an additional location, the college
uses a two-part application process to ensure clear communication and
transparency between CCD and our potential partner locations. Part I
asks for site specific information and notifies the site about HLC
accreditation requirements for additional locations to the college. Part I
also allows for review by executive staff to determine whether to
approve or deny allowing the HLC additional location application
process to continue. This executive approval process affirmatively
indicates when and how the college wants to expand to additional
locations. Part II includes an estimated timeline, overview of the
process, and evidence that will need to be submitted directly to

HLC. Additionally, we look at historical data to ensure evidence exists
that:
o the location is equivalent to our main campus in learning
outcomes for students,
o faculty are hired and evaluated using the same process as on
our main campus, and
o the location provides sufficient student services to support our
students.

CCD Additional Location Campus Application
Part 1 - Narrative
Abraham Lincoln High School
Principal - Larry Irvin
Assistant Principal Responsible for Application - Scott Burke

●

How will CCD serve as the primary college provider for your site including a plan for high
levels of collaboration and engagement with the college?

ALHS is committed to using CCD as the primary college provider by offering all concurrent
enrollment courses through CCD. ALHS will work in collaboration with CCD to create course
sequences, ensure consistency in content, and ensure an overarching alignment between those
courses offered on the CCD campus and ALHS. Courses will only be offered through an
institution other than CCD if that course or program is not available through CCD. This
partnership is intended to create clarity, transparency and consistency for students to ensure
the best experience possible for students when taking concurrent enrollment.
●

What CCD certificates and/or degrees do you currently offer and wish to offer in the future to
your students?

As a new satellite campus ALHS would offer students from low socioeconomic status
meaningful access to post-secondary options, specifically concurrent enrollment credits
resulting in progress towards the degree or post-secondary certification of their choice. The first
goal is for ALHS to offer all of the courses necessary to complete both an Associate’s or Arts
(AA) and an Associate’s of Science Degrees (AS). Secondly, for those students who already
have a specific degree in mind, ALHS will offer the opportunity to complete two semesters (8
courses) towards strategically chosen associates degrees. Degrees with designation and
degrees articulated between CCD and other colleges and universities will be prioritized in order
to ensure transferability. Finally, certificate programs would be emphasized for those students
with career goals that may not require a full post-secondary degree. These three priorities are in
service to the vision of students taking college courses within the context of a CCD degree
sequence so that they may matriculate into both 2 and 4 year college programs in order to
successfully earn a college degree or post-secondary certificate.
Historically, high schools, including ALHS, have offered concurrent enrollment courses with
the goal of complete high school graduation requirements while earning college credit, but these
offerings were not always aligned to a post-secondary degree or certificate. Becoming a CCD
additional location enables ALHS to shift this approach to offer concurrent enrollment courses in
a meaningful way in service to post-secondary college and career plans. In addition to the
Associates Degree, students would participate in academic advising at both the high school and
college campus in order to take those concurrent enrollment classes that align to a degree
aligned to their career interest. Students could complete at least two semesters (8 courses)
towards the thirteen following degree paths; Art, Biology, Business Administration, Marketing,
Computer Information Systems, Criminal Justice, Early Childhood Teacher Education
Designation, English - Literature Emphasis, Human Services, Information Technology,
Mathematics, Philosophy and Spanish. ALHS will also explore offering certificates including
1

Revit, Basic Building Crafts, Customer Service, Computer Technology, Early Childhood Teacher
Level 1, Digital Design Media, Inventor, Food-Nutrition-and Wellness, Nursing Aid and Tax
Preparation.
Currently ALHS offers a wide array of concurrent enrollment and AP classes that the
previously mentioned degree sequences and certificate programs would build upon. Through
Career Connect Youth Apprenticeships at ALHS, students currently begin coursework on the
ALHS campus towards an AAS in Computer Information Systems, and an AA in Business with
the option for a focus in accounting. After year 1 Math and English courses, students continue
their coursework towards these degrees on the CCD campus. Other degree series through the
Youth Apprenticeship Program include Communication and Health Care. Additionally, ALHS
has also offered certificate in Tax Preparation. Each of these programs can be leveraged with
the CCD satellite campus designation to increase post-secondary options for all students.
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●

Please be sure to list all CCD classes, the sequence in which they will be taken at your site
and which certificate or degree plans they are part of.
The 29 classes ALHS would prioritize and the degree sequences they serve
Asso Asso
Degree Title Arts Sci

Count
ACC 121

23
x

Art 110

19

Art

Bio

8

9

12

9

x

x

x
x

x

Art 111

x

x

Bio 105

x

x

Bio 111
Bus 115

x
x

Che 111/Che
112

x

x

x

x

9

8

x

x

9

10

8

x

x

9

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

9

Span
8

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Com 115

x

x

Crj 110

x

Eco 202

x

x

Eng 121

x

x

x

Eng 122

x

x

x

His 122

x

x

His 205

x

Lit 115

x

Lit 205

x

Mat 120

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

Mat 123

x

x

Pos 105

x

x

Psy 101

x

x

Soc 101

x

x

Soc 102

x

Spa 211

x

Spa 212

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Phi 111

x

x
x

Mat 121

Mat 201
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Math Phil

x

CIS 118

Mat 135

Early
Comp Crim Child Eng Hum Info
Sci
Just . Ed Lang Serv Tech Mkt

Bus
Adm

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
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Students would follow a general sequence of courses depending on their ability to complete prerequisites for courses. This generalized sequence is outlined below into a traditional progression
and an advanced progression which would be determined by ability level:
ADVANCE PROGRESSION
STEM Students - 12 CE Courses Completed
Freshman
Fall

Spring

Sophomore
Fall

Spring

CE Social CE Social
Studies S1 Studies S2

Junior

Senior

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

ENG 121

ENG 122

LIT 115

LIT 205

CE Elective

COM 115

MTH 121

MTH 166

CE SCI S1
(STEM)

CE SCI S1
(STEM)

Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes

Traditional HS Classes

ADVANCED PROGRESSION
Non-STEM Students - 12 CE Courses Completed
Freshman
Fall

Spring

Sophomore
Fall

Spring

CE Social CE Social
Studies S1 Studies S2

Junior

Senior

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

ENG 121

ENG 122

LIT 115

LIT 205

CE Elective

COM 115

GT MTH S1

GT MTH S2

CE SCI S1
(Non-STEM)

CE SCI S1
(Non-STEM)

Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes

Traditional HS Classes

TRADITIONAL PROGRESSION
STEM Students - 8 CE Courses Completed
Freshman
Fall

Spring

Traditional HS Classes

Sophomore
Fall

Spring

Junior

Senior

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

CE Social
Studies S1

CE Social
Studies S2

ENG 121

ENG 122

MTH 121

MTH 166

CE SCI S1
(STEM)

CE SCI S1
(STEM)

Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes

Traditional HS Classes
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TRADITIONAL PROGRESSION
Non-STEM Students - 8 CE Courses Completed
Freshman
Fall

Spring

Traditional HS Classes

Sophomore
Fall

Spring

Junior

Senior

Fall

Spring

Fall

Spring

CE Social
Studies S1

CE Social
Studies S2

ENG 121

ENG 122

GT MTH S1

GT MTH S2

CE SCI S1
(Non-STEM)

CE SCI S1
(Non-STEM)

Traditional HS Classes
Traditional HS Classes

Traditional HS Classes

●

Please list the names of instructors who are already serving as CCD adjunct instructors.

The following staff members are currently teaching CCD concurrent enrollment courses at
ALHS. Below please find their names and the current sections they teach.
Kimberly Brazie - MTH 120, MTH 121, MTH 166
Angela Kulhem - MTH 120, MTH 135
Gregory Gallegos - English - ENG 121, ENG 122, LIT 115
Karissa Conard - English - ENG 121, ENG 122, LIT 115
Manpreet Sandhu - Math - MTH 108, MTH 120, MTH 121, MTH 135, MTH 166
Due to restrictions on the number of courses a school may offer, the following staff members
are certified to be CCD adjunct but cannot currently teach CCD courses, and therefore teach
course work through a different university:
Kenneth Levine - Criminal Justice and Political Science
Elena Calvo-Blesa - Spanish Language
Kelly Brady - History
Jocelyn Palomino - English, Pathways to Teaching
Kevin Wyatt - Pathways to Teaching

●

Please provide your current or future process for recruiting and hiring instructors who meet
the requirements to become CCD adjunct instructors

Increasing ALHS’ capacity to offer CCD coursework involves a two-fold approach of recruiting
CCD adjunct instructors who are new hires to Lincoln as well as supporting current Lincoln
teachers to pursue graduate level work coursework in order to become adjunct instructors.
The first approach for staffing is to hire teachers who are new to Lincoln and have a content
master’s degree such as math, English, history, etc. which qualifies that teacher to become an
adjunct professor. If a teacher does not have a content specific master’s degree, then we would
explore opportunities to complete the required coursework to teach a CE course. In addition to
5

District financial support for continued education, Lincoln is able to fund these courses which is
a strategy to incentivize potential candidates.
The second approach for staffing is to develop current ALHS teachers by supporting them to
complete graduate level work in order to become an adjunct professor. For example, some
ALHS teachers are participating in a mini-master’s program that builds upon an existing
master’s degree. This program adds on to an already existing master’s by having instructors
complete enough credits to be able to teach CE in a specific content area. ALHS provides
professional development funds, in conjunction with a total $6000 tuition reimbursement
available through the district, to cover the cost of the mini-master’s program or graduate
coursework in order to build staff capacity to offer CE.
In the future, we would like to develop processes and procedures in partnership with CCD
faculty regarding hiring. When hiring specific CE instructors, Lincoln would like to partner with
CCD professors and department chairs in order to hire by committee. This will ensure a strong
working relationship and consistency between Lincoln CE and CCD. These committees would
consider instructional capacity as well as pathway development as the coursework offered is
dependent on qualifications and the content. The goal is to maintain and foster a consistent,
collaborative working relationship between ALHS and CCD for hiring and pathway development.
Paired with approval as a CCD satellite campus, our current staffing is poised to offer
significantly more classes through CCD. Hiring and recruiting will be leveraged to further expand
ALHS capacity to offer those CCD courses, certificates and degree pathways mentioned in this
application.
*Please see Appendix A for an example of a concurrent enrollment job posting

●

Please provide enrollment data over the past three years specifically for your CCD students
which includes the student’s name, S#, courses, and grades.

Please see attached excel file: “ALHS CCD Historical Grades”
Data Summary:
From the fall of 2015 to the fall of 2018, ALHS has increased its CCD fall completer count by
33% increasing from 191 to 236 course completions, an increase of 24%. The overall passing
percentage has increased gradually from 72.3% to 80.3%, an increase of 8.0% over three
years. At the same time, the failure rate has decreased from 28% to 20%, a decrease of 8%
over three years.
In a school like ALHS, that has a total enrollment of 969 students in which 92% of students are
on free and reduced lunch, 97% are students of color, 73% are English language learners and
12% are SPED students, the completion rates and CE pass count is an incredible opportunity to
change kids lives. Students show dramatically higher rates of success earning college credit
and demonstrating college readiness through CE courses as opposed to other methods such as
standardized testing or AP testing. In fact, historically only 16% of students (65 out of 404) in AP
classes score a 3 or higher on the AP exam. Conversely, ALHS students have a 72% pass rate
6

(466 out of 650) in all of CE courses offered at ALHS. For this reason, ALHS is shifting our
priority away from AP courses and intends to offer as many CE courses as possible through
CCD.
For detailed data analysis over the course of three years, please see the attached excel
spreadsheet “ALHS CCD Historical Grades”.

●

Please provide yield rate of graduating students who enroll directly to CCD.

Please see attached excel file: “ALHS CCD % Yield”
Data Summary:
The number of students who have enrolled in college for the first fall after graduation has
increased from 39.1% to 51.6% over three years, which is a 32% increase in the number of
students enrolling in any college in the fall. Additionally, students enrolling in the Ascent
program which allows for a full year of college paid by ALHS has increased over the past four
years. In 2015 - 1017 a total of 10 students over this three year span participated in ASCENT.
This year the number of students participating in the Ascent program has quadrupled and is
now at 17 students.
Specifically for CCD, the number of enrollees has remained consistent at 19 students per year,
hovering around 17% of graduates. ALHS would like to increase the number of students and the
percentage of students who pursue certificates and stackable degrees through CCD by
increasing the number of courses offer that would lead to higher matriculation rates to CCD.
For further statistical analysis, please see the attached spreadsheet “ALHS CCD % Yield”.
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Appendix A - Potential Concurrent Enrollment Job Posting
ABRAHAM LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL
Southwest
187 work days per year
FTE: 1.0
Salary: See DCTA Teacher Salary Schedule at
http://careers.dpsk12.org/teachercomp/compensation-your-first-year/.
Subjects and Grades:
* Position begins in school year 2019-2020
* Grade 09 - Ninth
* Grade 10 - Tenth
* Grade 11 - Eleventh
* Grade 12 - Twelfth
* Math
Essential Functions and Objectives:
The High School Teacher teaches specific grade level subject matter to a diverse high school
student population, following DPS standards-based curriculum. Helps all students develop
competence and confidence simultaneously through a balance of acquiring basic skills and
developing conceptual understanding. Monitors, supervises, coordinates and enforces rule of
conduct and behavior for assigned students, and reinforces positive student behaviors in
accordance with school and District policy. Observes, evaluates, reports and records students'
performance, behavior, social development, and physical health. Communicates with parents or
guardians, teachers, counselors, and administrators to resolve students' behavioral and academic
problems.
Knowledge, Experience, & Other Qualifications:
Must possess a current Colorado Department of Education Teachers License with appropriate
endorsement.
Qualifications:
Please enter all of your education, licensure, and endorsements on your profile before submitting
an application for this position. Candidates without a complete profile will not be considered. If
your teaching license is pending, you are eligible to apply.
* Bachelor's degree in Education or related field.
At least one of the following types of licensure is required:
If your teaching license is pending, you are eligible to apply.
* Teacher: Initial Teacher License
* Teacher: Professional Teacher License
* Teacher: Alternative Teacher License
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At least one of the following endorsements or certifications is required in each subject area for
this position:
* Mathematics - 36 Hours
* Mathematics - Degree
* Mathematics - Endorsement
* Mathematics - National Board Certification
* Mathematics - Place/Praxis
Additional Information:
Concurrent Enrollment Math Teacher: We are looking for an adjunct Math professor to join a
powerful team of educators committed to closing the opportunity gap for our students and who
truly sees that college can be for all. This individual must be able to teach both 100 level Math
classes, as well as high school Math curriculum. Applicants much have a Masters degree in Math
or a related Masters degree +18 hours in graduate Math content.

About Concurrent Enrollment at ALHS:
Lincoln is a district leader in the amount of concurrent enrollment offered and our students have
shown tremendous success in these courses. As a CCD Satellite campus we work closely with CCD
professors and department chairs to offer rigorous college coursework to all students. All CE staff
develop college pathways in conjunction with CCD professors to ensure consistency between
courses offered on the college and ALHS campuses. Adjunct staff will be in close contact with
department chairs to develop curriculum and coursework as well. All staff work to advise students
towards post-secondary goals to ensure college coursework is chosen strategically to align to future
goals and degree pathways.
ALHS also prioritizes continual learning for all staff. In conjunction with tuition reimbursement
through the district, Lincoln offers financial support for graduate level work and continued
education towards a master’s degree that is needed to teach additional concurrent enrollment
courses. We value teachers’ ability to further their education and career while also expanding the
number of concurrent enrollment offerings.
About Denver Public Schools:
Denver Public Schools is committed to meeting the educational needs of every student with great
schools in every neighborhood. Our goal is to provide every child in Denver with rigorous,
enriching educational opportunities from preschool through high school graduation. DPS is
comprised of nearly 200 schools including traditional, magnet, charter and alternative pathways
schools, with an enrollment of more than 90,000 students.
Under the leadership of Superintendent Susana Cordova and guided by the tenets of The Denver
Plan, DPS has become the fastest-growing school district in the country in terms of enrollment and
the fastest-growing large school district in the state in terms of student academic growth. Learn
more at dpsk12.org.
Denver Public Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of
race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, disability, or any other status
protected by law or regulation. It is our intention that all qualified applicants be given equal
opportunity and that selection decisions be based on job-related factors.
9

Appendix B
What future growth does the institution anticipate (e.g. in the
next six months, three years, ten years) for additional locations?
Evidence Attached:
• NACEP Accreditation letter

Community College of Denver remains responsive to our industry and
community needs, while maintaining oversight and quality control wherever
and however our courses and programs are taught. This is exemplified both
in our long-range planning, and in our response to Colorado’s goal to
increase concurrent enrollment.
We are working on a long-range plan to bring our health science programs,
now housed at our Lowry campus, to our main Auraria campus, allowing us
to better serve our downtown Denver students and community. When that
comes to fruition, however, we will retain our Lowry presence for future
programming and partnerships.
Our state is expanding its high school enrollment (concurrent enrollment)
commitment, and we can foresee that more high schools will want to join
CEC Early College in becoming a CCD additional location. As a NACEP
accredited institution, that standing allows us to provide high-quality college
education to high school students. We are currently writing an application to
designate a second high school, Abraham Lincoln, as an additional location.
They have completed Part I of the CCD application and are now working with
the college on Part II, which we hope to have completed by the end of this
calendar year. At that time, we will submit the application to the Higher
Learning Commission for review.
Looking further in the future, more Denver high schools may endeavor to
achieve additional location status. For each one, we will go through the same
rigorous application process developed for CEC Early College and Abraham
Lincoln High School.

May 22, 2018

Brandon Protas
Director, College Pathways
Community College of Denver
P.O. Box 173363
Denver, CO 80217
Dear Dr. Protas:
The NACEP Accreditation Commission approved the review team’s recommendation to accredit the College
Pathways Program at Community College of Denver. The Commission of experienced representatives of
NACEP-accredited concurrent enrollment partnerships who reviewed the application had the following to say
about the program:
Overall, the Commission appreciated the time the program put into organizing and preparing the application.
The team makes the following recommendations:
Curriculum Standard 3: The Commission agrees with the Review Team’s recommendation to create a
specific site visit report for the CEP site-visits. This simple addition will only enhance the great work that
the CEP is doing.
Assessment Standard 1: The Commission recommends that the program improve the syllabi approval
process. The Commission encourages the use of a syllabus review checklist on which the academic chairs
provide notes to the instructors and feedback to the CEP.
Evaluation Standards: As the program begins to implement the new standards, the Commission
recommends continuing to find ways which will best provide the CEP with useful longitudinal data for
overall program improvement.
The program is to be congratulated on its quality, and these recommendations are made with the best of
intentions on behalf of the NACEP Commission. The program’s commitment to the implementation of
concurrent enrollment best practices is to be commended, and I wish you the best as the program moves
forward.
Sincerely,

Ms. Victoria Zeppelin
Chair, NACEP Accreditation Commission

Cc: Ms. Ruthanne Orihuela, Dean, Center for Arts and Humanities

Advancing quality college courses for high school students

www.nacep.org

Appendix C
How does the institution ascertain that facilities at each location will meet the
needs of students and the curriculum?
Evidence Attached:



Advisory committee meeting minutes for our Radiologic Technology demonstrating industry input into program facility needs.



Dental Hygiene - Clinical Site Guidebook - requirements CCD imposes on
outside clinical sites to ensure high quality instruction

College deans and faculty, along with facilities and information technology
(IT) staff, develop program facility and equipment requirements at all
locations within Community College of Denver to support student learning.
Strong input from, and collaboration with, our programmatic advisory groups
ensures that we maintain facilities that align with industry expectations.
The college funds these locations both through designated budgets within
our general funds and through high and medium cost course fees. We also
use both general and Perkins funds to ensure that the equipment purchased
for our sites remains relevant and contemporaneous. We use our budgeting
strategically to anticipate work-force needs five years into the future.
Some examples of recent facility changes are:
•

•

The Surgical Technology program recently purchased a laparoscopic
tower and simulation soft belly that is used to produce still and video
images in the surgical field during endoscopic surgical cases. This will
enable students to excel in their clinical rotations as familiarity with
this equipment is now an industry expectation.
Faculty teaching Fabrication Welding in the air arc room at the AMC
recognized that the ventilation system in the room was not working as
originally designed. Facilities staff hired an industrial hygienist who
completed two separate reports using input from faculty, the dean,
and the director of the AMC. Based on the recommendations in that
report, the college hired an engineering firm to develop recommended
equipment and physical solutions to ensure ventilation within the air
arc room will meet the requirements specified by the industrial
hygienist.

Additionally, students engage in clinical rotations outside of our additional
locations as part of several of our programs. CCD procedures ensure that
those sites remain up to date and appropriate for industry needs.
§ The college provides the clinical site with guidance on what is
expected both from the site and from the student,
§ The clinical site instructor evaluates student performance during
every clinic day,
§ The clinic site instructor ensures that the student is participating
for the required time,
§ The clinical site coordinator evaluates student performance at
the site,

§
§

Students are required to complete self-reporting of their learning
done at the site, and
The site is asked to complete a form on each student’s overall
professionalism at the end of the clinic experience.

Radiologic Technology -Compliance Advisory Minutes

Dental Hygiene - Clinical Site Guidebook

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF DENVER
DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM
External Rotation Program Handbook

2018-2019

Thank you for agreeing to be involved in Community College of Denver Dental Hygiene External
Rotation Program. This handbook is intended to assist you in your role as the site preceptor.
Many of the experiences relating to patient needs in extramural clinics are not routinely found
in the clinical program at the school, so this is an enriching experience for our students. The
External Rotation Program is designed to enhance the students’ educational journey and
supports their didactic courses in oral health. The CCD Dental Hygiene Faculty are confident
that a student’s participation in the External Rotation Program will facilitate his/her entry into
the workforce as a competent and ethical professional.
I.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of the course, students will have:







II.

Provided dental hygiene services and treatment in a variety of public health settings.
Treatment modalities will consist of patient/client assessments, radiographs, nutritional
counseling, smoking cessation and other oral health educational materials as needed.
Synthesized patient/client assessment information and formulate a dental hygiene
diagnosis and treatment plan for the individuals under their care.
Utilized the various dental software programs, digital radiology programs, and other
diagnostic tools (i.e. intra-oral cameras, caries detection devices and oral cancer
detection systems) to support the individual treatment plans.
Provided oral health education to their patients/clients in a variety of public health
settings, diverse cultural setting and community venues.
Demonstrated good communication skills and interaction with the professional staffs at
the various External Rotation Organizations.
Delivered oral health care and education across the cultural boundaries as an integral
part of this experience.
Assisting the Students to Learn from Experiences:

Experiential learning, or “learning by doing”, provides students with the opportunity to become
actively involved in their own learning process. You can assist the students to learn from
experience in the following ways:




At the commencement of the placement discuss with the student his/her goals for the
placement e.g. what does the student expect to learn during the clinical experience.
Having identified the student’s expectations, discuss with the student how he/she
intends to satisfy those expectations.
Participate in feedback, discussion, and critique of the student’s performance. For
example, if the student has been assigned a task, discuss with the student the taskspecific objective and the choices available to achieve those objectives. At the
completion of the task, assist the student in the evaluation of the process and outcome
of the task.
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III.

Promoting the Development of Professional Responsibility and Ethical Practice:

An external placement provides an ideal context within which to discuss issues pertaining to
professional responsibility and ethics. Prior to patient treatment, you should discuss with the
students the rules of profession conduct applicable to your specific clinical site.
Patient confidentiality is absolute. All students will observe the Health Information Privacy and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) in regards to the patients’ medical and dental history, procedures,
medications, etc. Discussion of patient experiences will be strictly anonymous and only
provided by the site preceptors.
IV.

Orientation:

At the commencement of the external rotation site placement, please take the time to
orientate the student to the clinical site. Matters that should be considered during the course
of this orientation include:




V.

The function of your agency, practice, or organization.
The role of the student in the daily functions of the clinical site.
The nature of the students’ work/clinical performance.
Relevant office policies and the chain of command.
The student’s expectations for the placement.
Layout of the clinic and introduction to staff members.
Explanations related to clinical assignments.
Clinical Expectations:

Medical History/Risk Assessment:
Further questions positive findings on initial health history and updates history at all
recare appointments
Notates allergies and medical alerts in red
Documents medications and contraindications on health history and treatment notes
Takes vital signs and records in treatment notes at initial and all recare appointments:
o Blood pressure
o Pulse and Respirations
Basic knowledge to discuss concerns with DDS and/or RDH for potential medical consult
if necessary
Extraoral/Intraoral Examination:
ID variants of normal conditions, documents in treatment notes, communicates with DDS
and/or RDH, and educates patient on condition
ID abnormal conditions: measures, describes and documents in treatment notes;
communicates with DDS and/or RDH for referrals and educates patient on condition
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Occlusion:
 Angle’s or skeletal classification I, II, III identified
Overjet and overbite measured and documented
Crossbite ID and record teeth numbers of specific areas affected
Deviations identified and recorded as facial, lingual, midline, torso
Parafunctional habits ID and documented
Periodontal Assessment:
Gingival description: concise statement documenting color, size, shape margin/papillae,
consistency and texture
Periodontal pocket measurement and ID bleeding and exudate points
Recession measurement
Measures attached gingival and notes clinical attachment levels
Mobility and fremetus
Furcation involvement
Records a concise statement of periodontal status and etiology behind findings
Hard Tissues:
Abnormal loss of tooth structure: attrition, erosion and abfraction
Missing teeth ID
Restorations ID
Caries ID: clinical, radiographical, and Diagnodent used
Abnormality ID: fractures, hypocalcification, mottled enamel, imperfections, etc.
Radiography:
Discusses and explains necessity for radiographs with patient prior to exposure
Traditional and digital radiography are utilized in the CCD Clinic
Interpretation/correlation of radiographs exam with the EO/IO, hard tissue and
periodontal assessment to help create a treatment plan for the patient
Treatment Planning:
Formulates and presents dental hygiene diagnosis to DDS and/or RDH and informs
patient
Accurately assesses and records periodontal risk assessment
Accurately assesses and records caries risk assessment by using the Caries management
by Risk Assessment (CAMBRA)
Develops realistic goals for the process of care and lists expected outcomes
Has patient sign treatment consent form and treatment plans with correct number and
sequence of appointments outlined
Preventive and Supportive Treatment:
 Selects correct oral hygiene techniques for patient’s needs
Educates patient on correct oral hygiene technique with the tell, show and do theory
Tobacco Cessation utilizing current methodology
Topical fluoride application: varnish and foam
3

Fluoride self care instructions if patient treatment indicates
Care of oral appliances and dentures
Pit and Fissure sealant placement
Antibacterial placement agents (Arestin, etc.)
Chemotherapeutic agents (Chlorhexidine, etc,)
Desensitizing products, techniques (varnishes, MI paste, etc.)

Pain Control:
 Local anesthesia: PSA, MSA, ASA, IA, Lingual, Long Buccal, Mental, GP, NP and
Infiltration/Papillary injections—CCD Dental Hygiene Program requires a DDS or
RDH to observe the students while giving injections at the rotation sites.
The Wand system
Explains the need for anesthesia, the procedure and post operative procedures and
precautions to patient
Nitrous Oxide sedation
Documents, noting analgesia, anesthesia: type, amount, effectiveness, reactions and mpd
Instrumentation:
Correct instrument selection and usage
Instrument sharpening
Appropriate indications for ultrasonics, deposits, health status and risks
Selective coronal polishing and stain removal
Quality Assurance:
Appropriate referrals documented, signed and given to patient
Status of previous referrals addressed and documented
Time Management
Equipment preparation, organization and sequence
Infection control and patient safety assured
HIPAA observed during all interaction with patient including documentation and record
control
Discretion and privacy of patient protected
Treatment plan followed to completion as planned and results documented
Professionalism:
Punctuality
Appearance, demeanor, attitude, composure and judgment. Students are required to
wear CCD issued name badges at all external rotation sites.
Has good patient rapport, management and compassion
Teamplayer, initiative, helps, self-directed work ethic
Ergonomics
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VI.

General Information:
Attendance and prompt arrival of students are critical to the success of the extramural
program at the as the site schedules patients based on the presence of the student.
Excused absences include a critical emergency, illness, and inclement weather as
determined by the Community College of Denver. If a student must be absent from a
site, he/she will contact the CCD Dental Hygiene Program, External Clinical Coordinator,
Michelle Thornton, as soon as possible. The student must contact the External Rotation
site point person and follow the sites specific Absence Protocol. Students will not switch
assignments with classmates without prior approval.
CCD issues name badges must be worn at all times during the clinical rotation.
Protective eyewear must be worn during patient treatment (either loops or safety
glasses).
The rotation site will provide disposables, masks and gloves.
It is preferred that students spend as much time as possible on the rotation in direct
patient contact. Limited observations of surgery or unusual procedures are also
encouraged.
Students have completed curriculum and clinical practice in local anesthesia as per the
requirements of the Colorado State Board of Dental Examiners. Students may provide
local anesthesia under the direct supervision of the site RDH and/or DDS.

VII.

Student Feedback:

Constructive feedback is a critical component of the student’s learning process. It consists of
giving specific information about the effectiveness of what the student did and, when
necessary, suggesting alternatives to enhance future performance. When giving constructive
feedback, consider the following:
Feedback that acknowledges effective behavior before commenting on ineffective
behavior tends to have the greatest impact. Please include both types of information
during all feedback sessions.
Feedback should be specific. Please provide a couple of examples on how the student
could improve their performance and become more effective during the patient
treatment appointment.
VIII.

Evaluation of the Student by the Site Preceptor:

The site preceptor will be given an electronic copy of the evaluation form to be completed for
each student at the end of each clinical session. Please send the evaluations via email, fax or by
mail to Michelle Thornton. These evaluations will be used to keep track of student’s
attendance at the External Rotation Sites and will be used as a percentage of the student’s
grade for the course.
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IX.

CCD Exposure Protocol and Concentra Locations:

The Community College of Denver Dental Hygiene Program “Exposure Protocol” outlines the
chain of communication at CCD in case of an exposure during patient care. The student needs
to follow this protocol to ensure the incident is covered by the institution’s workman’s
compensation insurance plan. The protocol is as follows:
CCD Needle Stick Incident Report
Fill out all bulleted items and include with compensation reporting form. Send completed forms to Patty
Davies (303-352-3310) program chair, and clinic coordinator. Student also needs to contact Michelle
Thornton, 303-573-5533 and Mary Catherine Dean, Interim Director, 303-365-8334.
Route of Exposure
Circumstances of exposure
Relevant employee/student medical records attached
Vaccination status
Engineering controls in use at time of incident
Work practices followed
Description of devise being used
PPE used at time of exposure incident
Location of incident
Procedure being performed when incident occurred (include employee/student training)

Please inform student of External Site Rotation Exposure Protocol.
In case of an exposure incident, the student must report to the nearest Concentra Medical
Center listed below:

Students/Faculty
3434 47th Street ste.100
10355 E Iliff Ave
5320 Mark Dabling Blvd Bldg 7
ste 100
2322 S Academy Blvd
1730 Blake Street ste 100
420 E 58th Ave ste 111
5855 Stapleton Dr. N. unit A130
1212 S Broadway ste 150
7150 S Fulton street Bldg 200C
2620 E Prospect Road ste 160

Boulder, CO
Denver, CO
Colorado Springs, CO

303-541-9090
303-755-4955
719-592-1584

Colorado Springs, CO
Denver, CO
Denver, CO
Denver, CO

719-390-1727
303-296-2273
303-292-2273
303-371-7444

Denver, CO
Englewood, CO
Ft. Collins, CO

303-777-2777
303-792-7368
970-221-5811
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770 Simms Street ste 100
20 W Dry Creek Cir ste 100
500 E 84th Ave ste B14
3350 Peoria St #190
After Hours phone #

Golden, CO
Littleton, CO
West Adams, CO
Aurora, Co

303-239-6060
303-798-1009
303-287-7070
303-340-3053
303-370-0454

Denver, CO

303-629-3721

Denver, CO

303-426-2020

Littleton, CO

303-730-5800

Louisville, CO

303-673-1111

Concentra Locations After Hours:
St Anthony Central 4231 W 16th
Ave
St Anthony North 2551 W. 84th
Ave
Littleton Adventist Hosp 7700 S
Broadway
Avista Adventist Hosp 100
Healthpark Dr

X.

Contact Information:

Please contact Michelle Thornton, External Rotations Clinical Coordinator, if you have questions
or concerns.


Cell phone: 303-619-6446
Office phone: T-W-Th 303-573-5533
Email: michelle.thornton@ccd.edu
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Appendix D
What is the process through which the institution assesses and
adjusts, as necessary, funding and staffing for locations?
Evidence Attached:


Strategic Budget Committee vision and cross-college membership
listing



Strategic Budget Committee communication to the College about the
budget process and zero based budgeting



Organizational charts for Lowry and the Advanced Manufacturing Center
demonstrating both faculty and administrative presence

Funding
The college uses an identical financial and budget setting process
regardless of where a department is physically located. A collaborative
group, the Strategic Budget Committee (SBC), manages the process
along with the college deputy chief financial officer (CFO). The SBC
membership includes colleagues from all across the college.
The college uses a modified zero-based budget (ZBB) process, starting
with historical budget and expenditure data, for each budget category.
Each year, SBC members meet with each budget owner to assess
wants and needs in operating, travel, and hourly staff expenses. The
final budget developed by the SBC is presented to the Strategic
Planning/Collaborative Decision-Making Group for their approval or
requested revision.
To address the possible need for unplanned, unbudgeted expenses,
the SBC developed an additional funding request and approval form.
Budget owners who find they did not budget sufficiently through the
ZBB process may complete the form and the SBC will evaluate the
request.
Programs also have the ability to set program fees needed for specific
items required for student learning. Fee setting is an iterative process
between the faculty in each program, the dean, and the deputy CFO.
Final fees must be approved by the provost and president and
subsequently by the State Board for Community Colleges and
Occupational Education, which is the governing board of thirteen
community colleges within the state.
Staffing
Human resources works closely with the executive team to determine
the right classification of staff using our job analysis process and
compensation plan. The human resources director designed the
questions in the analysis to measure the scope and complexity of the
work assignments as well as the level of responsibility and
accountability for each position.

The staffing at Lowry and AMC is appropriate to support the students
and programming at those locations. When we open additional
locations, we commit to have in place an administrator and
administrative staff to provide leadership, oversight, and operational
support. These are based on the needs of the location and include
dedicated leadership, staff, and student support services. For example,
the provost, dean of instruction, human resources, and academic
advising have a regular presence at Lowry and AMC.

Strategic Budget Committee (SBC)
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Strategic Budget Committee

Strategic Budget Committee (SBC)
SBC provides budgetary impact analysis and works with POG and SP/CDM to align the budget
with strategic priorities.

Committee Charter
This committee serves to establish a transparent and participatory budget process at Community College of Denver. This
process will:
• Fully integrate fiscal planning with evaluation of operations
• Be based on data and multidirectional communication
• Help to ensure that resource allocation aligns with CCD's mission, vision and values
• Support strategic priorities
• Meet all governing board requirements

SBC Committee Members

>
https://ccdO.sharepoint.com/SP_CDM/SitePages/Strategic-Budget.aspx
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Strategic Budget Committee (SBC)
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Member Name

Title

Posltlonal Seat

Beth Collins

SWFI Grant Manager

At-Large

Dawn Cummings

Biology & Environmental Science
Assistant Professor

At-Large

Michelle Marin-Cox

Senior Operations & Data Manager

At-Large

Pattv Davies

Human Resources Director

At-LarQe

Erin Farb

World Languages Chair & Professor

At-Large, Faculty representative

Tina Garcia

Dean of Student Development &
Retention

Dean for Student Development and
Retention

Fida Obeidi

Dean, Center for Health and Natural
Sciences

Dean, Center for Health and Natural
Sciences

Peter Lindstrom

Dean, Center for Math, English & First
Year Experience

Dean, Center for Math, English &
First Year Experience

Jim Kynor

Dean, Center for Business, Industry,
Technoloav and Public Service

Dean, Center for Business, Industry,
Technoloav and Public Service

Theresa Clapham Lavin

Director of Financial Aid

(Representing) Executive Dean of
Enrollment Management

Kathryn Mahoney

Director of Student Life

Director of Student Life

Stacey Maillet

Contract & Budget Coordinator

Budget Analyst

Mike Miller

Deputy Chief Financial Officer

Deputy CFO (Convener)

Bill Parsley

Assistant Controller

Administrative Services

Christa Saracco

Director of Marketing &
Communications

Office of the President &
(Representing) Executive Director of
CCD Foundation

A

'

I

L
V

Bob Studinger

<1
https://ccdO.sharepoint.com/SP_CDMIS itePages/Strategic-Budget.aspx

.

-

I

>
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Strategic Budget Committee (SBC)
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Dean, Center for Arts, Behavioral and
Social Sciences

Dean, Center for Arts, Behavioral
and Social Sciences

>
Click Here to see SBC Documents such as Agendas, Meeting Minutes and more

https://ccdO.s harepoint.com/SP_CDM/SitePages/Strategic-Budget.aspx
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Strategic Budget Committee -Communications Plan-Budget Process

Strategic Budget Committee (SBC) Communications Plan – 2019
Budget Process
Actionable: By January 19th, please share the following with all supervisors
in the manner they have indicated best meets their information needs. Ask
that they share the same information with all staff in their areas of
responsibility. (If applicable)
Here’s What’s Happening
CCD’s SBC is currently modifying the college’s FY 2019 budget process. The
SBC will be instituting a new modified zero-based budgeting process. Zerobased budgeting generally starts from a “zero base” and then analyzes every
function within an organization to determine its needs and costs.
CCD will be establishing a modified zero-based budgeting process by starting
with CCD’s current 2017-2018 actual expense numbers and then sitting
down with all of the org owners within the college to establish each area’s
needs. Only non-personnel expenses will be reviewed as part of this process
and no salaries or benefits will be evaluated, except for hourly expenses. All
reviewed budget items are for needed expenses, additional budget expenses
will be reviewed by POG as a “new activity requiring funding”.
Position Analysis (PA)
Achieving Strategic Balance (ASB) suggested PA as part of any new budget
process the college implemented. PA would be used to address the job
vacancies within the college. Position analysis evaluates whether or not a
positon should be realigned or redefined and helps address workload needs.
It was decided by the SBC to push out Position Analysis to FY20 (or beyond)
due to time and effort required to implement other initiatives (EAB Navigate
and American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) Accreditation).
Here’s Why
These initiatives are not intended to cut budgets, but to adequately fund
activities required to operate the units effectively. The SBC provides
budgetary impact analysis, so we are seeking the best results for the entire
College that align with our Strategic Priorities.

Talking Points


Position Analysis (PA) - ASB recommended PA as part of any new
budget process implemented. SBC believes some PA will result from
EAB Navigate and AACC. Since many of the same people working on
EAB Navigate and AACC would be the same key people for PA and it is
currently being pursued, this project will be pushed out to FY20 or
beyond.



Zero-based Budgeting – Only non-personnel expenses will be reviewed
since personnel will be reviewed during PA at a later date. Committee
members will breakout into teams of two and sit down with org owners
in “one on one” meetings. Teams will consist of two SBC members –
one from the area being reviewed (subject matter expert) and one not
from that area (outsider view). Meetings will review operating, hourly
and travel budget necessary for each org. In some cases, capital and
student aid will be reviewed as well. Personnel will be calculated as it
has been in the past using CCD’s current approved “Position Control”
document and associated benefit expenses for approved staff. Final
approved expenses and estimated revenue will be reported to the
Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) to make cuts or initiative
recommendations to Strategic Planning/Collaborative Decision-Making
(SP/CDM) for final decision-making. Final approved decision will be
submitted as the final balanced budget for FY19 and will be sent to all
CCD departments, faculty and staff and posted to the website.

If you have questions contact:
 Mike Miller, Deputy CFO, 303-352-3315 or mike.miller@ccd.edu
 Stacey Maillet, Contract and Budget Coordinator, 303-352-6886 or
stacey.maillet@ccd.edu
 Your SBC representative
Visit us on Office 365:
https://ccd0.sharepoint.com/SP_CDM/SitePages/Strategic-Budget.aspx

AMC & Lowry Org Charts
Ruthanne Orihuela
Provost / Vice President for
Academic Affairs
100690

Center for Business,
Industry, Technology, and
Public Service

Jim Kynor
Dean Center for Business,
Industry, Technology,
& Public Service
100700

Stacey Beckman
Paralegal
Faculty Chair
301960

Karey James
Paralegal Faculty
311170

Mohammad Alsaffar
IT
Faculty Chair
301720

Jesse Brannen
CIS Faculty Chair
300430

Mary Murphy
IT Faculty
311540

Janet Colvin
Manufacturing
Programs Navigator
415700

Vacant
BTE/CIS Faculty
310540

Jacob Webb
Accounting
Faculty Chair
311220

Nirali Patel
Accounting Faculty
311690

Brian Gilsdorf
Accounting Faculty
300620

Jason Marra
Accounting Faculty
312150

John Wenner
Welding
Faculty Chair
311390

Donald Wood
Welding Faculty
311990

Eric Miller
Machining
Faculty Chair
312080

Matthew Sweeney
AMC
Director
101360

Spring Johnson
Administrative
Assistant II
000618

Kevin Dowell
Senior Welding
Trainer
415980

Gilbert Rodarte
Welding Trainer
415960

William Horn
Welding Trainer
415970

Ruthanne Orihuela
Provost / Vice President for Academic
Affairs
100690

Center for Health & Natural
Sciences – Lowry Campus
Fida Obeidi
Dean Center for Health &
Natural Sciences
101590

Vacant
Director of Nursing
416280

Lee Helldoerfer
Practical Nursing
Faculty
312190

Lorraine (Lori) Yost
Radiologic Technology
Faculty Chair / Director,
Mammography
Program Coordinator
311670

Corey Dennis
Nurse Aide
Faculty Chair
311950

Johanna Morrison
RTE Faculty
300600
Teri Huggins
Radiologic
Sciences Faculty
301920

Kathryn Welsch
INP Program
Coordinator
0.75 FTE
415420

Raquel Almendarez
Administrative
Assistant II
000517

Douglas (Hayes)
Colburn
Administrative
Assistant III
000591

Karey Covington
Surgical Tech
Faculty Chair
312070

Walter (Spence)
Evans
Surgical
Technology Faculty
312200

Michelle Hoffer
Health & Wellness
Faculty Chair
310950

Mary Catherine Dean
Dental Hygiene
Faculty Chair /
Director
301170

Anah Panico
Clinical
Operations
Manager
412220

Paige McEvoy
DEH Faculty
301450

Elvia Ramos
Administrative
Assistant III
000615
Julia Martin
Dental Hygiene
Faculty
311980

Shannon Burkhalter
Veterinary Technology
Faculty Chair / Director
301930

Keith Semerod
Vet Tech Faculty
311600
Kelly Miller
Vet Tech Faculty
311290

Wendy
Economou
Vet Tech Faculty
310720
Jennifer Gunther
Vet Tech Clinical
Coordinator
311610

Appendix E
How does CCD ensure that promotion, marketing, and enrollment of our
additional locations stay in balane with our resource capacity at those sites?
Evidence Attached:


Clinical sites currently available for Health Science programs



Welding booths schematic used to determine where students can be
placed



All CCD Health Sciences Programs
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/bnsf-certification-program
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/certified-dietary-manager
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/degree-completion-licenseddental-hygienists
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/dental-hygiene
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/food-nutrition-wellness
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/integrated-nursing-pathway
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/magnetic-resonance-imaging
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/mammography
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/medical-assistant
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/nurse-aide
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/radiologic-technology
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/surgical-technology
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/veterinary-technology
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/veterinary-technology-assistant



All CCD Advanced Manufacturing Programs
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/fabrication-welding
o https://www.ccd.edu/program/machine-technologies

Enrollment management at our additional locations are dependent on
capacity and accreditation.
•

•

In some cases, an outside accrediting or regulating body dictates
the ratio of students to faculty at a clinical site, limiting
enrollment to the number of sites we can manage effectively.
In other cases, the capacity of the learning space such as welding
booths, machines, lab seats, or physical space to house classes
dictates the enrollment cap.

The number of manual mills and lathes available for the entry level
machining technology class limits the Machine Technologies program to a
cohort enrollment of ten (10) students. The number of welding booths and
associated machines limits Fabrication Welding program enrollment to
twelve (12) students. The welding booth schematic is used to determine
which combination of booths and equipment can used to accommodate
demand.
All programs at CCD have websites that are meant to be the main point of
initial information for interested students and the community, and are used
as a primary means of marketing and promotion for our programs. Each
program provides information specific to their program on the site. Even
though those sites do not explicitly indicate the number of seats available to
our students every year, they do give guidance on the admissions process
that does result in enrollment limitations.

Clinical/Internship Sites by Program
Dental Hygiene
Denver Health Medical Center
Clinic Addresses:
Webb Dental Clinic
301 W. 6th Ave.
Denver CO 80204
Westside Clinic
1100 Federal Blvd.
Denver, CO 80204
Eastside Clinic
501 28th St.
Denve, CO 80205
Pena (Southwest) Clinic
1339 S. Federal Blvd.
Denver, CO 80219
Lowry Clinic
1001 Yosemite St.
Denver, CO 80230
Evie Dennis Campus
4800 Telluride St.
Denver, CO 80249
BLDG 1 – Student Union
Manual High School
1700E. 28th Ave.
Denver, CO 80205
Place Bridge Academy
7125 Cherry Creek N. Dr.
Denver, CO 80224
Florence Crittenton High School
55 S. Zuni St.
Denver, CO 80223

Health & Wellness
Briarwood Healthcare Center
1440 Vine Street,
Denver CO 80206
303-399-0350

Nurse Aide
Western Hills Healthcare Center
1625 Carr St.
Lakewood, CO 80214
(303) 232-6881
Briarwood Healthcare Center
1440 Vine St
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 399- 0350
Life Care Centers of Aurora
14101 E Evans Ave
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 751-2000
Highline Rehabilitation and Care Center
6060 E Iliff Ave
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 759-4221
The Center at Lowry
8550 E Lowry Blvd
Denver, CO 80203
(303) 676-4000
Christian Living Communities
9570 S Kingston Ct Ste 300
Englewodd, CO 80112
(720) 974-3555

Phlebotomy
UC Health Anschutz
1635 Aurora Ct
Aurora, CO 80045
DaVita Dialysis
Held at various locations in the Denver area
Medical Center of Aurora
1501 S Potomac St.
Aurora CO 80012
9 Health Fairs
Held at various locations in the Denver area

Radiologic Technology Program (RTE)
Avista Adventist Hospital (Centura)
100 Health Park Circle
Louisville, 80027
303-673-1135
Children’s Hospital Colorado
13123 East 16th Ave.
Aurora, CO 80204
720-777-8623
Denver Health Medical Center
777 Bannock Street
Denver, CO 80204
303-436-7661
Kaiser Permanente various locations
Lone Tree
Smokey Hill
Southwest
Wheat Ridge
The Medical Center of Aurora
1501 S. Potomac Street
Aurora, CO 80012
303-695-2652

North Suburban Medical Center
9191 Grant Street
Thornton, CO 80229
303-451-7800
Porter Adventist Hospital
2525 South Downing Street
Denver, CO 80210
303-778-5238
Presbyterian St. Luke’s Hospital
1719 East 19th Ave.
Denver, CO 80218
303-869-2439
Sky Ridge Medical Center
10101 RidgeGate Parkway
Lone Tree, CO 80124
720-225-1707
CT Certificate Program
Castle Rock Adventist (Centura)
720-455-1110
Littleton Adventist (Centura)
720-992-6907
Porter Adventist (Centura)
303 738 2637
Swedish Medical Center (HealthOne)
The Medical Center of Aurora (HealthOne)
North Suburban Medical Center (HealthOne)
Presbyterian St. Luke’s
303-839-6589
Rose Medical Center (HealthOne)
303-320-7035

Kaiser Permanente; various locations
Lakewood
Lone Tree
Franklin
303-764-4533
St. Mary Corwin (Centura)
719-557-5067
Mammography Certificate Program
Kaiser Permanente; various sites
Southwest
Lone Tree
Franklin
Smokey Hill
Lakewood
The Medical Center of Aurora
North Suburban Medical Center
St. Joseph Hospital (spring 2020)
MR Certificate Program
Kaiser Permanente; various Locations
Franklin
Lone Tree
Lakewood
303-764-4533
Porter Adventist (HealthOne)
303 738 2637
Littleton Adventist (Centura)
720-992-6907
North Suburban Medical Center (HealthOne)
720-992-6907
Health Images Southland
Presbyterian St. Luke’s (HealthOne)
303-839-6407

Surgical Technology
Littleton Adventist Hospital
770 South Broadway St
Littleton, Co 80122
303-730-8900
Porter Adventist Hospital
2525 South Downing St
Denver, Co. 80210
303-778-1955
Castle Rock Adventist Hospital
2350 Meadows Blvd.
Castle Rock, Co. 80109
720-455-5000
St. Anthony Adventist Hospital
11600 W. 2nd Pl.
Lakewood, Co. 80228
720-321-0000
The Medical Center of Aurora
1501 South Potomac St.
Aurora, Co. 80012
303-695-2600
North Suburban Medical Center
9191 Grant St.
Thornton, Co. 800229
303-451-7800
Good Samaritan Medical Center
200 Exempla Cir.
Lafayette, Co. 80026
303-689-4000
Lutheran Medical Center
8300 W. 38th Ave
Wheat Ridge, Co. 80033
303-425-4500
Colorado Children’s Hospital
13123 East 16th Ave
Aurora, Co. 80045

720-777-1234
UC health Hospital
12605 E. 16th Ave
Aurora, Co. 80045
720-848-0000
Harvard Park Surgery Center
1000 E Harvard Ave.
Denver, Co. 80210
303-778-5773

Veterinary Technology and Veterinary Technology Assistant
Animal Emergency & Specialty Center
17701 Cottonwood Drive
Parker, CO 80134
720-842-5050
Aurora Animal Shelter
15750 E. 32nd Ave.
Aurora, CO 80011
303-326-8280
Clear Creek Animal Hospital
4980 Kipling Street
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
303-424-1314
Community Pet Hospital
12311 Washington Street
Thornton, CO 80241
303-451-1333
Denver Animal Shelter
1241 W. Bayaud Ave.
Denver, CO 80223
720- 913-1311
Hampden Family Pet Hospital
3540 S. Logan Street
Englewood, CO 80113
303. 761.7063

Homestead Animal Hospital
6900 S. Holly Circle
Englewood, CO 80112
303-771-7350
Northside Emergency Pet Clinic, PC
945 W. 124th Ave.
Westminster, CO 80234
303-252-7722
Parkside Animal Health Center
5001 South Parker Road Suite 101
Aurora, CO 80015
303-699-3344
Tender Touch Animal Hospital
350 Kalamath Street
Denver, CO 80223
303-733-2728
University of Colorado Denver
Mail Stop 8312, 12800 East 19th Ave., Room 0302
Aurora, CO 80045
303-724-3017
Urban Veterinary Care
2815 Clay Street
Denver, CO 80211
303-477-1984
VCA Alameda East Veterinary Hospital
9770 E. Alameda Ave.
Denver, CO 80231
720-975-2831
VCA Anderson Animal Clinic
1285 S. Sheridan Blvd.
Lakewood, CO 80232
303-922-1127

VCA Highlands Ranch Animal Specialty and ER Center
5640 County Line Place, Suite 1
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
303-740-9595
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Appendix F
How does the institution effectively oversee instruction at the
additional locations?

Evidence Attached:
 Certified Dietary Manager – sample new program
proposal that went to Academic Standards

 Sample Classroom Observation used for faculty
evaluation
 Sample Student Evaluation used for faculty
evaluation

Curriculum Design
The college uses the identical curriculum design and evaluation
process for all of Community College of Denver’s programs of study,
irrespective of where taught. All new programs must go through our
faculty-led curriculum committee (called Academic Standards) for
approval. This proposal requires a five-year plan to address enrollment
management, need for the program, and assessment plans. All
revisions to programs also must go through the curriculum committee
for approval, and that is consistent regardless of where the program is
taught. When programs are deleted, they must also go through the
curriculum committee in the same manner, both for the main campus
and for our additional locations.
The faculty-led Student Learning Committee (SLC) manages
assessment of all of our programs of study. Each program of study
must submit an assessment plan including program student learning
outcomes, a curriculum map, and an overview of the program. Each
program chair also submits an annual report of the assessment done
for the past year. Both the plan and the report are consistent in design
regardless of where the program is taught.
Faculty Evaluation
At least once per year, deans, department chairs, or the chair’s
designee observe all faculty members to provide feedback on effective
teaching and learning. Students use an online system to evaluate their
courses and instructors. Both of these processes form part of a faculty
member’s end-of-year performance evaluation. This process is the
same for all faculty regardless of where they teach, modality of
teaching, or whether they are full-time or part-time.

Certified Dietary Manager – New Program Proposal

Classroom Observation
Office of the Provost
Cherry Creek – Room 301
Campus Box 200
P.O. Box 173363
Denver, CO 80217
Fax: 303-556-4602

Classroom Observation Report Form
Faculty Name:

Heather Carlton

Course/Section:
Date/Time:

HWE 100841

11/5/2018

TYPE OF TEACHING OBSERVED (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):
Lecture
Discussion
Demonstration
Collaborative Learning
Individual Instruction
Other (Describe):

Observer:

Michelle Hoffer

# of Students Present:

15

Scheduled Observation

Unscheduled Observation (Check One)

COMMENTS:

Used group work to evaluate a submitted piece of
work using a discussion post based on content
being discussed for the week.
Students were able to use the white board in class
and write down comments related to 4 areas where
CHO are utilized. Students were required to
provide evidence to support claims stated on white
board.

Lectures are posted on D2L

ORGANIZATION:
States the purpose of this session.
Makes explicit the relationship between current and previous
sessions.
Uses class time well to progress toward learning objectives.
Concludes the session with summary, review of learning
objectives, assignments.

COMMENTS:

Plan for class is always located on the white board
at the beginning of class. Today was CHO and
metabolism.
ASWBAT: Define and Describe CHO metabolism
Do now: my fitness pal diet recall
Lecture: CHO overview and breakdown
Exit Ticket: D2L

Other (Describe):

FACILITATION OF TEACHING/LEARNING:
Uses appropriate pedagogy.
Corrects, clarifies, coaches.

COMMENTS:

Calls out students to engage in discussion during
class. Many students contributed during class to
this discussion.

Shows enthusiasm for the subject.
Assesses understanding and adjusts teaching to meet learning
needs.
Uses techniques that actively engage learners.
Uses teaching materials, tools, technology appropriately.
Other (Describe):

Revised 10/16/14
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PRO-5

Classroom Observation Report Form

MANAGEMENT OF CONTENT:
Shows mastery of subject matter.

COMMENTS:

Expectations for day are posted on white board

Conveys high, but realistic learning expectations.
Gives clear expectations, with examples to clarify difficult ideas.
Other (Describe):

PRESENTATION/TEACHING STYLE:

COMMENTS:

Speaks clearly, with appropriate volume and speed. Makes eye contact with students throughout the room.
Uses gestures and body movements effectively.
Varies teaching styles and methods. Primary teaching style used:
Discussion and group work
________________________________________________________
Demonstrates professional appearance and behavior.
Other (Describe):
Other Comments:

Using D2L, specifically observed use of discussion threads
Students called to read out loud in class
Engaged students in a rubric evaluation discussion thread.
Strengths:

Engages students in the classroom to participate
Allows students to "locate" the information needed to answer a question (done via computers or phones) if
students cannot find the right answer during discussion
using D2L and discussion boards in a similar fashion as on campus/online classes
Areas for Improvement:

No lecture was provided during this day. Unclear when or how the weekly material is delivered.

Specific Recommendations to Improve Teaching Effectiveness:

We will work on PD during January 2019 event, setting course expectations and creating course
syllabus for student success.
Michelle Hoffer
Observer: ____________________________________________
________________________________________ _______________________
Print Name
Signature
Date
Heather Carlton
Faculty: ______________________________________________
________________________________________ _______________________
Print Name
Signature
Date

*Signature does not signify agreement with the comments of the observer, but only that the faculty understands the comments.

Revised 10/16/14
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PRO-5

Student Evaluation

•

Community College of Denver
Spring 2019 Course Evaluation
Course:

S_CCD_VET23230H_201930: VET23230H Veterinary Dentistry (Wendy Economou) SP19

Instructor:
Response Rate:

12/17 (70.59 %)

1 • Please lat us know how your Instructor did In tha followlng areu:

Exceeds Expectations

(3)

Meets Expectations
Does Not Meet Expectations

( )

8.33%

%

3

0 0

( )

I

21

10

100

STD
0.90

Median
4.00

Mean

STD

Median

2.91

1.04

3.00

Mean

STD

Median

291

104

3.00

Mun
12/1 (

1 • Please let us know how your Instructor did In the following area■:

--

342

Tha Instructor helps ma understand tha concepts that are presented In this course.
Outstanding

()

Exceeds Expectations

(3)

Meets Expectations
Does Not Meet Expectations

4

36.36%

3

2727%

(2)
9.09%

(1)

■

RnponN Rate

21

11/17 (64 71%)

2.91

10

100

1 • Pleaee lat u■ know how your Instructor did In the following area■:
The Instructor create■ a comfortable learning environment through courtesy and respect.
Response Opt1011

Outstanding
Exceeds Expectations

(3)

3

27.27%

(2)

3

27.27%

Does Not Meet Expectations

(1)

Meets Expectations

2.91

9.09%
21

Respc,nN Rate
11/17 (64.71%)

1 • Please tet us know how your lnstNctor did In the following areu:

Exceeds Expectations
Meets Expectations

(3)

(2)

Does Not Meet Expectations

(1)

1

909%

3
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9.09%

-

10
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■

•
0
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Mean
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3.09

1 14
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Appendix G
What evidence demonstrates that the institution has appropriately qualified
and sufficient staff and faculty in place for the location?

Evidence Attached:
 Faculty Professional Qualification Form
 Staff job posting for assistant controller
 Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) – position
request for allocation of open and new faculty lines

How CCD ensures that there are Qualified Faculty at Additional
Locations
We hold the same minimum qualifications for all faculty members
regardless of their full-time or part-time status or whether they are
teaching on-ground, online, in concurrent enrollment environments, or
at any of our locations – Auraria, Lowry, the Advanced Manufacturing
Center (AMC), or CEC Early College High School. Community College of
Denver’s faculty hiring process guarantees all faculty members are
appropriately qualified. General education faculty hold a master’s
degree in the discipline in which they teach or have 18 graduate credit
hours in the subject area in which they teach with a non-related
master’s degree. Faculty members teaching in career and
technical education (CTE) hold a combination of tested work
experience and a degree or coursework appropriate for their field of
study. Faculty teaching developmental education classes (zero level)
hold a minimum of a bachelor’s degree in their teaching discipline.
There are a few rare cases where tested professional experience along
with education is considered to meet minimum hiring qualifications.
How CCD ensures that there are Qualified Staff at Additional
Locations
CCD’s staff meet or exceed the minimum requirements for the jobs
they hold. CCD’s Human Resource Department (HR) works closely with
the supervisors at the Lowry and the Advanced Manufacturing Center
(AMC) additional locations to develop job descriptions for full and parttime positions and support them through the hiring processes. HR
works with the hiring supervisor to identify the key aspects of the job
description to ensure that the duties and qualifications are well
articulated.
How CCD ensures Sufficient Faculty at Additional Locations
The college determines the need for full-time faculty resources across
all programs, regardless of location, through the same guidelines and
annual process. As full-time faculty lines become available, the
provost, deans, and faculty review program data trends to determine
whether to fill those lines in the same departments, or whether moving
those lines to other departments would better serve our students and
the college. The college first considers program accreditation
requirements regarding the minimum number of faculty to student
ratio per course offering. Data considerations include student FTE,
faculty: student ratios, percent of sections taught by full-time vs. part-

time faculty, program review data, and whether a program has at least
one full-time faculty member.
The college determines the need for part-time instructor resources at
its additional locations in the same manner as for programs at the
main campus. CCD hires part-time instructors to provide instruction
for additional course sections due to student enrollment. Academic
affairs builds course schedules based on year-over-year enrollment
actuals and forecasted changes, and part-time instructors are assigned
to remaining classes once full-time faculty have been assigned.
How CCD ensures Sufficient Staff at Additional Locations
Please see to Appendix D.

Professional Qualification Form

Job Posting – Assistant Controller

Title:

Assistant Controller

Department:

Fiscal

SELECTION PROCESS
Community College of Denver is seeking individuals with demonstrated commitment to
creating an inclusive learning and work environment. CCD values the ability to work
effectively with students, families, faculty, instructors and staff of diverse backgrounds.
Preliminary screening will be made on the basis of completed application packet
submitted by candidate. Completed application packet includes: a letter of interest of
no more than five pages, addressing in general the items under "Primary
Duties" and specifically each item under “Minimum Qualifications”; an online
application; resume; and transcripts. All candidates, including current Community
College of Denver employees must submit a complete application packet which includes
all material listed above.
Only completed application packets will move forward for screening. Please review
the job duties and minimum requirements carefully. It is your responsibility to
demonstrate on your application that you meet all of the minimum
requirements listed below to be considered. Failure to do so will result in your
application being rejected. Meeting the minimum qualifications for a particular
position does not assure the applicant an interview. Selected applicants will be invited
by the screening committee for interviews. All application materials become the property
of Community College of Denver and cannot be copied.
GENERAL SUMMARY
The Assistant Controller manages the general accounting, non-student accounts
receivable, accounts payable, and payroll processes of the college. This position also
supervises the Cashier Office Manager and the work of student billing and accounts
receivable. This position, in conjunction with the Controller, is responsible for the
recording, analyzing and maintenance of all financial records of the institution.
PRIMARY DUTIES

The Assistant Controller supervises, coaches, and trains all Fiscal staff, including
Accounting and Cashier Office. This position directly supervises the Cashier Office
Manager and Senior Staff Accountant, and indirectly supervises all direct reports for
these two positions. This position partners with the Controller to plan and evaluate daily
operations of Fiscal Services, including any potential issues.
The Assistant Controller works cross-functionally with all areas of the college on financial
matters, including grant and contract activities, to ensure compliance and accuracy. This
includes implementing recommendations from external auditors, reviewing and updating
fiscal objectives and procedures, developing and maintaining proper accounting controls
to meet audit standards, and ensuring that all department reconciliations are completed
on a regular basis.
The Assistant Controller ensures transactions are properly recorded in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), Higher Education Accounting
Standards, State Fiscal Rules, CCCS and College policies, and all regulations governing
grant funding received by CCD. This position also reviews and approves entries made in
CORE and reconciles to Banner as needed, provides review and approval of journal
entries in Banner, and assists with month-end and year-end closing processes with
accuracy in both Banner and CORE financial systems.
The Assistant Controller completes special projects and other duties as assigned.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Education:
Bachelor’s degree in Accounting, Business Administration/Management, Finance, or a
related field.
Experience:
• Three (3) years of progressively responsible accounting or auditing experience.
• Three (3) years of supervisory experience.
Knowledge/Skills/Abilities:
• Sound knowledge of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) including
knowledge of State of Colorado Fiscal Rules, Colorado Financial Reporting System
(CORE), Banner Finance and Student systems, Federal Uniform Guidance, CCCS
Fiscal Procedures, and Higher Education Accounting Standards.
• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships.
• Ability to analyze complex systems and make recommendations.
• Demonstrated ability in problem solving, multitasking, and time management.
• Good working knowledge of Microsoft Excel, Word and Power Point packages,
automated accounting systems and related subsystems, and Banner Software.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:
Education:
Master’s degree in Accounting, Business Administration/Management, Finance, or a
related field.
Experience:
• Accounting or other experience relating to grants and contracts billing and
compliance.
• Accounting experience working in or supervising a college cashiering environment
including rate table set up and testing, higher education accounting and/or
governmental financial reporting (GASB).
• Experience working as a liaison between fiscal services and other college
departments.
Licensure/Certification:
CPA and/or Certified Federal Grants Manager.
OPEN DATE:

May 14, 2019

CLOSING DATE:

May 28, 2019 4:30PM

SALARY:

$70,000 Annually

According to the Community College of Denver Compensation Plan, candidates may be eligible for
up to 10% above the posted salary, depending on education and experience above the minimum
requirements.

Our campus is located in downtown Denver, adjacent to two light rail stations, and just
minutes away from shopping, restaurants, and event venues. When you visit our campus,
it will be immediately evident that our faculty, staff, and instructors are passionate about
serving our diverse student population. At CCD our passion is to help others, and we offer
career pathways that will make a difference in the lives of our students.
If you are interested in sharing our passion for student success, CCD offers generous
medical, dental, vision, life, and retirement options. We also offer the opportunity to
expand your education, and those of your dependents, through our tuition reimbursement
program.
For a complete review of the benefits we offer, please click on the following link:
https://www.cccs.edu/employee-resources/employee-benefits/.
APPLICATION PROCEDURES:

Interested applicants must submit a complete application packet at
https://ccdcareers.silkroad.com/ which includes:
1. Electronic Application, Click ‘New Resume’ at the bottom of this page
2. Cover Letter
3. Resume
4. References - Names, phone numbers, addresses, & email addresses of three
professional references
5. Copies of transcripts, unofficial preferred
6. Copies of appropriate credentials, if applicable
**All included attachments should be saved with the following nomenclature: Last
name, First name Document; for example Doe, John Resume; Doe, Jane Transcripts
***Your resume should clearly indicate how you meet the minimum
qualifications. Those applicants that do not meet the minimum qualifications
will not be considered. Part-time experience is ½ the equivalent of full-time
experience. Example: Four (4) years applicable part-time experience equals 2
years full-time equivalency.
You will only be able to upload five (5) documents. Please send any document for your
application that is over the allotted amount to CCDEmployment@ccd.edu. You will not be
able to save your application and resume at another time. The system will time out
after 45 minutes.
CCD is a Learning College where policies, programs and practices support learning as
the major priority. The Community College of Denver is an Equal Employment
Opportunity Educational Employer.
Background checks will be conducted on all finalists for employment consideration.
CCD recognizes that administration, faculty, instructors, and staff reflect the diversity of
its students and community and prohibits employment and student discrimination based
on race, color, religion, national origin, citizenship, gender, marital status, sexual
orientation, age, disability, veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by
federal, state, or local law.
For information regarding Community College of Denver Security, including crime
statistics for the campus and surrounding area, please see the CCD Campus Security
website under “student’s right to know”:
http://www.ccd.edu/ccd.nsf/html/WEBB87SQ2T-Student+Right+to+Know. For a hard
copy report please contact 303-352-3042.

Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) – Position Request
1
I. Preliminary Considerations: To submit an initiative proposal please complete part I and return this
document and any supporting documentation you may have, via email, to POG@ccd.edu
Submitted by:

Ruthanne K. Orihuela

Date of submission:

1/11/2018

Your title: Executive Dean of Arts & Humanities
Desired initiative implementation date: July 1, 2018

Is this a resubmission? No
Name of Initiative: Fulltime Faculty Position Requests
Is this initiative a direct result of the ASB prioritization recommendations?
If yes, elaborate: Yes, in large part. ASB provided information on effectiveness and efficiency of CCD’s
many academic programs. The recommendations for additional fulltime faculty lines that are included
in this proposal stem from program data and other indicators of need specific to each individual
program.
Background Information related to this initiative proposal:
The college’s enrollment and portfolio of programs continues to evolve. Some programs have
maintained steady enrollment; others have grown significantly, even as overall college enrollment has
declined. Certain programs have fulltime faculty to part-time instructor ratios that exceed the college’s
average; others offer significantly fewer course sections taught by fulltime faculty than CCD’s average.
Fulltime faculty provide various advantages, including improved student success in sections taught by
fulltime faculty. Some disciplines experience challenges to recruit and retain adjuncts give CCD’s pay
structure. CCD could benefit from additional fulltime faculty lines in certain programs: This proposal
seeks approval for the following:
•
•
•
•
•

A reallocation of a vacant fulltime faculty line in Art to Communication
A re-categorization of a filled APT line in Chemistry to a fulltime faculty line in Chemistry
A new fulltime faculty line in Criminal Justice
A new fulltime faculty line in Political Science
A new fulltime faculty line in Accounting

Identifying a Problem/Need: (Step 1 of the CCD Decision Making Guide). What is the problem you are
trying to solve?
Research shows that fulltime faculty engagement with students both in and outside the classroom leads
to improved outcomes for students (Eagan & Jaeger, 2008). New investment in fulltime faculty could
improve CCD’s ability to improve retention and certificate/degree completion rates. At CCD our 73% of
our teachers are adjuncts, while 27% are fulltime faculty. Adjunct instructors teach 70% of our course
sections, while fulltime faculty teach 30% and in certain disciplines this disparity is even greater. CCD’s
retention, completion, and transfer out rates lag behind both our CCCS counterparts and our national
comparison colleges. Adjunct instructors experience greater turnover rates and less engagement with
the institution (Leslie & Gappa, 2002). They receive less pay and fewer benefits, receive less
professional development, spend less time preparing for classes and advising students than their
fulltime faculty counterparts (Christenson, 2008). Fulltime faculty provide significant and valuable
service to the college by way of curriculum development, assessment and continuous improvement of
student learning, student mentoring and advising, and college, system, and community engagement via

2
committees and boards and outreach. Given CCD’s relatively low retention and completion rates, the
funding of additional fulltime faculty lines offers a strong strategy to support increased student success
in and out of the classroom.
Needs Analysis: What data do you have to support there is a need to solve?
CCD Retention Rate (First-time, Full-time cohort): 52%
CCD Completion Rate (First-time, Full-time cohort within 150% time): 15%
CCD Transfer Out Rate (First-time, Full-time cohort within 150%): 16%
CCD must address our low retention, completion, and transfer out rates. CCD is in the bottom 3% of
colleges nationwide for our completion rate.
The following student FTE information is available (from Cognos) for the disciplines in which an
additional faculty line is being sought (*2017-18 are moment in time based on enrollment from 1/4/18):
Prefix
ACC
CHE
COM
CRJ
POS

2013-14
121.56
150.13
223
51.8
51.3

2014-15
133.97
143.87
284.17
45.4
57.2

2015-16
131.3
146.17
250.4
48.4
55.8

2016-17
128.99
146.2
253.47
38.5
61.3

2017-18*
139.11
156.76
255.2
50.1
53.5

The following is enrollment count information (from Cognos for 201820) for each of the disciplines in
which an additional faculty line is being sought:
Prefix
ACC
CHE
COM
CRJ
POS

Degree/Certificate
AAS Transfer
AAS
Certificates
AS DWD
AA DWD
AA DWD
AAS
AA DWD

Number of Declared Students
82
78
8
25
77
199
96
52

The following is the number of fulltime faculty lines currently allotted to each of the disciplines in which
an additional faculty line is being sought:
Prefix
ACC
CHE
COM
CRJ
POS

Number of Fulltime Faculty Lines
3
2
2
1
0
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Below, please find specific rationales for additional fulltime faculty lines by discipline.
In Communication, FTE has continued to increase since 2015-16 and the number of sections offered has
increased as well. The number/percentage of sections taught by fulltime faculty compared to adjunct
instructors over the past six semesters (not including Concurrent Enrollment or CCCOnline sections):
Semester
Sections/Percentage by FT
Sections/Percentage by PT
Spring 2016 Fall 2017
7 of 40; 17.5%
33 of 40; 82.5%
Summer 2016
4 of 19; 21% (as adjuncts)
15 of 19; 79%
Fall 2016
7 of 54; 13%
47 of 54; 87%
Spring 2017
5 of 41; 12%
36 of 41; 88%
Summer 2017
0 of 15; 0%
15 of 15; 100%
Fall 2017
2 of 58; 3.4%
56 of 58; 97.6%
The department lost a faculty member in Fall 2017 which accounts for the reduced percentage of
courses taught by fulltime faculty in the last semester of the chart above. This position will post in
January 2017, but even with this existing position being filled, Communication is a large department
with significant and growing FTE that remains well under the average fulltime to adjunct faculty ratio for
the college. All associate’s degree students are required to take at least one course in the COM prefix,
so high quality instruction and instructor availability in this discipline matters to all of our degreeseeking students. In addition, the Communication Degree with Designation/Statewide Transfer
Articulation Agreement launched just over two years ago and there are more than 75 students who
have declared this degree path and more than 15 who have graduated CCD with this Communication
degree. In order to continue to build on the interest and success of this program, additional fulltime
faculty support is needed. In addition, the department chair oversees multiple adjunct instructors, many
of whom teach three, four or five sections per semester. While there are several longer term adjunct
instructors in COM, turnover is common and the chair has had to hire new adjunct instructors each
semester for the past few years. This does not serve students well, nor is it a good use of center staff
and department chair time as they are forced to onboard multiple part-time instructors each term. A
recent fulltime faculty retirement in the ART discipline, in which FTE is strong but smaller than COM and
in which five fulltime faculty lines exist, provides opportunity for us to reevaluate the allocation of our
human resources. This proposal seeks to reallocate an existing fulltime faculty line from Art to
Communication, improving efficiency and effectiveness with no additional cost to the college.
In Chemistry, the majority of courses are five-credit lecture/lab combinations, which means that each
full time faculty member can teach only three sections to comprise a full load of 15 credits. The present
staffing of two full-time faculty teach a total of six sections/semester. Chemistry is integral to virtually
all STEM degrees as well as many Health Science degrees; thus the department fulfills a critical service to
general education at CCD. Because master’s degree-trained chemists can earn significantly more in
industry than teaching, the department struggles to hire qualified adjuncts. The DWD in Chemistry
requires two courses in Organic Chemistry, which are currently under development. These demanding
courses will further tax the capacity of the two full time faculty. Chemistry currently employs one APT
staff member who teaches one course/semester as part of her job description. Chemistry proposes
converting the coordinator position to a faculty position; lab coordination would comprise the 30%
service for that faculty member.
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In Criminal Justice, at present CRJ has only one fulltime faculty member who serves as department
chair. With the addition of the firearms simulator unit into the program, enrollments have dramatically
increased, and the chair is confident that the program will grow 50 percent as a result of this
technology, not to mention the incorporation of CRJ classes into a two year Cyber Certificate program.
Furthermore, the department chair is also a Title IX investigator, which takes up considerable time; thus
there is no one to whom important program functions such as marketing and curriculum development
can be delegated. In the upcoming academic year, the department chair will take on additional
oversight/supervisory duties for the BUS/ECO/MGT program paths. This will necessitate that he carry
even more administrative duties such as leading, innovating and growing these program pathways as a
function of this “Super Chair” position. Now more than ever an additional fulltime faculty line in CRJ is
necessary. There are nearly 300 students with declared AA DWD or AAS in CRJ and no one to provide
meaningful faculty mentoring and engagement with these students outside the classroom.
Political Science, there was a fulltime faculty member in charge of the program through 2012. Once
vacated, the position was frozen year-over-year and was eliminated in 2017 along with 26 additional
frozen positions due to budget constraints. Since 2012, adjunct instructors are the only source of
qualified field contact. This means that where before a fulltime faculty member drove program efforts
and community involvement essential to teaching in this discipline, there is nothing beyond classroom
instruction and no community political partnerships aligned with the courses. This program requires a
qualified fulltime faculty member to drive new efforts with the City and County of Denver, political
action groups, and for review and development of curriculum and learning outcomes. Despite lack of
faculty leadership, this program’s enrollment has remained stable and grown slightly. Political Science
has a Degree with Designation/Statewide Transfer Articulation Agreement. There are more than 50
students who have declared this degree path and we have no fulltime discipline expert available to
reach out to students and provide mentoring and advising outside the classroom. Higher Learning
Commission strongly recommends there be at least one fulltime faculty member in every program an
institution houses. Though they have not yet made this a full requirement for continued accreditation,
our ALO feels the college needs to move in this direction in order to remain compliant and improve
program delivery. POS is one of two programs we offer that does not have a fulltime faculty member
overseeing the program.
In Accounting, with three full-time faculty members on the team, ACC is one of the largest FTE programs
in CCTE. Need for another full-time faculty is supported by several other factors besides FTE growth
and sustainability. The department is the largest provider of “service” courses in CTE, supporting the
BUS and CIS programs. These programs posted a combined 16% increase in FTE from fall 2016 to fall
2017. This increase places a strain on ACC to staff “service” course sections with qualified adjunct faculty
members who are unwilling to accept contracts for pay that is not commensurate with industry rates.
ACC currently has a very minimal presence through online and concurrent enrollment offerings. In fact,
no online sections were offered and only one concurrent enrollment course was offered for Fall 2017
because current faculty have full loads, and accounting adjuncts historically have not done well in these
two teaching environments. The addition of a full-time faculty line will provide the opportunity to
expand into these platforms. At present, ACC has one adjunct who has carried a full time course load
for the past two years. This had been very helpful in growing the program and meeting student needs,
but it also is a strong indicator that an additional faculty member is needed, as we cannot expect to
keep an adjunct as a de facto fulltime instructor for much longer.
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What are the implications for Strategic Priorities and/or Other CCD Mission Documents? Add links to
resources if possible.
The reallocation/re-categorization of two existing positions and three additional fulltime faculty lines
will positively impact the following CCD Strategic Priorities:
1. Student Learning & Success: CCD will prioritize student learning and successful completion of
educational goals
•

Fulltime faculty jobs entail 70% teaching and 30% service to the college. The college needs to
actively engage in improving its student retention and completion rates. Fulltime faculty
engagement in retention and outreach activities with students outside the classroom can
positively impact our students’ connectedness, success in their classes, and ability to retain and
complete.

2. Organizational Integration & Effectiveness: CCD will re-envision internal relationship to maximize
college assets and provide an environment for excellence.
•

Academic Affairs has examined opportunities to reallocate human resources within the division
in order to more effectively provide instruction and improve student learning outcomes across
our many disciplines. By reallocating a fulltime faculty line from the ART discipline where
multiple fulltime faculty lines exist to the COM discipline where an additional line is needed, the
division can maximize its assets and create opportunities for improved student outcomes.

3. External Engagement & Partnerships: CCD will build bridges into the community to address needs,
improve engagement and create opportunities.
•

•

Additional fulltime faculty lines in Chemistry, Communication, Criminal Justice and Political
Science will allow for stronger engagement with students working on their Degrees with
Designation/Statewide Transfer Articulation Agreements in these four disciplines. These
guaranteed transfer degrees require engagement with our four year partners, particularly with
MSUD and CU Denver faculty counterparts, to ensure a smooth transition and the honoring of
credits earned while at CCD. This is an important service role that fulltime faculty contribute to,
and one where additional resources in these four disciplines would allow for.
Additional faculty lines in Accounting and Criminal Justice allow for deeper and more regular
engagement with industry partners who are looking to hire our CCD graduates upon completion
of certificates and AAS degrees.

Additional fulltime faculty lines will help the college ensure institutional outcomes are being met.
Fulltime faculty leadership in assessment of student learning in order to continuously improve student
learning and, consequently, achievement of learning outcomes, is of paramount importance. As stated
previously, fulltime faculty play a critical role in student mentoring and advising, helping students better
understand the path they are on and the career and transfer opportunities available to them within that
path.
Are there other similar initiatives occurring right now: No
Identify all stakeholders including but not limited to fiscal, HR, facilities, security, IT, etc. (Step 2 of the
CCD Decision Making Guide)
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Stakeholders:
CCD Provost, CCD Academic Deans, CCD faculty and department chairs, CCD students, CCD Director of
Institutional Effectiveness, Industry Partners (CTE Advisory Board Members in ACC and CRJ), CCD
Administrative Services (Fiscal, Human Resources, Facilities)
References
Christensen, C. (2008). The employment of part-time faculty at community colleges. New Directions for
Higher Education, 143, 29-36.
Eagan, K. & Jaeger, A. (2008). Closing the gate: part-time faculty instruction in gate keeper courses and
first-year persistence. New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 115, pp. 39-53.
Jacoby, D. (2006). Effects of part-time faculty employment on community college graduation rates.
Journal of Higher Education, 77(6), pp. 1081-1103.
Leslie, D. W. & Gappa, J.W. (2002), Part-Time Faculty: Competent and Committed. New Directions for
Community Colleges, 118, pp. 59-68.
Research and Identify Options: (Step 3 of the CCD Decision Making Guide)
Proposed Way Forward. What will implementation look like? (Step 4 of the CCD Decision Making
Guide)
If approved, department chairs from each discipline will work with HR to begin the process of building a
job description and announcement. Depending on approval timeline, search may post for a fall 2018
hire or for a spring 2019 hire, depending on department preference. Close work with HR, IT, Facilities,
and within the department and center will occur to ensure all impacted college stakeholders are
appropriately involved in the implementation process. In addition, effective college wide
communication about the new hires and changes to organizational chart will ensure colleagues within
Academic Affairs, Enrollment Administration and Student Success, and Administrative Services are
aware of these changes.
Ties to the Strategic Priorities and/or Other Mission Documents. Be specific and detailed. It is
imperative to create clear relevance between your initiative and the strategic priorities and/or other
mission documents of the college.
The reallocation/re-categorization of two existing positions and three additional fulltime faculty lines
will positively impact the following CCD Strategic Priorities:
1. Student Learning & Success: CCD will prioritize student learning and successful completion of
educational goals
•

Fulltime faculty jobs entail 70% teaching and 30% service to the college. The college needs to
actively engage in improving its student retention and completion rates. Fulltime faculty
engagement in retention and outreach activities with students outside the classroom can
positively impact our students’ connectedness, success in their classes, and ability to retain and
complete.

2. Organizational Integration & Effectiveness: CCD will re-envision internal relationship to maximize
college assets and provide an environment for excellence.
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•

Academic Affairs has examined opportunities to reallocate human resources within the division
in order to more effectively provide instruction and improve student learning outcomes across
our many disciplines. By reallocating a fulltime faculty line from the ART discipline where
multiple fulltime faculty lines exist to the COM discipline where an additional line is needed, the
division can maximize its assets and create opportunities for improved student outcomes.

3. External Engagement & Partnerships: CCD will build bridges into the community to address needs,
improve engagement and create opportunities.
•

•

Additional fulltime faculty lines in Chemistry, Communication, Criminal Justice and Political
Science will allow for stronger engagement with students working on their Degrees with
Designation/Statewide Transfer Articulation Agreements in these four disciplines. These
guaranteed transfer degrees require engagement with our four year partners, particularly with
MSUD and CU Denver faculty counterparts, to ensure a smooth transition and the honoring of
credits earned while at CCD. This is an important service role that fulltime faculty contribute to,
and one where additional resources in these four disciplines would allow for.
Additional faculty lines in Accounting and Criminal Justice allow for deeper and more regular
engagement with industry partners who are looking to hire our CCD graduates upon completion
of certificates and AAS degrees.

Additional fulltime faculty lines will help the college ensure institutional outcomes are being met.
Fulltime faculty leadership in assessment of student learning in order to continuously improve student
learning and, consequently, achievement of learning outcomes, is of paramount importance. As stated
previously, fulltime faculty play a critical role in student mentoring and advising, helping students better
understand the path they are on and the career and transfer opportunities available to them within that
path.
Implications. It is important to recognize any implications that may need attention as this initiative is
implemented and maintained.
Implications for your budget, the college budget (FISCAL) (It is recommended that you consult with the
CCD Budget Office:
Below is the budget analysis for this proposal created by Deputy CFO Mike Miller on Wednesday,
January 10, 2018:
Requested Amount

$324,430
5 new instructors @ $47,000 (salary) + $17,886 (benefits) each
5 x ($47,000 + $17,886) = $324,430

Savings from Other
Sources

$266,798
Chemistry Lab Coordinator
$39,033 (salary) + $13,791 (benefits)

$52,824
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Adjunct instructor savings
150 adjunct hours (5 x 30) @ $820/credit hour
$123,000 (salary) + $26,088 (benefits)
Art Instructor (vacant)
$47,000 (salary) = $17,886 (benefits)
Net Cost of Request

$149,088

$64,886
$57,632

Net cost will be an ongoing cost and will increase each year with faculty raises.
Implications for Organizational Structure & Operations (HR):
•

•
•
•
•

Four search committees will need to be formed, job descriptions developed, and position
announcements published. If this proposal is approved in time, two COM faculty members could
be chosen from the COM search currently underway, saving time and cost.
Four new faculty will need to complete the HR Onboarding process.
Five department chairs will each gain an additional direct report.
The organizational chart will need to be updated.
Four new fulltime faculty will need to participate in New Employee Orientation.

Implications for IT:
•
•
•

Four new desktop computers will be needed.
Four new phone numbers and physical phones will be needed.
Four new email addresses will need to be created and the Global Distribution List updated.

Implications for FACILITIES management:
•
•
•
•

Four office spaces will need to be created or converted.
Four sets of office furniture will need to be obtained or redeployed.
Four key requests will need to be processed.
Four ID cards will need to be properly coded for building and/or office suite access.

Implications for SECURITY:
•

None

Implications for Academic Affairs (Academic Centers, College Pathways, TLC, Tutoring):
•
•
•
•

Academic centers will work with HR to ensure new hires are appropriately onboarded and
supported.
TLC will enroll new hires in New Faculty Orientation modules and provide training in D2L, Early
Alert, and other systems as needed.
Department chairs will work with new hires to build SMART goals around retention, completion,
recruitment, outreach, mentoring and advising.
Deans will work with department chairs to ensure appropriate supervisory training is provided
and that workloads are adjusted as needed.
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Implications for Enrollment Administration and Student Success (Enrollment Services, Student
Development and Retention, Student Life, Institutional Research):
•
•
•

EASS employees will review new org charts to ensure contact with new fulltime faculty.
Pathway advisors will work with departments to understand new work division and job
responsibilities.
Updated faculty distribution lists will be created to ensure all information is sent to all fulltime
faculty as needed.

Implications for Administrative Services (Human Resources, Budget, IT, Facilities):
•
•

Please see above.
In addition to the implications to Admin Services departments listed above, there are no
foreseen implications for CCD’s Fiscal Office.

Other implications not mentioned:
None
Outcomes and Evaluation. Be clear about your benchmarks for success and how you will utilize
assessment, evaluation, and continuous improvement. (Step 5 of the CCD Decision Making Guide) It is
recommended that you consult with the Institutional Effectiveness Committee (IEC).
State your outcomes using the SMART (https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/smart-goals.htm)
format.
•

•

•
•

Retention and completion—In the five impacted disciplines, increase in the number of sections
taught by fulltime faculty coupled with increased faculty service assignments around high
impact practices to improve retention and engagement will lead to improved fall-to-fall
retention rates and certificate and degree completion rates.
Outreach, Placement and Transfer—In the five impacted disciplines, improved transfer out rates
and successful job placement and/or four-year degree completion rates (as measured via VE135 and NCS data) can be expected.
Advising and Mentoring—In the five impacted disciplines, engagement with students to discuss
course sequence, transfer options, and job opportunities will increase.
Greater Equity in Faculty & Department Workload—In the five impacted disciplines, increasing
enrollment will be balanced by additional human resources to spread the department workload
more evenly between department chair and department faculty.

Evaluation and Assessment Process and Timeline. (Step 5 of the CCD Decision Making Guide)
TIMEFRAME
Fall 2018

Spring 2019

EVALUATION MEASURE
Faculty searches completed or underway
Faculty SMART goals in teaching and service focused on:
• high impact teaching and learning practices
• retention and engagement activities
• assessment of student learning
Greater equity in distribution of department workload among faculty and chair
Faculty searches completed
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Fall 2019

Spring 2020

Fall 2020

Spring 2021

Evaluation of faculty SMART goals in teaching and service
• IMPACT of teaching and learning on student success
o Success Rates
o Student Evaluation of Instruction
• IMPACT of retention and engagement activities on fall-to-spring retention
and program enrollment counts
• IMPACT of assessment practice on student learning outcomes
Evaluation of quality of work as department workload is redistributed
Program Review
Program FTE
Program Enrollments
Fall-to-Fall Retention Rates
Certificate/Degree Completion Numbers & Rates
Transfer Out Rates
Faculty SMART goals in teaching and service focused on:
• high impact teaching and learning practices
• retention and engagement activities
• assessment of student learning
Equity in distribution of department workload among faculty and chair and
opportunities for department chair succession planning
Assessment of Student Learning Report
Comparison of Graduate Outcomes from 2017-18, 2018-19, and 2019-20 (VE-135
and NCS)
Evaluation of faculty SMART goals in teaching and service
• IMPACT of teaching and learning on student success
o Success Rates
o Student Evaluation of Instruction
• IMPACT of retention and engagement activities on fall-to-spring retention
and program enrollment counts
• IMPACT of assessment practice on student learning outcomes
Program Review
Program FTE
Program Enrollments
Fall-to-Fall Retention Rates
Certificate/Degree Completion Numbers & Rates
Transfer Out Rates
Faculty SMART goals in teaching and service focused on:
• high impact teaching and learning practices
• retention and engagement activities
• assessment of student learning
Equity in distribution of department workload among faculty and chair and
opportunities for department chair succession planning
Assessment of Student Learning Report
Comparison of Graduate Outcomes from 2018-19, 2019-20, and 2020-21 (VE-135
and NCS)
Evaluation of faculty SMART goals in teaching and service
• IMPACT of teaching and learning on student success

Appendix H
What evidence demonstrates that the institution supports and evaluates personnel
at off campus locations? Consider the processes in place for selecting, training, and
orienting faculty at the location.

Evidence Attached:
 New faculty orientation course syllabus shows how we consistently
onboard all faculty to CCD
 New employee orientation agenda shows how we consistently
onboard full-time staff to CCD

Please refer to Appendix G for how we select faculty.
Faculty Onboarding
The Community College of Denver onboards all faculty in the same
manner, regardless of location. Chairs review an onboarding checklist
with all new hires to ensure that that it is done in a consistent manner
across the college. All new faculty members (full-time and adjunct)
must complete the New Faculty Orientation, an equivalent to the
course EDU 222: Effective Teaching. This orientation covers classroom
management, instructional planning, andragogy, and teaching best
practices. Faculty must successfully complete this orientation to
continue teaching for CCD after their first semester.
Faculty Training and Professional Development
All faculty participate in the annual human resources trainings
identified below. The college’s Teaching and Learning Center engages
faculty in andragogical professional development and online
instructional training through the year. Faculty may apply for
professional development grants to attend andragogical or discipline
specific professional development opportunities external to the college.
A faculty-led committee evaluates and approves funding for these
grants.
Please refer to Appendix G for how we evaluate faculty.
Please refer to Appendix G for how we select staff.
Staff Onboarding
All new full-time employees are required to attend New Employee
Orientation. In January 2018, HR developed and implemented an
online on-boarding to improve access for those at our additional
locations who cannot attend in person and to provide more timely
service. HR also developed an online Employee Handbook to allow all
employees access to procedures and policies that apply to their work
at the college. This includes contact information for various services
that they may need throughout their career. Specific sections are
written for Lowry and AMC regarding safety practices.

Training and Professional Development of Staff
Over the past several years, the college has mandated Customer
Service trainings for all full-time employees. This past year, training
was offered online in our learning management system. Online
delivery allows our employees to access professional development
from any location.
Additional annual training is provided on Title IX, VAWA, Customer
Service, IT protocols, Campus Security/Clery and implicit bias and
diversity.
Human resources staff schedule time with AMC and Lowry to provide
supervisor coaching and employee relations support.
Evaluation of Staff
All full-time employees, including at AMC and Lowry locations, are
evaluated based on the standardized performance management
system for Classified, Faculty and Technical Professional staff. HR
provides training on performance management several times each
year. HR includes online tutorials related to performance planning and
evaluation.
When a performance concern exists, the human resources director
works directly with the employee and supervisor at all locations,
including Lowry and AMC, to ensure that they receive support and
professional development.
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COURSE INFORMATION
Course Title:

Effective Teaching

Course Prefix, Number & Section:

Replacing EDU 222 (by permission of CCCS)

Credits:

NA

Course Description:
This course focuses on strategies for becoming an effective teacher. Topics include course
goals and objectives, the first day, planning a lesson, higher levels of thought, test design
and grading, assessment, and teaching and learning styles. In addition, this course will
familiarize you with the culture and processes of the Community College of Denver.
Semester and Year:

Spring 2019

Meeting Location, Times and Days:

Online

Start Date:

Monday, January 28, 2019

End Date:

Monday, February 18, 2019

INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION
Name:

Jennifer Ferguson

Voicemail:

303-352-3164

E-mail:

jennifer.ferguson@ccd.edu

Office Location:

CHR 224 C

Office Hours:

By appointment

COURSE OUTCOMES/COMPETENCIES
I.

Identify and write general goals for a course.

II.
Identify and write specific instructional objectives which support each of the general
goals which have been identified.
III.

Create a course syllabus.

IV.

Create an efficient and effective lesson plan.

V.
Identify levels of thought (Bloom`s Taxonomy) and plan instruction to achieve each
level of thought or cognition in the classroom.
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VI.

Identify basic terminology used in educational measurement.

VII.

Identify traditional methods of assessment.

VIII. Identify different grading systems.
IX.

Identify non-traditional assessment methods.

X.
Recognize varying styles of learning and design teaching styles to address each style
of learning.

TOPICAL OUTLINE
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Course goals and objectives
The first day
Planning a lesson
Planning instruction for higher levels of thought
Test design and grading
Assessment
Teaching and learning styles

COURSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
ATTENDANCE
Regular class attendance is required. Attendance online means that you have signed
on at least THREE days a week and completed required discussions and
assignments. Regular communication is the best way both the instructor and student can
insure that important information is being relayed, and that problems are being addressed
early. You can always communicate with me via D2L email.

CHEATING/PLAGIARISM
Plagiarism is grounds for failing an assignment or course and/or disciplinary action from
CCD. DO NOT PLAGIARIZE. Plagiarism means copying passages directly from the text of
study guide or any other source, without quotation marks and citations. Summarize or
paraphrase the information. If you paraphrase by rearranging the order of a sentence or
words, then give credit for the source. No credit will be given for plagiarized papers.
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GRADING SCALE
A

90-100%

Superior mastery or achievement.

B

80-89%

Better than average mastery or achievement.

C

70-79%

Acceptable mastery or achievement.

D

60-69%

Less than acceptable mastery or achievement.

F

Below 60%

Fails to demonstrate achievement of course objectives.

You must get a C or above to receive credit for completing this portion of the orientation.

OTHER INFORMATION
COURSE STRUCTURE
For three weeks, there will be a series of modules, starting with Classroom Management
and Learner-Centered Overview and Learning Outcomes modules. There will be a
weekly discussion thread. In addition to the discussion threads, there is one assignment.
This assignment is to construct a lesson plan that you can use for your class. Throughout
the course, there will be modules to help you complete the lesson plan. You may submit
the lesson plan at any point during the training. Please see the course calendar for due
dates.

WORK FLOW
By Tuesday at 5:00 a.m. a module will open for the week. It is important that you check
the module as soon as possible to ensure timely completion of assignments. You will be
expected to post in the discussion threads throughout the week, so you must log into the
course at least three times a week.

ASSIGNMENTS
As indicated earlier, you have one assignment (the lesson plan) due in the Assignments
folder of D2L. This lesson plan will be graded using the EDU 222 Lesson Plan Rubric.
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DISCUSSION THREADS
It is important to post regularly to discussion threads. All initial posts must be done by
Thursday, 11:59 p.m. You must have at least one response to a classmate by Friday, 11:59
p.m. All other responses must be completed by Monday, 11:59 p.m. All discussion threads
are worth 5 points and will be graded using the EDU 222 Discussion Rubric.

LATE WORK
No late work will be accepted.

CTE CREDENTIALING
This course is accepted as an EDU 222: Effective Teaching Equivalent for those needing to
renew a CTE credential.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
To complete this course, you must receive a C or higher (32 points out of 45). You must
complete the lesson plan assignment.
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New Employee Orientation Agenda

CALENDAR/ASSIGNMENTS
Date/Week

Modules and Assignments

Jan. 28 – Feb. 4

Modules to view:
1. Classroom Management and Student Behavior;
2. Learner-Centered Overview and Learning Outcomes
Assignments Due:
1. Classroom Management Discussion, initial post due Thursday,
January 31, 11:59 p.m., at least one response due Friday,
February 1, 11:59 p.m., all other responses due Monday,
February 4, 11:59 p.m.

Feb. 5 – Feb. 11

Modules to view:
1. Learning Theories and Authentic Learning Experiences
Assignments Due:
1. Authentic Learning Experiences Discussion, initial post due
Thursday, February 7, 11:59 p.m., at least one response due
Friday, February 8, 11:59 p.m., all other responses due
Monday, February 11, 11:59 p.m.

Feb. 12 – Feb. 18

Modules to view:
1. Assessment
Assignments Due:
1. Assessment Overview Discussion, initial post due Thursday,
February 14, 11:59 p.m., at least one response due Friday,
February 15, 11:59 p.m., all other responses due Monday,
February 18, 11:59 p.m.

2. Final Assignment – Lesson Plan due in Assignments by Monday,
February 18, 11:59 p.m.
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Presentation
Introductions (Bryan)
Welcome from the President or VP
Diversity Training (Carol Miller)
Serving CCD's Student Populations (Nicole Taylor)
Break
One CCD (Nancy Tomb)
CCD'S Communication Plan (Sue Samuelson)
IR (Kevin Brown)
IT General Q&A (Chris Arcarese)
Student Conduct / Care General Q&A (Kim Myers & Sean Creedon)
Title IX Refresher - Quiz, examples, general Q&A (Rhonda Pylican)
FERPA Refresher / General Q&A (Nu Tran)
Orientation Concludes/Evaluations (Bryan)
Employment Overview & Benefits
Title IX
Student Conduct & Care Reports
Emergency Preparedness Video & Materials
Finance
IT
FERPA
Policies & Procedures
Parking
All items in purple are covered in detail in theonline orientation module.

Start Time
8:30 AM
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
9:45AM
10:00AM
10:15AM
10:22AM
10:30AM
10:45 AM
11:00 AM
11:15 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM

End Time
8:45 AM
9:00 AM
9:45 AM
10:00AM
10:15AM
10:22AM
10:30AM
10:45AM
11:00 AM
11:15 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM

Appendix J

What evidence demonstrates that the institution effectively delivers, supports, and manages necessary
academic and student services at off-campus locations?

Evidence Attached:
 Online tutoring (Brainfuse) data on student use
 Online course link to the Auraria Library from
our learning management system
 Radiography Technology program competency
form to demonstrate oversight of of student
outcomes at clinical sites
 AMC specific Student Life event - "Food with
Freeman" Student Sign-in Sheet

 Lowry specific Student Life event - Welcome
Back BBQ Sign-in Sheets

Tutoring
All students may access our online tutoring service (Brainfuse) 24/7
regardless of location. Face-to-face tutoring is done at the EXCEL!
Zone tutoring centers which is housed at the main Auraria campus. A
computer lab and tutoring space exist at Lowry, however, clinicals in
our Lowry campus health programs result in student schedules which
vary program to program, creating challenges in the delivery of inperson tutoring at Lowry. Currently, no identified space for tutoring
exists at the AMC.
This fall, the EXCEL! director conducted student surveys at Lowry to
refine the need for tutoring to specific disciplines. This data is being
used to refine in-person tutoring services.
The college manages tutoring services with a director of student
support as well as faculty-qualified coordinators for math, English, and
ESL tutoring.
Library
Library services for Community College of Denver are managed by the
University of Colorado Denver and housed within the Auraria Library. A
CCD faculty member serves on the Auraria Library Faculty Advisory
Board and seeks input/shares information with faculty and staff.
Centralized library services are delivered to students and faculty via
multiple platforms that are easily accessible to all, including students
and faculty at our additional locations. The Auraria Library:
• readily markets its services via chat, text, email, calls, and in
person;
• maintains a robust and growing online database and journal list;
and
• encourages faculty to link directly to its services from CCD’s
learning management system (D2L).
Clinical Placements
Although Appendix C addressed management of our clinical sites,
clinical placements are an important student service which we want to
highlight here. Clinical experiences are provided to students based on
the program requirements and vary by semester. Every clinical

experience must follow the same guidelines as all other learning
experiences at Community College of Denver including:
o following the required contact minutes and break schedules,
o ensuring that qualified faculty and instructors are given
assignment time to appropriately oversee the experience, and
o verifying that the student learning outcomes have been met.
Chairs assign clinic coordination duties to either a full-time or parttime faculty member charged with ensuring that each student is placed
at an appropriate site and gains the required experiences.
Counseling Services
Counseling services at our main Auraria Campus became available to
all registered CCD students starting August 2017. Even though our
additional locations do not have on-site counseling services, all
students may use this service regardless of the location of their
coursework.
Student Life Activities
CCD actively works to provide programming at the Lowry Campus and
the Advanced Manufacturing Center. This programming ranges from
events where students have the opportunity to engage with CCD
administration one-on-one to events that build community and expose
students to resources.
The Student Government Association (SGA) includes designated
representatives on both the Lowry Campus and at the Advanced
Manufacturing Center. SGA represents the voice of CCD students,
encourages and supports their interests, and provides opportunities
within our diverse community. SGA activities include regular meetings,
participation and development of events, leadership activities, and
participation in SGA and campus-wide committees. The AMC and
Lowry representatives speak for the students on their respective
campuses. All of SGA’s internal processes are laid out in their bylaws
and Operational Procedures Manual.
There are over 30 student organizations started and designed by
students and faculty to promote educational enrichment at CCD. All
CCD students are able to participate in these student organizations.
There are two organizations that are specific to the Lowry campus: the
Vet Tech Club and the Radiological Technician Club.

Brainfuse Survey Data
Student Visit by Total Count
Student Visit by Undup Count
Hours Tutoring by Total Count

Fall 2013

32,558
4,200

Spring 2014
Summer 2014
Fall 2014
27,053
6,254
4,648
1,269
8,130

28,935
3,248
31,093

Spring 2015
Summer 2015
Fall 2015
26,640
4,326
3,204
856
35,275
5,333

26,243
3,068
27,228

Spring 2016
Summer 2016
Fall 2016
22,715
3,660
2,750
756
24,125

Student Online Visit by Total Count
Student Visit Online by Undup Count
Hours Online Tutoring by Total Count

*795
573
507 hrs

*998
640
658 hrs

*160
95
103 hrs

1,334
456
528 hrs

2,751
550
897 hrs

575
116
240 hrs

3,393
752
1,391 hrs

2,782
658
1,153 hrs

CCD Enrollment
Undup Student Count by Total
Student use of EXCEL! by %
Student use of Online by %
Student Undup Total by %

10,432
4,200
40%
5%
45%

10,062
4,648
46%
6%
52%

3,155
1,364
40%
3%
43%

10,296
3,704
32%
4%
36%

9,741
3,754
33%
6%
39%

2,904
972
29%
4%
33%

9,130
3,820
34%
8%
42%

9,114
3,408
31%
7%
38%

*SmarThinking
**Data derived at census

2,746

25,160
3,212
22,578

9,013

Spring 2017

Summer 2017
Fall 2017
2,711
534

16,400
2,350

Spring 2018
Summer 2018
12,217
1,783

16,167
2,497

682
263
148

3,590
316
725

1,062

1,648
403

8,410

2.886

8,558

8,033

2,715

Fall 2018

7,933

D2L screen shot of Auraria Library

Radiography Program Barium Enema Competency

Student Activity Sign-in Sheet - AMC

Appendix K
What evidence demonstrates that the institution provides students with sufficient
access to admissions, registration/student records, financial aid, and job
placement services?
Evidence Attached:


CCD
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Health Sciences programs web pages
https://www.ccd.edu/program/bnsf-certification-program
https://www.ccd.edu/program/certified-dietary-manager
https://www.ccd.edu/program/degree-completion-licenseddental-hygienists
https://www.ccd.edu/program/dental-hygiene
https://www.ccd.edu/program/dental-hygiene-centercontinuing-education-excellence
https://www.ccd.edu/program/food-nutrition-wellness
https://www.ccd.edu/program/integrated-nursing-pathway
https://www.ccd.edu/program/magnetic-resonance-imaging
https://www.ccd.edu/program/mammography
https://www.ccd.edu/program/medical-assistant
https://www.ccd.edu/program/nurse-aide
https://www.ccd.edu/program/radiologic-technology
https://www.ccd.edu/program/surgical-technology
https://www.ccd.edu/program/veterinary-technology
https://www.ccd.edu/program/veterinary-technology-assistant



CCD Connect portal - the student's primary access point to
information about registration



Career & Transfer Center - One-on-One Career Sessions



AMC Manufacturing Mixer – Sample employer listing by date of
when they will attend a mixer



AMC Manufacturing Mixer - Sample sign in for a specific mixer
event

Admissions
The Colorado Community College System maintains a centralized
application that all thirteen system community colleges use. On CCD’s
website, applicants complete the free online application for general
admission into the college. Once an applicant completes the electronic
application, they are accepted for enrollment into CCD. Admission to
the college does not guarantee enrollment into a particular course or
program. Some health science programs maintain a second selective
application process designed to facilitate successful completion which
is explained on their program web page.
Financial Aid
The college encourages students to access and complete the FAFSA.
Once processed, the financial aid office emails aid applicants either
their award notification or a list of missing documents. Email
communications provide students with contact information for
questions. All students can also access additional financial information
online including institutional scholarships, CCD Foundation
scholarships, state aid, and other financial resources.
Registration
Registration and student records are all accessed through the
CCDConnect portal. Students can register for classes on their own
online or come to our main campus, or to any additional location, to
meet with an advisor for assistance.
Career Placement
CCD provides career placement services to our students; however, the
manner of delivery has evolved at AMC specific to their career
placement needs.
CCD’s Career and Transfer Center coaches are available at the main
Auraria Campus to meet with students one-on-one to work on cover
letter, résumé writing, and interviewing skills. In these sessions, the
coaches focus students on intentionally translating their program
learning outcomes to self-management skills, transferrable skills, and
job content and/or technical skills.
At AMC, the primary means of career placement is the Manufacturing
Mixer Program. Students come to these mixers with résumés on hand,

and walk out with a job offer. Companies in attendance range from
aerospace to fabrication to oil/gas companies, from small startups to
multi-billion dollar enterprises.
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Career & Transfer Center - One-on-One Career Sessions

Career & Transfer Center | Career Sessions | One-on-One Hour Long Appointments
Sahar Livingston*
Isaiah Pointon
Amanda Murphy
Jose Martinez
Amahirini A. Sanchez
Eernestina Medina*
Lainie Meek*
Lily Sambula*
Khalda A. Mahmoud
Khawren Silva
Annastasia Santisrevan
Oscar Bautisa
Rawaa Almajidi
Nikki Ngo*
Sean Sorensen
Imanuel Walker*
Zahara Payvandi*
Yamileksy Maquez
Desiree A. Blanne
Jennifer Erace
Ernesto Solis
Jereme Boyamba
Westhoff Long
Sergio Vevesov
Mykiel Lowe*
Soraya Rivera
Chase Bell
Sonia Williams
Antony Mburu
Doug Johnson
Shuiqiong Lu
Douglas Jackson
Joyce Duncan
Maxim Guzarevich
Namarey Musban
Suzanne Cornelius*
Yahya Mahamud
Khawren Lane

Manufacturing Mixer: A Student-Employer Networking Event
Submitted Time Modified Time
9/19/2018 18:56 9/19/2018 18:56
10/3/2018 9:03
10/3/2018 9:03

First Name Last Name Company Name
ccd
janet
colvin
Air Squared
Bryce
Shaffer

10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018

Andrew
Becki
William
Molly
Chris
Mark
Lisa

Palmer
Abeyta
Horihan
Hubbard
Bosacker
Nigon
Murphy

CareerWise Colorado
PrideStaff
Alfred MFG.
MTech Mechanical
MTech Mechanical
MTech Mechanical
MTech Mechanical

4088578537
720.279.0960
303-726-7149

Ali
Rich
Valerie
Gracie

Recek
Marr
Frerichs
Hansen

Manufacturer's Edge
CWI
Birdon America Inc
Lockheed Martin

7203537101
303-352-6026
303-373-4203
303-971-8287

10/15/2018 10:06 10/15/2018 10:06 Robin

Bathurst

7202263879

10/15/2018
10/15/2018
10/17/2018
10/18/2018
10/19/2018
10/19/2018

Evans
Bathurst
Jeske
Hall
Tiensvold
Tomb

Action Industries
Special Aerospace
Services & Special
Aerospace Services
Action Industries
Colorado Custom Stone
Ball Corportation
CoorsTek Inc
CCD Foundation

9:25
9:47
10:14
10:22
10:30
10:31
10:34

10/3/2018 11:13
10/10/2018 10:19
10/12/2018 14:30
10/12/2018 15:42

13:22
13:36
14:45
15:15
14:50
15:59

10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018
10/3/2018

9:25
9:47
10:14
10:22
10:30
10:31
10:34

10/3/2018 11:13
10/10/2018 10:19
10/12/2018 14:30
10/12/2018 15:42

10/15/2018
10/15/2018
10/17/2018
10/18/2018
10/19/2018
10/19/2018

13:22
13:36
14:45
15:15
14:50
15:59

Tamara
Bill
Alison
Billy
David
Nancy

10/25/2018 14:01 10/25/2018 14:01 vanessa
10/29/2018 9:49 10/29/2018 9:49 Nicholas

montoya
Krenning

10/30/2018 12:33 10/30/2018 12:33 Crystal
10/31/2018 10:56 10/31/2018 10:56 Chris

Cooper
DeWall

3DSYSTEMS
Ulteig Engineering
Rocky Mountain
Orthodontics
Ulteig

Phone Number
5132389778

7204698065
720-990-6809
303-460-2197
720-366-2252
303-947-1461
803-322-9801
3039616656
303-592-8201
720-873-5719

11/5/2018 13:54

11/5/2018 13:54

11/5/2018 13:54

11/5/2018 13:54

First Name Last Name Company Name
Birdon America
Valerie
Frerichs
Special Aerospace
Services & SAS
Jeff
Isaacs
Special Aerospace
Services & SAS
Lourens
Pretorius

11/6/2018 10:59

11/6/2018 10:59

Mohammed Noufal

7206765672

11/6/2018 10:59
11/7/2018 8:14

11/6/2018 10:59
11/7/2018 8:14

Mohammed Noufal
ERICK
GOMEZ

GEOTECH

7206765672
3033204764

11/7/2018 12:42
11/7/2018 14:45
2/1/2019 15:11
2/25/2019 16:20

11/7/2018 12:42
11/7/2018 14:45
2/1/2019 15:11
2/25/2019 16:20

Stacy
Bryce
Spring
Kim

Feeney
Shaffer
Johnson
Moore

Manufacturer’s Edge
Air Squared
TESTING
Sundyne

303-345-5633
5132389778
303-477-0146

3/11/2019 14:34
3/11/2019 16:21

3/11/2019 14:34
3/11/2019 16:21

Andrew
John

Palmer
Espinosa

CareerWise Colorado
FedEx Ground

4088578537
303.328.9541

3/11/2019 16:26

3/11/2019 16:26

Brooks

Whitlock

Employment Solutions

303-455-4414

3/11/2019 16:33
3/11/2019 19:11

3/11/2019 16:33
3/11/2019 19:11

Sarah
Curt

Ash
Arnold

3/11/2019
3/12/2019
3/12/2019
3/12/2019
3/13/2019
3/14/2019
3/27/2019
3/27/2019

3/11/2019
3/12/2019
3/12/2019
3/12/2019
3/13/2019
3/14/2019
3/27/2019
3/27/2019

Ross
Brittany
Erica
Jared
Chris
Alison
Joshua
Valerie

Jenkins
Evans
Easter
Sanchez
Bosacker
Jeske
Warren
Frerichs

Employment Solutions
Blackhawk
New Grad/CCD
Manufacturing
Clear Intentions
Easter-Owens
Easter-Owens
MTech Mechanical
Colorado Custom Stone
Koala Kare Products
Birdon America

Submitted Time Modified Time
11/5/2018 7:58
11/5/2018 7:58

20:06
12:36
13:05
13:05
7:26
11:45
12:23
12:42

20:06
12:36
13:05
13:05
7:26
11:45
12:23
12:42

Phone Number
303-373-4203
7204698065
7204698065

3035940228
720-300-7426
285-212-4019
303-431-0111
303-431-0111
7209906809
303-539-8363
3033734203

Submitted Time Modified Time

First Name Last Name

Company Name

Phone Number

3/28/2019 15:06

3/28/2019 15:06

Bill

Sterback

Blender Products Inc.

720-257-7865

4/4/2019 16:22

4/4/2019 16:22

DEB

4/8/2019 15:54
4/16/2019 8:08
4/16/2019 8:13
4/19/2019 9:46

4/8/2019 15:54
4/16/2019 8:08
4/16/2019 8:13
4/19/2019 9:46

Courtney
Craig
Mark
Gracie

YAMAGUCHI MERRITT TRAILERS
Metropolitan State
University of Denver Advanced Manufacturing
Matsumoto Sciences Institute
TRIPOINT
Freking
Lockheed Martin
Yoss
Lockheed Martin
Hansen

4/22/2019 9:54

4/22/2019 9:54

Douglas

Bontrager

Lockheed Martin

303-977-2317

4/22/2019 13:06
4/23/2019 10:49
4/23/2019 13:53

4/22/2019 13:06
4/23/2019 10:49
4/23/2019 13:53

Chris
Harley
Chris

Jones
Leho
Ewy

Wells Concrete
Lockheed Martin
Easter-Owens

303.968.8098
303-971-1192

303-289-2286 ext152

303-615-0822
cell: 330-635-0846
303-977-7386
303-971-8287

Manufacturing Mixer: A Student-Employer Networking Event
Sign-In Sheets

Appendix L
What evidence demonstrates that student concerns are
addressed?
Evidence Attached:


Student Complaint Tracking

What evidence demonstrates that student concerns are addressed?
Whenever possible, we attempt to resolve student concerns informally.
Students are instructed, for example, to take up issues directly with their
faculty member. But they are encouraged to speak to the chair if no
resolution is found. However, as outlined in our student compliant
guideline, students have several channels through which to file a
complaint or concern if they choose to make their complaint more formal.
These processes are the same irrespective of location. We have created a
website to assist students in resolving their concerns around
discrimination, sexual misconduct, grade appeals, grievance, concerning
behavior of other individuals, extenuating circumstances, or appeals. We
also have a Complaint Filing Process for students outside of Colorado
taking online courses. We track complaints through an internal system to
ensure that they are resolved in a timely manner. When a complaint
cannot be closed within sixty days, an email is sent to the student
explaining the reason for delay and offering an opportunity to speak to
the investigating officer.

Student Complaint Tracking

Reported Date
2/12/2016
2/12/2016
2/18/2016
3/4/2016
3/8/2016
4/27/2016
4/30/2016
5/6/2016
8/24/2016
10/12/2016
11/3/2016
11/9/2016
11/17/2016
12/2/2016
12/14/2016
12/19/2016
1/29/2017
2/7/2017
2/20/2017
2/22/2017
3/7/2017
3/8/2017
3/28/2017
4/17/2017
4/19/2017
4/27/2017
5/2/2017
5/8/2017
5/9/2017
5/12/2017
6/5/2017
6/16/2017
6/21/2017
8/6/2017
8/7/2017
8/9/2017
9/12/2017
9/18/2017
9/19/2017
10/9/2017

Resolution
2/25/2016
2/25/2016
unknown
3/7/2016
unknown
5/11/2016
unknown
5/26/2016
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown
11/18/2016
unknown
12/15/2016
2/10/2017
6/1/2017
unknown
6/13/2017
7/20/2017
3/10/2017
6/19/2017
4/10/2017
unknown
5/18/2019
5/17/2017
5/22/2017
5/17/2017
unknown
5/17/2017
6/19/2017
8/31/2017
7/11/2017
8/31/2017
8/14/2017
8/31/2017
unknown
10/13/2017
4/30/2019
10/12/2017

Issue Category
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Incident Report
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Incident Report
Grievance
Incident Report
Incident Report
Discrimination
Grievance
Discrimination
Discrimination
Grievance
Grievance
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Grievance
Incident Report
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Discrimination
Grievance
Grievance
Incident Report
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance
Grievance

Reported Date
10/25/2017
10/26/2017
10/26/2017
11/8/2017
11/14/2017
4/18/2018
5/2/2018
6/1/2018
6/1/2018
7/7/2018
7/27/2018
8/2/2018
8/6/2018
8/22/2018
8/26/2018
9/25/2018
10/3/2018
10/30/2018
11/8/2018
11/8/2018
12/1/2018
12/21/2018
2/5/2019
2/25/2019
3/19/2019
4/17/2019
4/17/2019
4/17/2019
4/17/2019
4/18/2019
5/13/2019
6/4/2019
6/11/2019
6/17/2019
6/17/2019
6/19/2019

Resolution
4/4/2018
10/26/2017
1/23/2018
11/17/2017
4/13/2018
5/3/2018
6/1/2018
6/19/2018
6/19/2018
9/13/2018
8/14/2018
10/8/2018
unknown
8/23/2018
9/13/2018
12/21/2018
10/3/2018
10/31/2018
11/22/2018
11/26/2018
3/5/2019
12/21/2018
4/4/2019
2/26/2019
unknown
5/1/2019
5/1/2019
5/1/2019
4/26/2019
4/26/2019
5/15/2019
6/4/2019
8/26/2019
6/17/2019
6/24/2019
6/26/2019

Issue Category
Discrimination
Grievance
Discrimination
Incident Report
Discrimination
Incident Report
Incident Report
Incident Report
Incident Report
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Grievance
Discrimination
Grievance
Formal Grade Appeal to Dean
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Discrimination
Grievance
Grievance
Incident Report
Incident Report
Discrimination
Grievance
Incident Report
Incident Report
Grievance
Incident Report
Incident Report
Incident Report
Incident Report
Grievance
Grievance
Incident Report
Discrimination
Grievance
Appeal of a Conduct Case
Formal Grade Appeal to Dean

Appendix M
How does the institution measure, document, and analyze
student academic performance sufficiently to maintain academic
quality at a location?

Evidence Attached:
 Completion rates by program of study
 Retention rates comparison by grade and
withdrawal
 American Welding Society – Welder Qualification
certification
 Dental Hygiene Licensure

CCD tracks the retention, completion, and placement rates of all of our
students, including at our additional locations. We look at year over year
completion rates by program to identify trends and look for improvement
opportunities. We track persistence by grade and withdrawal to help guide
our advising and just-in-time alert practices.
Completion rates by program are also used by CTE programs in discussions
with their advisory councils, to ensure our programs require mastery of
relevant technical and academic skills. For example, when students leave
our programs prior to completion, we discuss if alignment of our course of
study may not be in keeping with industry needs.
Many of our programs at our additional locations are cohort-based, allowing
students to hold each other accountable for performance and setting
common expectations for retention, and progression through to credential.
We also recognize that high quality student performance is dependent on
high-quality faculty. Our faculty hold current licensure in all fields where that
is a requirement of practice, and our welding faculty are required to hold
AWS certification.
Additionally, many of our health science programs have been accredited
programmatically by nationally recognized accrediting bodies.
Degree

Specialized Accrediting Body

Dental Hygiene (DEH)

American Dental Association Commission on
Dental Accreditation (CODA)

Radiologic Technology
(RTE)

Joint Review Committee on Education in
Radiologic Technology (JCert)

Surgical Technology
(STE)

CAAHEP - Commission on Accreditation of Allied
Health Education.

Veterinary Technology
American Veterinary Medical Association
(VET)
Certified Nurse Aid
(NUA)

the Colorado State Board of Nursing (SBON)

Community College of Denver is also the only college in Colorado that is
accredited through NACEP, providing assurance of the quality of our
offerings in our partner high schools.

Completion Rates by Program
Degrees Awarded - Three Year Trend
Number of Degrees Awarded by Program
If more than one certificate/degree is awarded, each is counted.
Source: ODS data, will not match frozen SURDS and IPEDS data
Includes Auto Confer and Reverse Transfer Awards
2014 - 2015

# Awarded
201510

201520

2015 - 2016

201530 Total

Su 2014 Fall 2014 Spr 2015
Certificate

040901 Basic Architectural Tech
Intermediate Architecturl Tech
090401 Journalism/Mass Media

2

2

110101 Computer Support Technician
CIS Networking Security

2

2

1

2

1

2

6

1

1

1

Computer Service & Support

201620

201630 Total

Su 2015 Fall 2015 Spr 2016

2

1

Network Security

201610

2016 - 2017

1

2

1

201710

201720 Total

Su 2016 Fall 2016

1

3

1

1

2

3

1

1

5

5

2

4

4

4

3

3

2

1

3

1

2

2

131210 Early Childhood Teacher Level

7

12

53

72

14

24

21

59

12

17

29

Early Childhood Teacher Lvl II

2

2

8

12

4

5

9

18

1

5

6

Early Childhood Group Leader

1

4

1

6

1

Early Childhood Infant/Toddler

5

3

1

9

Early Childhood Director

3

5

9

17

2

1

3

151301 Basic Architectural Designer

1
3

3

Intermediate Mechanical Design

5

5

7

8

1

1

2

11

12

29

6

6

1

Industry Upgrade Rev'it

2

151302 Revit Skills
220302 Paralegal

6

6

4

12

1

Industry Up-Grade Inventor
Basic Mechanical Designer

2

1

1

1
2

2

2

2

3

3

2

2

4

1

11

9

21

2

7

9

1

1

4

5

2

480503 Intermediate Machining Cert

1

1

1

Basic Machining Certificate

6

6

9

9

8

8

CNC Machine Tool Operator

2

2

2

2

2

2

Machine Tool Technology

1

1
30

35

480508 Welding

10

9

19

Arc Welder

2

3

5

2

2

9

9

Fabrication Welder

1

1

2

4

4

3

3

1

3

5

7

6

13

1

6

7

2

4

2

6

1

7

8

500409 Graphic Design

1

510808 Veterinary Technology

2

2

13

1

16

5

510904 EMT Basic

41

20

20

81

20

4

4

510907 Radiologic Technology

4

510911 Mammography

4

1

5

2

4

6

Computed Tomography

24
2

24
4

1

68
4

7

7

6

2

2

1

Computed Tomography Distance
511508 Human Services
513902 Nurse Aide
520201 Entrepreneurial

1

3

29

38

34

101

1

2

1

4

3

2

5

1

1

520302 Acct-Bookeeping/Payroll Tech
Tax Preparation
Bookkeeping/Payroll
Accounting Technician
520401 General Office Assistant I

3

3

2

2

4

42

1

72

87

2

1

4

6

10

201

48

51

99

1

1

4

4

1

1

2

2

3

6

8

8

1

5

6

1

4

5

1

1

1

3

3

5

8

Administrative Assistant

1

2

2

5

1

1

2

Medical Administrative Assist

1

2

3

6

1

6

7

2

2

1

6

12

19

4

12

13

29

5

5

10

109

146

213

223

534

98

187

285

2

3

1
1

521201 Computer Information Tech
Total
Associate of
Applied Science

1

4

2

225

480

98

040901 Architectural Technologies

3

3

1

110101 IT - Information Technology

3

3

2

3

4

9

6

10

3

2

3

8

5

5

3

1

5

9

1

131210 Early Childhood Education

4

151301 Eng Graphics - Mech Drafter
220302 Paralegal Transfer Degree
Paralegal

1

9

2

12

3

4

8

2

2

1

5

8

1

2

3

1

4

3

7

1

2

3

3

3

419999 Applied Technology
480503 CNC Manufacturing Emphasis
480508 Fabrication Welder
500409 Graphic Design

2

510602 Dental Hygiene
510808 Veterinary Technology

1

6

511508 Human Services

14

1

520302 Accounting

2

5
1

3

3

4

3

7

1

3

4

5

4

5

9

1

1

2

26

26

23

23

12

19

18

25

12

12

2

2

26

26

9

28

1

Business Management

3

3

7

3

5

Human Services Pre-Social
Work
520201 Business Administration

3

3

5
5

1
3

3

510903 Electroneurodiagonstic Tech
510911 Radiology Technology

1

5
22

22

5

13

3

3

1

1

2

2

9

15

7

7

3

3

2
1

1

6

8

2

4

520401 Administrative Assistant
Medical Administrative Assist

1

Office Manager

2

Legal Administrative Assistant

1

521201 Computer Information Systems
240199 Associate of Science

1

1

1

3

2

4

2

2

1

1

1

3

7

6

7

6

19

4

10

14

13

49

118

180

21

50

124

195

14

48

62

Mathematics DwD

1

1

1

3

1

2

Psychology DwD

1

1

2

1

58

119

26

Total

23
Criminal Justice DwD
Economics DwD

1

Political Science DwD

1

40

History DwD

2

1

1

2

55

65

146

16

62

78

1

1

2

60

124

28

58

67

153

17

63

80

4

2

6

1

2

8

11

5

10

15

2

2

1

1
3

5

1

2

3

18

36

51

105

3

1

3

7

1

7

3

11

Spanish DwD

1

2

28

5

2

1

3

54

64

146

27

53

80

4

1

5

1

1

1

1
2

6

8

1

3

4

1

1
32

6

7

17

1

2

1

4

3

1

1
2

5

Philosophy DwD
Business DwD

11

29

21

61

14

Communication DwD

31

27

1

Sociology DwD

1

1

1

2

2

72

5

27

1

1

6

7

1

1

5

English DwD

Jan 24, 2017

1

3

1
1

1

4

Theater DwD
Elementary Education
Agreement

2
2

Studio Art DwD
Psychology DwD

3
1

41

1

Early Childhood Ed
Agreement

Total

2

2

Biology DwD

Associate of
General Studies

2

2

21

Associate of Arts 240101 Associate of Arts

2

2

Total
Associate of
Science

1

1

1

Total

35

80

86

201

51

109

116

276

45

111

240102 Associate of General Studies

26

45

46

117

29

34

49

112

13

35

48

Total

26

45

46

117

29

34

49

112

13

35

48

206

361

535 1,102

227

464

579 1,270

187

444

631

1

156

12:16:44 PM

Retention Comparison by Grade
Fall to Spring and Fall to Fall Retention 2013-2016

Data represents all students enrolled in a fall semester, not a first-time cohort.

Fall to Spring Retention

Number of students who return the subsequent spring
COURSE OUTCOME
Fall 2013
Fall 2014
Return Sp 2015

5,150
60%
902
71%
146
29%

5,276
62%
853
68%
113
21%

4,703
63%
753
64%
105
22%

Fall 2013
8,646
1,274
512
10,432

Return
Sp 2014
5,150
902
146
6,198

% Return
Sp 2014
60%
71%
29%
59%

Total

Fall 2014
8,507
1,258
531
10,296

Return
Sp 2015
5,276
853
113
6,242

% Return
Sp 2015
62%
68%
21%
61%

COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Total

Fall 2015
7,467
1,183
480
9,130

Return
Sp 2016
4,703
753
105
5,561

% Return
Sp 2016
63%
64%
22%
61%

COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Percent no withdrawals

Withdraw from a class
Percent withdraw from a class

Withdraw from all classes
Percent withdraw from all classes

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

Fall 2016

Return Sp 2014

No withdrawals

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

Fall 2015

Total

Return Sp 2016 Return Sp 2017
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4,627
62%
702
65%
106
22%
COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Fall 2013
5,880
1,251
1,515

Return
Sp 2014
3,892
863
395

% Return
Sp 2014
66%
69%
26%

* Student passed some classes (grade A-B-C-S) and failed some
classes (grade D-F-U) in the term

Fall 2014
5,892
1,170
1,445

Return
Sp 2015
4,119
845
312

% Return
Sp 2015
70%
72%
22%

Fall 2015
5,059
1,447
961

Return
Sp 2016
3,442
1,076
185

% Return
Sp 2016
68%
74%
19%

Fall to Spring Retention 2013-2016

Retention Fall 2013 to Spring 2014

COURSE OUTCOME

6,000
4,000
2,000
0

71%

29%

Grade 'W'

All grades
'W'

66%

69%

Fall 2013

26%

Grade 'W'
All grades 'W'
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Return
Sp 2014
902
146
3,892
863
395

Fall 2013
1,274
512
5,880
1,251
1,515

Sp 2014

Students who withdraw from a class or earn a grade D or F
in the fall are as likely to return in the spring as are students
who are successful.

Grade A-B-C- Pass and fail* Grade D-F-U
S

Retention Fall 2014 to Spring 2015
COURSE OUTCOME
6,000
4,000
2,000
0

68%

21%

Grade 'W'

All grades
'W'

70%

72%

Fall 2014

22%

Sp 2015

Grade A-B-C- Pass and fail* Grade D-F-U
S

Retention Fall 2015 to Spring 2016

COURSE OUTCOME

6,000
4,000
2,000
0

64%
One+ W

22%
All W

68%

74%

Fall 2015

19%

Grade 'W'
All grades 'W'
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Sp 2016

Grade A-B-C- Pass and fail* Grade D-F-U
S

One+ W
All W
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Return
Sp 2015
853
113
4,119
845
312

Fall 2014
1,258
531
5,892
1,170
1,445

Return
Sp 2016
753
105
3,442
1,076
185

Fall 2015
1,183
480
5,059
1,447
961

* Student passed some classes (grade A-B-C-S) and failed some
classes (grade D-F-U) in the term
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Fall to Fall Retention 2013-2016

Data represents all students enrolled in a fall semester, not a first-time cohort.

Fall to Fall Retention

Number of students who return the subsequent fall
COURSE OUTCOME
Fall 2013
Fall 2014
Return Fall 2014

No withdrawals

2,944
35%
517
41%
72
14%

2,805
38%
448
38%
62
13%

Fall 2013
8,646
1,274
512
10,432

Return
Fall 2014
3,179
564
90
3,833

% Retain
Fall-Fall
37%
44%
18%
37%

Total

Fall 2014
8,507
1,258
531
10,296

Return
Fall 2015
2,944
517
72
3,533

% Return
Fall 2015
35%
41%
14%
34%

COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Total

Fall 2015
7,467
1,183
480
9,130

Return
Fall 2016
2,805
448
62
3,315

% Return
Fall 2016
38%
38%
13%
36%

COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Withdraw from a class
Percent withdraw from a class

Withdraw from all classes
Percent withdraw from all classes

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

Return Fall 2015 Return Fall 2016

3,179
37%
564
44%
90
18%

Percent no withdrawals

COURSE OUTCOME
No withdrawals
Withdraw from a class
Withdraw from all classes

Fall 2015

Total
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COURSE
OUTCOME
Grade A-B-C-S
Pass and fail*
Grade D-F-U

Fall 2013
5,880
1,251
1,515

Return
Fall 2014
2,467
512
200

% Return
Fall 2014
42%
41%
13%

* Student passed some classes (grade A-B-C-S) and failed some
classes (grade D-F-U) in the term

Fall 2014
5,892
1,170
1,445

Return
Fall 2015
2,364
438
142

% Return
Fall 2015
40%
37%
10%

Fall 2015
5,059
1,447
961

Return
Fall 2016
1,890
867
48

% Return
Fall 2016
37%
60%
5%
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Appendix N

How are the measures and techniques the institution uses for a location equivalent to those for
assessment and evaluation at the main campus or other locations?

Evidence Attached:



Sample assessment plan - Machine Technology



Sample assessment report - Computed Tomography



Institutional Student Learning Outcomes Committee Report



Program Reflection for Instructional Program Review Template

Assessment of Instruction
Student learning assessment at CCD is standardized throughout the
college, irrespective of where courses are taught. Assessment at all levels
is designed to provide feedback to faculty to improve student learning. All
courses taught for credit at Community College of Denver have goals for
student learning from the Common Course Numbering System (CCNS).
Course level assessment at CCD is done by faculty through analysis of
student demonstration of mastery of course outcomes. In turn,
assessment of course level outcomes informs the development of
program level student learning outcomes. At the program level, each
instructional program has a program assessment plan that includes the
program student learning outcomes (PSLO), a curriculum map, a plan
articulating which PSLO(s) will be assessed, by what means, and
when. An annual report of progress on the assessment plan is due in
October. In November of each year, the Student Learning Committee
(SLC) conducts peer reviews of the academic program assessment
reports and provides feedback.
Our institutional goals for student learning are consistent for the main
campus and all additional locations and are clearly defined in our six
Institutional Student Learning Outcomes (ISLOs). Two of these are
assessed every year.
Evaluation of All Areas
One important measure and technique that CCD has developed for
evaluation is program review. Career and Technical Education (CTE)
instructional programs, including at AMC and Lowry, have been
engaging in program review through a system office mandated fiveyear cycle. We have improved and expanded the practice for all of
CCD, including both instructional and non-instructional programs, and
are now bringing it to scale. Program review will provide the program
owner and college leadership a baseline for continuous improvement
and enhanced student outcomes. For all programs, a self-reflection will
be completed once every five years in which they discuss their past
efforts and plans for the future.

Assessment Plan – Machine Technology

Five Year Assessment Plan
MACHINE TECHNOLOGIES
Community College of Denver
Eric Miller, Chair
June 2018

Mission and Goals
The machine technologies program will produce CNC machinists who
are well prepared for current industry needs and will be recognized as
attending the premiere training facility in Colorado for CNC machining.
This mission ensures that students who desire to be CNC machinists
can achieve that goal in alignment with our college mission.

Program Student Learning Outcomes
1. Students will know and explain the material removal process for
product creation.
2. Students will create accurate products through the usage of
machine tool equipment.
3. Students will inspect the accuracy of products created through a
material removal process.
These PSLOs are verbally explained in each class and will be
incorporated into every class D2L shell ensuring that all faculty,
instructors, and students are well versed.

Curriculum Map
Associate of Applied Science Degree:
PSL0

MAC MAC MAC MAC MAC MAC MAC
100 101 102 110 120 201 205

1

SR

I

2

SR

I

3

SR

I

E

E

E

E

I

E

E

E

E

I

E

E

E

E

CAD MAC MAC
101 145 111
OR
202

I

MAC MAC
121 240
OR
206

MAC
245

MAC MAC
250 252

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

U

E

I

E

E

E

E

U

U

I

Key
SR = Special topic requirement
I = Introduced
E = Emphasized
U = Utilized
A = Currently Formally Assessed

Assessment Methods
1. Students will know and explain the material removal process for
product creation
o Students will have the knowledge and theory of how the
products are produced using machine technology equipment
which will be assessed through written assignments and exams.
2. Students will create accurate products through the usage of machine
tool equipment
o Each product has a tolerance level for each dimension, and the
rubric is designed to subtract points for each failure to meet the
acceptable tolerance level.
3. Students inspect the accuracy of products created through a material
removal process
o Specialized inspection equipment is used to ensure the quality of
the products they produce.
Here is a sample rubric that may be used.
Criteria
Knowledge of Process
(PSLO 1)

Unacceptable
Student is unable to
explain the theory of
material removal.

Acceptable
Student can explain the
basic theory of material
removal through the
machining process.

Exceeds
Student is able to
communicate in
written form
exceptional knowledge
of the material removal
process.

Machine Tool Use
(PSLO 2)

Unable to produce an
accurate part with the
use of the machine
tools.

Creation of a part
within requested
tolerance of project.

Support Equipment
(PSLO 3)

Unable to
appropriately use
support equipment in
the process of creating
or evaluating a
product.

Able to demonstrate
accurate use of support
equipment in the
process of creating or
evaluating a product.

Creation of part within
requested tolerance of
project swiftly and
without any assistance
at all.
Able to teach other
students the accurate
use of support
equipment in the
process of creation and
evaluation of a
product.

Time Table
FY19 - PSLO 2 has the easiest direct measurement as it involves
the assessment of a produced object. The machining program
will begin with this PSLO as it trains all faculty and instructors in
assessment.
FY20 – PSLO 3 will be evaluated after our quality lab is in place
and running for at least one year.
FY21 – PSLO 1 will be evaluate in year three as the program
anticipates a greater number of adjunct instructors who quality
of instruction will need to be evaluated.
The program will then evaluate the next cycle.
Both faculty and instructors will be involved in artifact collection and
assessment, and will together create an improvement plan based on
the data. Students will be aware of the philosophy of program
assessment and how their artifacts may be used.

Assessment Results
Assessment results will be used to improve teaching methods and
curriculum development to ensure that students meet the program
student learning outcomes and are able to gain employment in their
chosen field of study.

Continuous Improvement
The Chair will maintain responsibility of the assessment process with
appropriate input of the dean and director. At the end of each
semester, the assessment plan will be reviewed to ensure its
continuing effectiveness for machine technologies.

2017-2018 Assessment Report - Computed Tomography
Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
Lorraine Yost Radiologic Technology Program Chair
October 17, 2018
Computed Tomography Certificate Program Assessment AY 2016-2017
The Program and Student Learning Outcomes (PSLO) for the CT certificate program were newly developed for
the 2017-2018 academic year, since fall 2017 was the first cohort of students to enroll in the new competency –
based program. The data was obtained from the students who began the program in either fall 2017 or spring
2018. The areas chosen to assess were the elements that would provide data regarding the basic, introductory
content moving to the more complex program facets that demonstrate the student’s competency and autonomy
with regards to computed tomography.
Adjustments to the learning outcomes of the CT program have been made in real time throughout the first
academic year as feedback and data was received from the students enrolled, clinical site feedback, and the
program coordinators’ observations. The fluidity of the first year required some changes that were not directly
assessed, but required a change to increase student’s success. The Radiologic Technology Advisory Board has
discussed the proposed changes to provide feedback and additional insight as well.

CT Program Assessment AY 2017-2018
PSLO 1: CT Students will exhibit technical literacy of computed tomography equipment in the didactic and
clinical setting. (Effective and Ethical User of Technology)
This assessment occurred in two different formats in the didactic RTE 257 CT Basics, an online course that the
student could progress through at their own pace. One format was an equipment labeling activity, the other was
a thirty question quiz.
During the RTE 280 Internships, the application of the students learning was assessed using a Professional
Development Assessment Tool (PDA).
Benchmarks were not set in 2017-18 since this was the first year assessment was applied.

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
Results of Data collection PSLO 1
PSLO 1 Technical literacy
RTE 257 Equipment labeling
+80% to progress
RTE 257 Equipment quiz
+ 80% to progress
RTE 280 Application (PDA)
15 points

Average # of attempts
3.4 attempts
(range 1-11)
3 attempts
(range 1-7)

Time to complete activity
14.5 minutes (range 2
minutes-72 minutes)
Average score first
attempt
70/100

Average score last
attempt
96/100

Average score
14.7/15
(range 13-15)

The data indicates that for the equipment labeling assessment, the 23 students in the course averaged 3.4 attempts to
reach a score of 80% or above. The time that it took the students to achieve a passing score was an average of 14.5
minutes. This range of time and the number of attempts suggests that the interactive nature of the assessment allowed
the students who grasped the material faster to move on with the lowest number of attempts and ensured that the
students who needed more time to complete this activity would be re-directed to the material to be successful. Fourteen of
the 23 students (60%) completed the activity in 3 attempts or less with an average time of 7.43 minutes.
The benchmark for this activity during the 2018-19 AY will be set at 3 attempts in eight minutes.
The equipment quiz was the second assessment to measure a student’s technical literacy of CT equipment. An 80% or
higher grade was needed to progress. The data indicates that the student averaged three attempts to reach the minimum
score. The average first score was 70%, with students gaining a average of 96% on their last attempt. Seventy-eight
percent of the students completed the quiz within three attempts with an average final score of 95%.
The benchmark for this assessment will be 80% of the students will complete this quiz within three attempts
with an average score of 95%.
Additional equipment content will be added to the course to support these benchmarks. This starts with the fall 7-week
course.

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
The scores on the professional development tool (PDA) that assesses the students’ application of their knowledge at the
clinical site indicate that the students were well prepared for the live patient experience. The internship begins after
successful completion of the didactic course. The average PDA score was 14.7/15 points. The benchmark will be set
that 100% of the students will average 14/15 points or 93%. This will continue to be measured to identify trends
since additional content will be added to the didactic course in the 18-19 AY.

PSLO 2: CT Students will demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving skills in through image
analysis, construction of protocols and processes, and image acquisition based on patient variables.
(Complex thinker)
This learning outcome was assessed using various modes throughout the program. The RTE 257 didactic course
used two assessments to measure this student learning outcome. A short answer quiz with a value of 30 points
requiring a score of 80% or above to proceed was administered. Also, in the didactic course, two other quizzes
were used that assessed the students’ knowledge of protocols and data acquisition to produce images. Image
evaluation was assessed during the internships. An 80% or higher was required for each of these assessments.
The final RTE 280 Internship course required a case study (essay) from the students to demonstrate their 80%
or higher to complete the certificate program.
Results of Data collection PSLO 2
Assessment activity type
RTE 257 Short answer Module 3
image acquisition 30 points
RTE 257 Quiz 3 & 4
image acquisition/evaluation
80% to proceed
RTE 280 PDA Protocol 15 points
Assessment activity type
RTE 280 Image Evaluation 100
points
Final Essay Case Study 100 points

Average score / 23 students
28.8/30 or 96%
Average Initial
score
67%

Average Final
score
91%

14.3/15
Average score / 23 students
96.7/100
98/100

Average # of attempts
2.87 attempts

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
RTE 257 Short answer Module 3 image acquisition 30 points
The data indicates that the image acquisition short answer scores with averages of 96% demonstrated that the students
learned the required content, as they needed 80% or above to proceed to the next module. The number of attempts was
not measured in this assessment and may be of value in the next academic year to evaluate if any additional content
should be added. The benchmark for this assessment in the next academic year is that students will obtain a
score of 80% or above within three attempts. Three attempts will be used as the benchmark since that was the
average for the attempts measured for other assessments in the didactic course.
RTE 257 Quiz 3 & 4 Image acquisition/evaluation criteria/components: 80% to proceed
The data indicates that the quizzes about image acquisition/components and evaluation criteria required 2.7 attempts to
obtain scores above 80% to proceed to the next module. It should be noted that even though some students scored
higher than 80%, they attempted the quiz a second time to gain a higher score. The benchmark for these will be
within three attempts the students will score 80% or higher.
RTE 280 PDA Protocol 15 points
This assessment occurred during the internship and the data indicates that students were able to successfully apply their
knowledge of protocols used in patient examinations to the clinical environment. The supervising site technologists, along
with the clinical instructor, were the evaluators for this activity during clinical site visits. The benchmark for this
activity will be 100% of students will score 90% or higher on this assessment.
RTE 280 Image Evaluation 100 points
This assessment occurs at the clinical site and is evaluated by the clinical instructor. The data indicates that students were
able to successfully identify pathology and image critique to their images with an average score of almost 98%. The
benchmark will be set at 100% of the students will obtain scores of 90% or higher.
RTE 280 Case Study Essay 100 points
This assessment requires the student to explain a CT examination process from patient scheduling and prep to the final
diagnostic report. This assessment is applied in the final internship to ensure students have acquired all of the skills and
competencies to be immediately employable. The data indicates that all students were able to successfully complete this
assessment in their final internship with an average score of 98%. The benchmark for this will be that 100% of the
students will receive an 80% or above to complete the CT certificate.

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
Other data and program changes in AY 2017-18:
The CT program has tracked other information not included in the formal assessment plan. First, data was collected
regarding the length of time that it took students to progress through the 15 week RTE 257 didactic course, which was
designed to allow students to complete at their own pace. This data is listed below.
Average length of time to
complete 15 week course
9.6 weeks range (3-15 weeks)
7/11 students (64%) completed the
course within 8 weeks or less.

Average length of time to
complete 7 week course
All students in the 7 week course
completed within 7 weeks, no
students finished earlier.

Average time students spent
online to complete course
29 hours, with a range of 12-65
hours. It should be noted that some
students were contacted when they
showed low “online” hours and the
CT program coordinator discovered
that those students had
“downloaded” the material and
studied from the download and used
the online course to complete the
required interactive activities that
needed to be successfully completed
with an 80% or above to proceed to
the next module.

Due to feedback from students, a winterim internship was added so there would not be a time gap to their application of
the material. This change allowed several of the students to complete their certificate in 18 weeks, with seven weeks of
the fall didactic course, seven weeks for the first internship, and four weeks of the second internship during the winterim.
The ability for a student to complete the American Registry of Radiologic Technologist (ARRT) post-primary competencies
and required assignments within 11 weeks led to the decision to change the parts of term for the two required internships
to five weeks each rather than the original seven weeks. The CT program Coordinator, RTE Program Chair, and Health
Sciences Dean discussed this observation and concluded that 14 weeks of internship was not necessary for the average
student.

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
The available program effectiveness data analysis from the included chart is as follows:
The data collected indicates that of 27 students (includes summer) 20 of them (74%) complete the competencies within
two internships. Combine this with the data collected for average completion time of the RTE 257 online course and an
informal conclusion can be made that it takes an average of 18 weeks to complete the CT certificate program, with
most students completing it in 17 weeks with the seven week didactic course and two five week internships. This data will
be collected, compiled, and analyzed each year to make future decisions regarding the competency based education model
for other programs.
The VE135 survey cannot be used for 2018 graduates until December 2019-March 2020 to collect program completion
data and employment information. Therefore, phone calls and surveys will be used to contact the program graduates in
Spring 2019 specifically for the ARRT post primary certification pass rate and employment data for the winterim and spring
2018 graduates.
CT Certificate Program Effectiveness Data Fall 2017-Summer 2018
Program
Start
RTE 257
CT Basics
Fall 2017
15 week

Number RTE 257
of Initial average
Students completion
in weeks
9
9

Fall 2017
7 week

7

7

Program
Completion
graduation
date
This varies
depending
on
internships.
Find grad
apps or
determine
total # of
weeks to
complete?

Student/# of internships to complete competencies

RTE 280 I
I student
completed
within one

RTE 280 II
4 students
completed
within
two
internships

RTE 280 III
3 students
completed
within
three
internships

RTE 280 VI
1 student
completed
within six
internships

RTE 280 I
1 student
completed with
one internship

RTE 280 II
4 students
completed
with two
internships

RTE 280 III
1 student
completed
with three
internships

RTE 280 IV
1
completed
with four
internships

ARRT post
primary
certification
Passing *

Employed
in the
field*

Computed Tomography (CT) Program Assessment Report AY 2017-2018
Spring
2018
15 week

3

Program
Start
RTE 257
CT Basics
Spring
2018
7 week

Number RTE 257
of Initial average
Students completion
in weeks
4
7

Summer
2018
10 week

5

RTE 280 II
3 completed with two internships

8

8

Program
Completion
graduation
date

Student/# of internships to complete competencies
(continued)
RTE 280 II
3 students completed in two internships
1-dropped out
RTE 280 I
1 student completed
in one internship

RTE 280 II
3 completed
with two
internships

RTE 280 III
1 completed
with three
internships

Average number of internships to complete comps
One
Two
Three
Four
Six
(3)
(17)
(5)
(1)
(1)
*The ARRT does not make its post-primary certification information available to program directors.

ARRT post
primary
certification
Passing *

Employed
in the
field*

Institutional Student Learning Outcomes Committee Report

Institutional Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Report 2017-18:
Inaugural Assessment of Effective Communicator and Numeric Thinker
Spring 2018
Prepared by CCD’s Institutional Effectiveness Committee
Background
In 2012, the Community College of Denver (CCD) adopted six institutional student
learning outcomes (ISLOs) expected of all students regardless of their program of
study (see Appendix A). During the self-study prompted by CCD’s reaccreditation
process with the Higher Learning Commission (HLC), the college realized that
though the six ISLOs are prominently displayed (e.g., in classrooms, electronic and
paper publications, and throughout campus facilities) and the college engaged in
conversations led by its Student Learning Committee (SLC) to explore the meaning
of the ISLOs, it had not developed an ISLO assessment plan or process for
assessing them.
When the Institutional Effectiveness Committee (IEC) was formed in fall 2017, it
was charged with (among other tasks) developing an ISLO assessment plan and
facilitating its implementation. A subcommittee, comprised of two faculty and two
assessment process experts, took the lead to develop the draft plan and facilitate
its review with the full IEC and other stakeholders throughout campus (i.e., Faculty
Council, Adjunct Council, Chair Council, the Provost, the Vice President for
Enrollment Administration and Student Services). The ISLO Assessment Plan
provided the template for the IEC’s ISLO subcommittee to facilitate the assessment
process for two of the ISLOs in spring 2018.
Selection of ISLOs for assessment in FY18 & Development of the Rubrics
The ISLO Assessment Plan has a three-year assessment timeline for the six ISLOs,
which calls for assessing two ISLOs per year. The ISLO Subcommittee
recommended assessing Effective Communicator and Numeric Thinker in the first
year of the plan. Given that this would be CCD’s first time assessing any of its
ISLOs, there were several considerations that led to selecting these two outcomes
for the first year.
Communication is a curricular domain that is well-understood at the college and
would be found in a variety of academic disciplines. This would make the
identification of artifacts easier than for any of the other ISLOs. Also, it was
reasoned that there would be a large population of artifacts from which to select a
sample, and This would maximize the number of full-time and adjunct faculty what
could be involved in CCD’s first ISLO assessment effort.
Numeric Thinker was also selected for assessment during this initial effort because
of its clear connection to mathematics and science. This was also consistent with
CCD’s more recent focus on STEM success. Additionally, the rubric for this ISLO
was the most well-developed at the time the subcommittee began its planning.
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Rubrics for the two outcomes were based on the Valid Assessment of Learning in
Undergraduate Education (VALUE) rubrics for Written Communication and
Quantitative Literacy from the Association of American Colleges and Universities
(AAC&U). CCD full-time and adjunct faculty subject matter experts then adapted
the rubrics to CCD’s two-year degree mission as appropriate for its students. The
mathematics chair and faculty took the lead in revising the Numeric Thinker rubric
(see Appendix B), and the Writing and Reading Across the Disciplines (WRAD)
faculty learning community led the revision of the rubric for the written portion of
the Effective Communicator ISLO (see Appendix C). Both rubrics were pilot-tested
with sample artifacts by full-time and adjunct faculty from mathematics and science
(for Numeric Thinker) and the WRAD faculty members (for Effective
Communicator).
Identification and Selection of Artifacts for Direct Assessment
The artifacts pool for the ISLOs was identified based on programs’ assessment plan
curriculum maps. For each program student learning outcome (PSLO) mapped to
Effective Communicator and Numeric Thinker, the courses for those PSLOs was
considered a potential source for an artifact.
After the courses were identified, the subcommittee looked for capstone courses,
where available, and 200-level courses. Upon gaining permission of program
chairs, the subcommittee members accessed the courses in Desire 2 Learn (D2L)
from spring, summer, and fall 2017 to identify appropriate artifacts for assessing
the two ISLOs. One challenge the subcommittee members encountered was that
there is not consistent use of the drop box in D2L as the means of having student
submit their assignments. Despite this, the subcommittee was able to identify
artifacts from courses across the disciplines, not just English and communications.
Additionally, an effort was made for collecting samples of Effective Communicator
artifacts from alternative modes of delivery (i.e., concurrent enrollment, online,
evening, summer), but the sample was not robust.
Access to and use of the Pearson management platform adopted by math and
science faculty was limited. However, working with the Dean for the Center for
Math and Science some math sections from one faculty member who did have some
assignments collected through D2L, a few science projects, and some physical
science project posters were collected. The effort to select artifacts for Numeric
Thinker from all modalities was more unbalanced; the math artifacts were from
online sections, while the sciences artifacts were all from traditional face-to-face
sections.
Setting Direct Assessment Benchmarks
Benchmarking sessions were held with the chairs from each of the five academic
centers. Though the five centers met individually, there was nearly unanimous
agreement on the benchmark levels on the rubrics: 100% of the artifacts of
student learning assessed should be performing at least at a level of three on the
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four-point rubrics. The subcommittee brought this recommendation to the IEC, and
the IEC officially set this level of performance as the benchmarks for the two ISLOs.
Selecting Indirect Assessment Measures and Setting Benchmarks
The IEC membership represents each of the three divisions of the college, each of
the academic centers, faculty, staff and classified personnel, and deans with
oversight of both general education and career and technical education programs, it
was the appropriate body to select the indirect measures and set the benchmarks
for the two ISLOs. The IEC selected the Community College Survey of Student
Engagement (CCSSE) from 2005, 2008, and 2010. The CCSSE results include a
comparison cohort composed of other colleges that administered the CCSSE in the
same year. This allowed for a norm-referenced benchmarking process; it was
important to the IEC members that CCD be able to make comparisons to likeinstitutions. After reviewing the items on this questionnaire, the IEC selected the
items which mapped to the two ISLOs and set the benchmarks (see Appendix D).
Artifact Review Day
On March 30, 2018, the IEC convened a group of full-time and adjunct faculty
subject matter experts to norm the rubrics, score the artifacts, and review and
discuss the preliminary results. The facilitators were the co-chairs of the IEC: Chris
Holcom, Associate Professor of History, and Katy Hill, Director of Institutional
Effectiveness. The group was introduced to the purpose and agenda for the day as
a large group and then was broken into two groups to norm the rubrics using
sample artifacts. After norming, participants used the rubrics to evaluate the
artifacts assigned to them. The assessment phase lasted two hours.
While the group took a break for lunch, an Institutional Research Associate and the
Director of Institutional Effectiveness completed a preliminary summary analysis.
The Provost joined the group, which was brought back together as one large group,
to discuss the preliminary results and the assessment process. Some early
observations from this conversation included the following: both rubrics need
further refinement; students were not adequately “showing their work,” which
hindered insight into their demonstration of Numeric Thinking; it was difficult to
assess “write after reflection” for Effective Communicator; there are differing beliefs
held as to which aspects of written communication show greater mastery of the
outcome, conveying meaning or good mechanics; and the assessment process,
though in need of some refinement, was useful.
Direct Assessment Results
A complete analysis was conducted in preparation for a series of open forums held
at the college in the weeks after the artifact review day (see Appendix E). This
analysis verified the inadequate availability of artifacts from which to sample nonstandard modalities compared to standard modalities identified during the artifact
selection process. However, results were examined both combined and separated
into standard/non-standard modalities to at least gain some insight into
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equivalency of learning and to reinforce the importance of examining assessment
results in this manner.
Table 1 shows the results for all modalities for Effective Communicator.
Table 1: Effective Communicator Results Table
128 artifacts

1 - Initial

2 - Emerging 3 - Developed 4 - Exemplary

3+4

Convey Meaning

5%

23%

33%

39%

72%

Write After Reflection

2%

22%

28%

49%

77%

Influence Others

2%

27%

38%

34%

72%

Syntax and Grammar

11%

27%

38%

24%

62%

Apply Conventions

11%

23%

40%

26%

66%

The benchmark of 100% of the sample at least at a three for each component of
the rubric was not met. Students generally demonstrated better mastery of the
three aspects of Effective Communicator that were related to communicating
meaning to an audience than the two aspects that were more about the mechanics
of communication. The post-review discussions at the open forums, with Faculty
Council, and with the IEC, focused on our tendency to privilege mechanics and
grammar over meaningful discourse and “thinking on the page.” We are not
discussing how to double-down with an increased focus on improving poor
mechanics in students' writing.
We are discussing the roles Writing and Reading Across the Disciplines (WRAD)
faculty learning community, the Writing Center, and the Center for Arts and
Humanities can play in fostering an increased focus on meaning-making in student
writing. For instance, WRAD is focused on getting the word out, in workshops and
professional development meetings, regarding how assignment handouts can be
crafted to more effectively guide students toward the kinds of meaning that
content-area instructors need to see in their students' writing. In another instance,
the Writing Center must play an important role in “educating” students and
instructors on how the writing process fosters effective meaning-making (and
therefore, more effective communication, including increased grammatical clarity)
in student writing.
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Table 2 shows the results for all modalities for Numeric Thinker.
Table 2: Numeric Thinker Results Table
43 artifacts

1 - Initial

2 - Emerging

3 - Developed 4 - Exemplary

3+4

Interpret Information

12%

21%

58%

9%

67%

Represent Information

24%

50%

21%

5%

26%

Perform Calculations

10%

49%

34%

7%

41%

Analyze Information

13%

37%

40%

10%

50%

The benchmark of 100% of the sample at least at a three on the rubric was not
met. Students demonstrated better mastery of interpreting and analyzing
information. After wider discussions at the open forums, with Faculty Council, and
with the IEC, the preliminary observation of the lack of “showing your work”
hindered the assessment of perform calculations, and the results likely reflect that.
The lower results in represent information could be due to the lack of suitability of
some of the artifacts to allow students to authentically demonstrate this aspect of
the outcome. Many of the artifacts in this sample were not the best type of artifact
to demonstrate students learning in this area. The science full-time and adjunct
faculty recommend adding lab reports to the artifact sample in the next assessment
of this ISLO.
Indirect Assessment Results
Results from the most recent three administrations of the CCSSE are included in
Table 3. Even though the standard deviation for the 2010 CCSSE cohort was not
available, the means were included from that year in order to examine potential
trends.
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Table 3: Results for CCSSE items mapped to ISLOs.
2010 Mean*
CCSSE Item

4

CCD

CCSSE
Cohort

2008 Mean
CCD

CCSSE
Cohort

2008 SD
CCSSE
Cohort

2005 Mean
CCD

CCSSE
Cohort

2005 SD
CCSSE
Cohort

In your experiences at this college during the current school year, about how often have you
done each of the following? (1=Never, 2=Sometimes, 3=Often, 4=Very often)

Prepared two or
more drafts of a
paper or assignment
4. c.
2.59**
2.48
2.62**
2.47
1.03
2.65**
2.47
1.04
before turning it in.
(Effective
Communicator)
Worked on a paper
or project that
required integrating
4. d.
2.82**
2.73
2.75**
2.71
0.94
2.74**
2.66
0.95
ideas or information
from various
sources. (Effective
Communicator)
Discussed ideas
from your readings
or classes with
4. n.
1.81**
1.74
1.77**
1.73
0.82
1.75**
1.70
0.81
instructors outside
of class. (Effective
Communicator)
How much has YOUR EXPERIENCE AT THIS COLLEGE contributed to your knowledge, skills,
12
and personal development in the following areas? (1=Very little, 2=Some, 3=Quite a bit,
4=Very much)
Writing clearly and
effectively.
12. c.
2.77
2.72
2.58t
2.69
0.94
2.75t
2.64
0.94
(Effective
Communicator)
Speaking clearly and
effectively.
12. d.
2.65
2.63
2.49t
2.60
0.96
2.61t
2.55
0.96
(Effective
Communicator)
Solving numerical
12. f. problems. (Numeric
2.67
2.61
2.62t
2.59
0.99
2.61t
2.54
0.99
Thinker)
*The standard deviation was not available for the 2010 CCSSE cohort.
**Benchmark met.
t
Benchmark not met.

Benchmarks were met for items 4c, 4d, and 4n each year. The means trend for
these 3 years is relatively flat with students rating at about the mid-point of the 4point scale. The means for 4n are about 1 point lower, which is consistent with the
comparison cohorts. Benchmarks for items 12c, 12d, and 12f were not met in any
year, and were similarly at the approximate mid-point of the 4-point scale. The
means trend for 12c and 12d took a bit of a dip in 2008, but the means returned to
the same level in 2010 as they were in 2005. Item 12f remained constant across
all 3 years. Considered holistically, the indirect results confirm the direct
assessment results. There is room for improvement in teaching and learning for
Effective Communicator and Numeric Thinker.
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Use of Results
As outlined in the ISLO Assessment Plan, “responsibility for academic improvement
lies with the chairs, deans, and the Provost.... Faculty from across campus will use
the results of assessment to improve teaching and learning in their classrooms and
programs. The IEC, partnering with the Teaching and Learning Center (TLC),
Human Resources (HR), the Student Learning Committee (SLC), and the
Persistence and Completion Committee (PCC), will use the results of the ISLO
assessment process to develop a theme for professional development for the
upcoming fiscal year. The IEC will create a strategic communications plan on the
assessment results, and the professional development theme and plan for the
year.”
Work has already begun with full-time and adjunct faculty to use the assessment
results to make improvements in teaching and learning in the classroom. On April
27, 2018, the IEC invited the full-time and adjunct faculty who participated in the
Artifact Review Day to a brainstorming session on using the results to improve
teaching and learning. From this preliminary meeting, a follow up workshop was
planned for June 11 and 12, 2018, facilitated by Margot Guilott, to take faculty
through systematic thinking on designing assessments within the classroom to
facilitate learning on these ISLOs and to develop a plan for how CCD should engage
in more intentional work with its ISLOs (see Appendix F).
In summer 2018, the IEC will work with CCD’s Human Resources Office, Teaching
and Learning Center, Student Learning Committee, and Persistence and Completion
Committee to plan professional development for the 2018-19 academic year for
these two ISLOs and the plan developed at the June workshop for intentionally
engaging with all ISLOs. The IEC will develop a strategic communications plan for
this programming.
ISLO Assessment Process Continuous Improvement Opportunities
The IEC’s ISLO subcommittee has also begun the work of identifying process
improvements for the ISLO assessment process. In summer 2018, the
subcommittee will draft a revised ISLO assessment process and timeline to
recommend to the full IEC, Faculty Council, Adjunct Council, Chair Council, the
academic deans, and the Provost in early fall 2018. Areas identified for
improvement include dean and chair involvement in artifact identification and
selection, conducting the artifact review earlier in the spring semester to allow
more time for discussion of the results, revisiting benchmarking and extending the
process both in terms of those involved and the amount of time given to the
discussion, and incorporating co-curricular learning.
ISLO Co-Curricular Assessment of Student Learning
In the 2017-18 academic year, the IEC engaged with the deans and directors of
Enrollment Administration and Student Services and Academic Affairs to investigate
the current state of co-curricular assessment of student learning. It concluded CCD
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has not engaged in systematic assessment of co-curricular student learning to date.
In spring 2018, co-curricular programs were identified according to the following
definition: any program, other than academic instructional programs (i.e., curricular
programs), that students are expect to learn as a primary outcome of engaging in
the program. See Appendix G for the list of co-curricular programs.
Each co-curricular program has been mapped to one or more of the six ISLOS. The
co-curricular programs that map to Effective Communicator are Accessibility, Care
Team, Tutoring, and the International Center. Student Clubs maps to Numeric
Thinker. The IEC’s ISLO subcommittee reviewed the current measurement tools in
use in these programs, and none of them directly measure Effective Communicator
or Numeric Thinker. Therefore, the IEC will facilitate the process of developing
direct assessment tools for co-curricular programs beginning with the two ISLOs
scheduled for assessment in 2018-19 (Globally Aware and Complex Thinker).
Direct assessment for the co-curricular programs that map to these two ISLOs will
take place in spring 2019.
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Program Reflection for Instructional Program Review Template

Program Reflection for Instructional Program Review
Program Name:
Chair:
Program Review Author:
Dean:
Prefixes covered within this program:
Date:
Instructions. Please write your answers to the questions directly on this
template. The sub-bullets for each question are intended to help you
organize your ideas, but you are not limited to only answering those
issues. Feel free to write what is essential about the program. We ask that
you limit your overall written response to no more than 6,000 words, and
no more than 500 for one individual question.

Design of Program
How well does the program, as currently designed, meet the needs
of students and the community?

Measurable Outcomes the program will be responsible for improving over
the next five years. These are from the annual program review dashboard.
Outcome

2017 Rate

2018 Rate

Goal for 2024

Status

1. Purpose/Mission of the Program.
• Discuss the purpose/mission of this program.
• If you have a mission statement, include it here.
• List your Program Student Learning Outcomes by program of study
and reflect on how they align with the purpose and mission of the
program.
• What does your program hope to achieve for students?
• What do you believe is most essential about this program?
Type the answer to Question One here:

2. Discuss the past and projected demands for this program.
• What does the total credit hours and FTE generated by this program
tell you about the demand for this program?
• Is the total number of declared students within your program
appropriate? Do you wish to increase or decrease or hold steady?
 For CTE programs, use EMSI or LMI Colorado to identify how many
new jobs will be generated in this program of study over the next
five years and in which specific sub-areas.
 For general education service courses, indicate how you have
consulted with departments that utilize your courses to assure that
they are relevant and aligned with CCD’s institutional outcomes.
Highlight conversations you have had, and assessments you have
completed, that has led you to improve your service class(es). {To
determine if you have a service area course, please compare the
average class size overall with the average number of students in
those classes who have identified the program. Please refer to that
result in this response.}
 For transfer credentials, indicate how you have determined the
need for this major for CCD students. What factors do you believe
are important for determining the need for this program? Discuss
conversations and decisions you have had with four-year
institutions, which institutions, and changes you have made to your
program based on those conversations. Please also discuss how you
ensured that student had the best choices and electives chosen for
this pathway. Attach your most current eight-semester plans,
including the four-year institutions they are aligned with.
 If there is an outside accrediting agency, industry need, community
need, or national standard which dictate program size, please
identify.
Type the answer to Question Two here:
3. Please list any additional information that helps to explain the social
utility of this program.
• If relevant, please include: career advancement potential, job
satisfaction, and/or community need. This information will help CCD

•
•

understand the need for programs that may have small numbers, or
low wage outcomes.
Please submit data with relevant hyperlinks.
If your program addresses a community need not otherwise
identified, please explain.

Type the answer to Question Three here:
4. Please reflect on the diversity and inclusion of your program in regards to
student and faculty/instructor gender, age, minority-identification, and
veteran status.
• How are you ensuring success for these specific student populations?
• How are you retaining faculty/instructors that reflect the diversity of
our students?
• How does this program promote diversity and inclusion among its
faculty, instructors and students more generally based on:
 Curriculum changes
 Recruitment and hiring process
 Faculty and instructor retention process.
 Student recruitment and retention process
Type the answer to Question Four here:
5. What types of internships, clinicals, service learning, externships, or
practicum experiences are available to students. Please include in your
response:
• What percentage of students in this program have participated in
internships/clinicals or other outside experiences on average per year.
• Which courses offer these types of experiences and how they are
offered.
• Does the student initiate placement, or is that done by
faculty/instructors within the program.
Type the answer to Question Five here:
6. Based on the annual data and this reflection, are there any changes to
the program that you have identified which must be met in order to
improve the student experience? Please identify any misalignment you

have identified and how you intend to improve your program to meet
those changes.
Type the answer to Question Six here:

Success of Program
Do the success rates of this program meet CCD goals?
Measurable Outcomes the program will be responsible for improving over
the next five years. These are from the annual program review dashboard.

Outcome

2017 Rate

2018 Rate

Goal for 2024

Status

7. Discuss your course success rates and GPA overall and by modality.
• Does the program show poor course success rates by a particular
minority-identification or modality? Is so, what is the plan to improve
these rates to equalize success for all of our students?
• How do you believe these rates relate to student retention? Please
explain.
Type the answer to Question Seven here:
8. Discuss your program completion and transfer rates overall and by
minority-identification.
• Does the program show poor completion or transfer rates by a
particular minority-identification? Is so, what is the plan to improve
these rates to equalize success for all of our students?
• For CTE programs – please include a discussion of program placement
rates (VE-135) and licensure rates (if applicable).
• For transfer credentials – please include a discussion of students’
successful bachelor attainment rates. Looking at the transfer rates,
what four-year institutions will you be partnering with to complete an
8-semester curriculum plan?

•

•

For programs for which a student can take a licensure or certification
exam at completion - Please list the number and percentage of
completers receiving licensure/certification, based on total pass rate
for the last five years. This number should be given for the total
program, and then also broken down by minority-identification. Please
discuss these rates and what you have concluded from them.
For CTE programs - Percent of employer satisfaction with CCD
graduates, based on number of employers responding to the VE-135
survey and the number of employers satisfied with CCD graduates.
(You can use the survey your accreditation body requires, as an
alternative.) Please discuss this rate and what you have concluded.

Type the answer to Question Eight here:

CCD Milestones
Measurable Outcomes the program will be responsible for improving over
the next five years. These are from the annual program review dashboard.
Outcome

2017 Rate

2018 Rate

Goal for 2024

Status

9. Discuss your program retention rates fall-to-spring and fall-to-fall.
• Does the program show retention rates below the college goals? Is so,
what is the plan to improve these rates for our students?
Type the answer to Question Nine here:

10. Discuss both the first year English and math success rates for students
within your program, and the percentage of students who successfully
complete 9 credits in their program of study.
• Does the program show rates below the college goals? Is so, what is
the plan to improve these rates for our students?
• What have you done to provide opportunities for students to take 9
credits in their first year within the program? Think about pre-requisite
alignment, gateway courses, curriculum mapping.

Type the answer to Question Ten here:
11. Discuss the average student credit accumulation in the first year of
your program.
• Does the program show accumulation rates below the college goals? Is
so, what is the plan to improve these rates for our students?
• What have you done, or plan to do, to increase the course load a
student can take? Think about online, hybrid, evening, or weekend
course schedules, competency based teaching, or other innovations.
Type the answer to Question Eleven here:

Professional Development
12. Professional Development. Discuss the extent to which professional
development opportunities (program specific and pedagogical) meet the
needs of the program’s faculty. Include in your discussion how these
have impacted the quality of your program.
• If your program has unmet professional development needs, please
explain the need and what resources you will need to accomplish this.
Type the answer to Question Twelve here:

Efficiency in Resource Utilization
Does the program have the correct resources (human, technological,
physical, financial) to maximize student success?
Outcome

2017 Rate

2018 Rate

Goal for 2024

Status

13. Please attach a list of all faculty by name, title, classes taught by
prefix, and overloads if applicable.

Type the answer to Question Thirteen here:
14. Please attach a list of all instructors by name, level, and classes taught
by prefix.
Type the answer to Question Fourteen here:
15. Based on the information in program alignment and the faculty to
instructor data, does your current ratio meet the needs of students or the
community?
• If the current ratio does not meet the needs of students or the
community, please explain what changes you would propose and a
rationale. Please use data on FTE per current faculty member, and
headcount of students per current faculty member in your rationale.
Type the answer to Question Fifteen here:

Assessment of Student Learning Outcomes
How does the program use data to help inform their decisions and
improvements?
16. Discuss how you have utilized the result of program student learning
outcomes (PSLOs) assessment to improve the program. Please feel free
to copy and paste answers from your annual assessment report, as they
address the points. Your response should include the following:
 How you closed the loop using the results of program student learning
outcome’s assessment to improve teaching and learning.
 How you have closed the loop using the results of program student
learning outcomes assessment to improve retention and completion
rates.
 Whether the program has met the benchmarks laid forth in the
program’s assessment plan.
 How you have used the data to improve the institutional outcomes of
the college.

Type the answer to Question Sixteen here:

Future Planning for Facilities, Technology and Fiscal
Resources
What is the program plan for the future?
17. Given your answers above, please create a five-year plan for your
program that addresses, at a minimum, the criteria discussed in this
review. This plan must be written in conjunction with your center dean.
Please identify what changes you can make within your program or
center, and what changes will require broader changes in the college.
Please address as appropriate:
• Does your program have any unmet space (facility) needs that should
be addressed? Does your program have an excess of space?
• Is there any technology that your program will need to remain current,
or effective for students and the community? Is there any technology
that the college should invest in overall to improve the outcomes for
our students?
• What continuing financial needs does your program have?
• Based on what you have proposed above, what additional financial
resources will your program need?
Type the answer to Question Seventeen here:
A signed copy of this report must be returned to the Office of the Provost.
Please attach all accompanying responses.
Chair Signature:___________________________________ Date:________
Dean Signature:___________________________________ Date:________

Appendix P

How does the institution encourage and ensure continuous improvement at a
location?
Evidence Attached:



CCD's shared governance model



2018-2019 budget process as designed by the shared governance
model



Sample Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) proposal –specific budget
requests

All locations participate in CCD’s continuous improvement process. We
have a shared governance process that is headed by the Strategic
Planning and Collaborative Decision Making (SP/CDM) body. SP/CDM
sets the college priorities through the strategic plan and by
recommending to the president an overall budget in support of those
priorities. CCD has enacted a modified zero-based budgeting process
(i.e., personnel costs are treated as fixed and operating costs are zerobased). This ensures that our budget strategically aligns with our
institutional goals and continuous improvement.
Additional specific special budget requests, aligned to college priorities,
come through the Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) for
SP/CDM consideration. These funded proposals demonstrate the
college’s commitment to continuous improvement for all of our
locations. For example, the proposal to shift all faculty from credit
hours to work units standardized workloads to the same unit of
measurement throughout the college, at the main Campus and at our
additional locations.
Please also refer back to Appendix D and the discussion around
strategic budgeting.

Shared Governance Model
Community College of Denver

Collaborative Strategic Decision-Making Model – Informing & Responding to the CCD Strategic Plan
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2019 Budget Process

Strategic Budget Committee (SBC) Communications Plan – 2019
Budget Process
Actionable: By January 19th, please share the following with all supervisors
in the manner they have indicated best meets their information needs. Ask
that they share the same information with all staff in their areas of
responsibility. (If applicable)
Here’s What’s Happening
CCD’s SBC is currently modifying the college’s FY 2019 budget process. The
SBC will be instituting a new modified zero-based budgeting process. Zerobased budgeting generally starts from a “zero base” and then analyzes every
function within an organization to determine its needs and costs.
CCD will be establishing a modified zero-based budgeting process by starting
with CCD’s current 2017-2018 actual expense numbers and then sitting
down with all of the org owners within the college to establish each area’s
needs. Only non-personnel expenses will be reviewed as part of this process
and no salaries or benefits will be evaluated, except for hourly expenses. All
reviewed budget items are for needed expenses, additional budget expenses
will be reviewed by POG as a “new activity requiring funding”.
Position Analysis (PA)
Achieving Strategic Balance (ASB) suggested PA as part of any new budget
process the college implemented. PA would be used to address the job
vacancies within the college. Position analysis evaluates whether or not a
positon should be realigned or redefined and helps address workload needs.
It was decided by the SBC to push out Position Analysis to FY20 (or beyond)
due to time and effort required to implement other initiatives (EAB Navigate
and American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) Accreditation).
Here’s Why
These initiatives are not intended to cut budgets, but to adequately fund
activities required to operate the units effectively. The SBC provides
budgetary impact analysis, so we are seeking the best results for the entire
College that align with our Strategic Priorities.

Talking Points
•

Position Analysis (PA) - ASB recommended PA as part of any new
budget process implemented. SBC believes some PA will result from
EAB Navigate and AACC. Since many of the same people working on
EAB Navigate and AACC would be the same key people for PA and it is
currently being pursued, this project will be pushed out to FY20 or
beyond.

•

Zero-based Budgeting – Only non-personnel expenses will be reviewed
since personnel will be reviewed during PA at a later date. Committee
members will breakout into teams of two and sit down with org owners
in “one on one” meetings. Teams will consist of two SBC members –
one from the area being reviewed (subject matter expert) and one not
from that area (outsider view). Meetings will review operating, hourly
and travel budget necessary for each org. In some cases, capital and
student aid will be reviewed as well. Personnel will be calculated as it
has been in the past using CCD’s current approved “Position Control”
document and associated benefit expenses for approved staff. Final
approved expenses and estimated revenue will be reported to the
Prioritization and Operations Group (POG) to make cuts or initiative
recommendations to Strategic Planning/Collaborative Decision-Making
(SP/CDM) for final decision-making. Final approved decision will be
submitted as the final balanced budget for FY19 and will be sent to all
CCD departments, faculty and staff and posted to the website.

If you have questions contact:
• Mike Miller, Deputy CFO, 303-352-3315 or mike.miller@ccd.edu
• Stacey Maillet, Contract and Budget Coordinator, 303-352-6886 or
stacey.maillet@ccd.edu
• Your SBC representative
Visit us on Office 365:
https://ccd0.sharepoint.com/SP_CDM/SitePages/Strategic-Budget.aspx

Prioritization and Operations Group Proposal – Changes to LEL and Overload Pay Rate
Prioritization and Operations Group | Campus Box 203
P.O. Box 173363 | Denver, CO 80217
Phone: 303.352.6620 | Fax: 303.556.3898
Email:POG@CCD.EDU
POG ID Number:

PRIORITIZATION AND OPERATIONS GROUP TEMPLATE
Please select the type of proposal you are submitting:
Exploratory and Seeking Feedback* (Complete Part I of the template)
*POG Recommends getting feedback prior to submitting a full proposal.
Budget Impacting Full Proposal (Complete Part I and Part II of the template)
Non-Budget Impacting Full Proposal (Complete Part I and Part II of the
template)
Part I. Preliminary Considerations: To submit an initiative proposal,
please complete Part I and return this document and any supporting
documentation you may have via email to POG@ccd.edu.
Name of initiative: Changes to LEL and Overload Pay Rates
Submitted by: Ruthanne K. Orihuela
Date of submission: 4/12/2018

Your title:

Executive Dean Arts & Humanities

Desired initiative implementation date: Fall Semester 2018
Is this initiative a direct result of the ASB prioritization recommendations? If yes,
elaborate:
No
Background information related to this initiative proposal:
See attached

Identify a Need (Step 1 of the CCD Decision Making Guidelines):
What area of need is this proposal addressing? See attached
How will the proposed initiative address it? (Provide details of the proposal in this
section.)

See attached
Needs analysis: What data do you have to indicate that there is a need for the
initiative?
See attached

Revised 01/04/2018
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Prioritization and Operations Group | Campus Box 203
P.O. Box 173363 | Denver, CO 80217
Phone: 303.352.6620 | Fax: 303.556.3898
Email:POG@CCD.EDU
POG ID Number:

PRIORITIZATION AND OPERATIONS GROUP TEMPLATE
What are the implications for the CCD strategic planning priorities?
(https://www.ccd.edu/about-ccd/vision-mission-strategic-plan)
See attached

Are there other similar initiatives occurring now? If so, how would this initiative
relate to other current CCD initiatives?
See attached

Stakeholder Engagement (Step 2 of the CCD Decision Making Guidelines):
Identify stakeholders for the initiative and describe how you will incorporate their
feedback into the full proposal. (e.g., fiscal, human resources, facilities, security,
IT)
See attached
Part II. Initiative Development: To be completed by the initiator of the
proposal, after Part I is completed, and upon receiving POG endorsement.
Complete and return Part II and any supporting documentation you may
have via email to POG@ccd.edu.
Research and identify options (Step 3 of the CCD Decision Making
Guidelines):
What are the best and innovative practices that are happening in other spaces
(nationally, system wide, etc…)? See attached
Implementation (Step 4 of the CCD Decision Making Guidelines):
Describe how the initiative will be implemented. See attached
Relationship of the proposed initiative’s objectives to the strategic priorities and/or
Other Mission Documents. Include the initiative’s objectives, and clearly and
specifically relate them to CCD’s strategic priorities: See attached
Implications: Identify implications this initiative may have on the following areas
or units:
Implications on the college budget (It is recommended that you consult with the
Strategic Budget Committee): See attached

Revised 01/04/2018
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Prioritization and Operations Group | Campus Box 203
P.O. Box 173363 | Denver, CO 80217
Phone: 303.352.6620 | Fax: 303.556.3898
Email:POG@CCD.EDU
POG ID Number:

PRIORITIZATION AND OPERATIONS GROUP TEMPLATE
Implications for organizational structure & operations (e.g., human resources):
See attached

Implications for IT: None
Implications for facilities management: None
Implications for security: None
Implications for academic affairs (e.g., academic centers, college pathways,
tutoring.): See attached
Implications for Enrollment Administration and Student Success (e.g., Enrollment
Services, Student Development and Retention, Student Life, Institutional
Research): See attached
Implications for Administrative Services (e.g., Human Resources, fiscal, IT,
facilities): See attached
Others: N/A
Outcomes and Evaluation (Step 5 of the CCD Decision Making Guidelines).
Include the benchmarks for success and how you will utilize assessment,
evaluation, and continuous improvement. It is recommended that you consult with
the Institutional Effectiveness Committee.
State your objectives and/or student learning outcomes using the SMART format:
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/smart-goals.htm
See attached

Please describe your planned process and timeline for evaluation and assessment:

See attached

Revised 01/04/2018
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Part I. Preliminary Considerations:
Background information related to this initiative proposal:
CCD will be implementing new, consistent pay rates for LEL type courses beginning in Fall 2018. In
addition, CCD will introduce a contact hour overload rate for adjunct instructors and fulltime faculty
when their teaching load includes anything other than lecture-type (LEC) courses. These changes will
impact the college budget, but will ensure equity and consistency in pay across academic centers.
CCD pays instructors based on established pay rates for different types of courses [i.e., Lecture (LEC),
Lab (LAB), Studio (STU), Internship (INT), Clinical (CLI), Practicum (PRA), Studio Music (SMU)]. The
college has two course types that offer a mix of lecture and lab instruction. The first, designated as LLB
in Banner, are courses where lecture and lab activities are mixed together in the same meeting space
and time. The second, designated as LEL in Banner, are courses where lecture credit, space, and time
are separated out from lab credit, space, and time as specified in the CCD Catalog.
In addition, the college is moving from a credit hour to contact hour calculation of load in the Fall 2018
semester for instructors and fulltime faculty when their teaching load includes anything other than
lecture-type (LEC) courses. This has necessitated a new non-lecture contact overload pay rate for
instructors and full-time faculty teaching between 19 and 30 contact hours per semester.

Identify a Need:
What area of need is this proposal addressing?
The college has discovered significant discrepancies in processes across academic centers with how LEL
courses are built and processed for payment. While all of the other instructional types have set contact
hours and pay rates by instructor pay level, LEL courses have differential instruction within them. The
Catalog differentiates the credit and contact time allotted to different instructional activities. For
example, a 4-credit LEL course may contain one of the following activity allotments:
•
•
•

4 credit LEL: 3 credits lecture and 1 credit lab (5 contact hours/week)
4 credit LEL: 2 credits lecture and 2 credits lab (6 contact hours/week)
4 credit LEL: 1 credit lecture and 3 credits lab (7 contact hours/week)

In addition, because the college is moving from a credit hour to contact hour calculation of load in the
Fall 2018 semester for instructors and fulltime faculty when their teaching load includes anything other
than lecture-type (LEC) courses, this initiative includes a new non-lecture contact overload pay rate for
instructors and full-time faculty teaching between 19 and 30 contact hours per semester.

How will the proposed initiative address it?
To ensure consistent pay for LELs across all academic centers, and in order to ensure no instructor or
full-time faculty member is negatively impacted by this new consistency, the provost and deans have
worked with Human Resources to define a consistent, college-wide pay rate for each type of LEL course,
regardless of discipline. Effective for FY19, the new rates will be included on the pay rate sheet that is
used to process pay for instructors (and overload pay for instructors and full-time faculty). LEL courses
will be appropriately designated in the Catalog and will be built in Banner to reflect credits by
instructional activity type. Pay will be based on the specified contact hours associated with each course.
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The Adjunct Instructor Pay Rates for LEL-type Courses that will appear in the pay rate sheet are as
follows*:
Type

Breakdown

Pay
Pay
Pay
Contact
Contact
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Hours/Week Hours/Semester
2 credit LEL
1 cr. LEC, 1 cr. LAB
2370
2460
2565
3
45
3 credit LEL
1 cr. LEC, 2 cr. LAB
3950
4100
4275
5
75
2 cr. LEC, 1 cr. LAB
3160
3280
3420
4
60
4 credit LEL
1 cr. LEC, 3 cr. LAB
5530
5740
5985
7
105
2 cr. LEC, 2 cr. LAB
4740
4920
5130
6
90
3 cr. LEC, 1 cr. LAB
3950
4100
4275
5
75
5 credit LEL
2 cr. LEC, 3 cr. LAB
6320
6560
6840
8
120
3 cr. LEC, 2 cr. LAB
5530
5740
5985
7
105
4 cr. LEC, 1 cr. LAB
4740
4920
5130
6
90
6 credit LEL
2 cr. LEC, 4 cr. LAB
7901
8201
8550
10
150
3 cr. LEC, 3 cr. LAB
7110
7380
7695
9
135
4 cr. LEC, 2 cr. LAB
6320
6560
6840
8
120
*Rates are calculated on the 2017-18 pay scale and may increase slightly in 2018-19.
The new non-lecture contact overload pay rate for instructors and full-time faculty teaching between 19
and 30 contact hours per semester that will appear in the pay rate sheet is as follows*:
Pay Level
Rate per Overload Contact Hour
1
52.67
2
54.67
3
57.00
*Rates are calculated on the 2017-18 pay scale and may increase slightly in 2018-19.

Needs analysis: What data do you have to indicate that there is a need for the initiative?
All colleges are required to report contact hours to both their accrediting agency and the Department of
Education to assure that we are complying with the federal requirement that for each credit a student
earns at CCD, they have completed a standardized and equal amount of mastery. The Carnegie Unit is
the most common form of reporting and the one that has been adopted by the Colorado Department of
Higher Education. This requires us to list our lecture and laboratory hours separately so that our
reporting can be correct, as they each have different in-class and out-of-class requirements for the
student.
BP 3-80 requires that assignment of credit hours and/or contact hours occur at the college level, not at
the center level, and that it be equal across the college. For this reason, CCD has developed a collegewide system to report and pay faculty and instructors to teach LEL designated courses.
The Colorado Commission on Higher Education, under authority of CRS 23-1-105, has maintained a
consistent credit reporting and contact hour measurement based on activity learning type. This
measurement creates three learning activities relevant to this discussion: Lecture (LEC), Laboratory
(LAB), and Vocational/Technical Laboratory (LLB). The designation LEL denotes a course that contains
both LEC and LAB components and was created simply to allow us to use one CRN code for the course
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when building a course in Banner. As LEL is not a learning activity type, but rather shorthand for CRN
purposes, it cannot be used as a reporting system for its own credit hour designation.
LEL courses across all disciplines were reviewed in preparation for the consolidation of FLAC processing.
During that review it was found that courses with similar contact hours were being paid at different
rates using the Faculty Pay Scale. The analysis was able to break down each of the course offerings to
specify the exact number of contact hours for the lecture and lab portions of the course. By paying
these course using specific contact hours for each course, pay will be consistent for similar courses
across all disciplines.
In Fall 2017, there were 29 instructors teaching 58 LEL courses, but the manner in which pay was
calculated differed across academic centers. When we considered an alternative solution to this
problem (paying each instructor the LEC and LAB rate equivalents for their courses), 28 of the 29
instructors would have their pay negatively impacted, most experiencing significant negative impact.
With the proposed solution, no instructors will experience a negative financial impact. In addition, the
proposed solution makes pay for LEL courses much simpler to calculate, since a consistent rate will be
paid for each course based on the contact hours produced by the course’s particular breakout of LEC
and LAB instructional credits.

What are the implications for the CCD strategic planning priorities?
This proposal supports the college’s strategic target: “CCD will serve as a model of community college
education that successfully integrates the entire college to support student learning and success.” This
is an integration initiative designed to increase consistency in payroll process across the academic
centers.
This initiative directly aligns with Strategic Priority 2: Organizational Integration & Effectiveness.
Currently payment process for LEL courses varies across academic centers and, as a consequence,
instructors are paid variable rates for the same amount and type of work. Through this initiative,
Academic Affairs has worked to “examine and refine institutional structure and processes” for greater
integration and improved effectiveness.

Are there other similar initiatives occurring now? If so, how would this initiative relate to
other current CCD initiatives?
Yes. As the college works to improve its effectiveness, the issue of pay processing for instructors and of
overload assignments for full-time faculty has emerged as an area of significant challenge and
inconsistency across academic centers. To ameliorate these issues and improve the effectiveness of the
payment process, Academic Affairs has worked with Human Resources to assign the processing of all
instructor/faculty pay to two of the five academic center office managers. This move, in conjunction
with this new, more consistent build and pay process for LEL courses and non-lecture overloads, will
ensure greater efficiency and effectiveness, as well as a more integrated approach to course building
and pay processing among and between academic centers.
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Stakeholder Engagement:
Identify stakeholders for the initiative and describe how you will incorporate their
feedback into the full proposal.
Critical stakeholders include instructors and full-time faculty who teach LEL-type courses, department
chairs, deans, and provost from Academic Affairs; Human Resources employees, payroll processing
employees, and budget employees from Administrative Services; and registrar and other employees
from EASS who serve on Academic Standards and whose responsibility it is to ensure the Catalog is
accurate. All stakeholders listed above have been engaged in conversations regarding the challenges
that exist with LEL courses and have been engaged as appropriate in the discussion and vetting of
solutions. See below for further details.

Part II. Initiative Development:
Implementation:
What are the best and innovated practices that are happening in other spaces (nationally,
system wide, etc.)?
Best practice is to ensure that instructors are paid equitably and consistently for similar work. Best
practice is to also build courses appropriately in Banner to ensure we are in compliance with minimum
contact hour per credit hour requirements. CCD has not been able to ensure either consistent pay nor
minimum contact hour for LEL-type courses.
Human Resources employees have reached out to other colleges within CCCS to learn how they
consistently process payment for and build LEL-type classes in Banner. In 2018-19 the college will move
away from a credit-hour calculation of load to a contact-hour calculation of load for full-time faculty and
instructors when their teaching load includes anything other than lecture-type (LEC) courses. This will
allow for greater consistency in pay across centers and mirrors what several other CCCS colleges do in
terms of calculation of load.

Describe how the initiative will be implemented.
Beginning in Fall 2018, the pay rate sheet will include the LEL-type pay chart above. Instructors teaching
LEL-type courses will be paid a consistent rate across all academic centers based on the breakdown of
lecture and lab credits for each specific LEL-course.
In addition, instructors and full-time faculty teaching overload coursework will be paid by contact hour
for overload when their teaching load for a semester includes anything other than lecture (LEC)
coursework. Instructors and full-time faculty teaching straight lecture loads will continue to be paid
overload at the per credit lecture rate.

Relationship of the proposed initiative’s objectives to the strategic priorities and/or Other
Mission Documents. Include the initiative’s objectives, and clearly and specifically relate
them to CCD’s strategic priorities:
The objective of this initiative is to ensure increased effectiveness and efficiency through greater
consistency in the processing of instructional assignments for adjunct instructors as well as for full-time
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faculty teaching overload assignments. This objective clearly aligns with Strategic Priority 2:
Organizational Integration & Effectiveness. Currently payment process for LEL courses varies across
academic centers and, as a consequence, instructors are paid variable rates for the same amount and
type of work. Through this initiative, Academic Affairs has worked to “examine and refine institutional
structure and processes” for greater integration and improved effectiveness.
This proposal supports the college’s strategic target: “CCD will serve as a model of community college
education that successfully integrates the entire college to support student learning and success.” This
is an integration initiative designed to increase consistency in payroll process across the academic
centers.

Implications on the college budget:
This initiative will have an impact on the college budget. In discussions with CCD’s Budget Office, the
early estimate of impact for the LEL-type courses is roughly $20,000 per fall semester, and roughly
$20,000 per spring and summer term, for a total $40,000 increase in projected adjunct instructor cost.
In addition, the implementation of the non-lecture contact hour overload rate will have an impact on
the college budget. Though this impact could be mitigated by thoughtful assignment of coursework
across centers to ensure as few overload courses as possible (in alignment with the president’s call for
reduction in overloads in AY2015-16), there are specific disciplines across the college where overloads
are necessary due to a lack of qualified and available adjunct instructors to pick up sections. In
discussions with CCD’s Budget Office, the early estimate of impact for this move to contact hour
overload rate is $30,000 over the entire fall-spring-summer academic year.
The total early estimate for budget impact is $70,000.

Implications for organizational structure & operations (e.g., human resources):
Human Resources has worked extensively with academic deans and provost to explore multiple options
for addressing the inconsistency and lack of compliance with regard to LEL-type courses. One option
would have had a significant negative impact on adjunct instructors and full-time faculty members with
overload assignments and the fear was that we would lose instructors in areas where it is already
challenging to staff enough sections to meet student need. Another option would have had a
significantly greater budget impact on the college and would likely have been untenable from a fiscal
perspective. The proposed way forward is based on current pay structures at the college, provides a
modest pay increase for most LEL-type instructors, and keeps the fiscal impact to a minimum.

Implications for Academic Affairs:
Instructors and full-time faculty who teach LEL-type classes have been consulted and the new initiative
explained.
Faculty Council has been presented with this proposal and has received an explanation of impact on
individual instructors and full-time faculty teaching LEL –type courses.
Academic deans and provost have worked with HR and office managers to fully understand the scope of
the issue, investigate alternative solutions, and have selected this solution as a way forward.
Instructional dean and Academic Standards leadership have been consulted about the current
misalignment of what the Catalog holds as course type and what department chairs in particular
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disciplines believe the course type to be. Department chairs will need to submit notification of course
type changes to Academic Standards within the appropriate timeframe to ensure the Catalog has the
correct information about course type. Employees within Academic Affairs understand the need for the
Catalog to be the final point of truth with regard to compliance and ensuring that what we say we do is
what we do in practice.

Implications for Enrollment Administration and Student Success:
Registrar serves on Academic Standards and is the ultimate responsible party charged with ensuring the
accuracy of the Catalog.

Implications for Administrative Services:
Human Resources, Payroll, and the Budget Office have been consulted throughout the initiative
development process and are aware of the changes needed for improved consistency and effectiveness.

Outcomes and Evaluation:
State your objectives and/or student learning outcomes using the SMART format:
The objective of this initiative is to ensure increased effectiveness and efficiency through greater
consistency in the processing of instructional assignments for adjunct instructors as well as for fulltime faculty teaching overload assignments.

Please describe your planned process and timeline for evaluation and assessment:
Fall 2018
•
•
•
•
•

New LEL-type pay rates and Non-lecture contact hour overload pay rate will be included in the
FY19 pay rate sheet and will be implemented in Fall 2018.
Michelle Marin-Cox will process FLAC assignments for CAH, CMS, and CHS.
Nathan Barsness will process FLAC assignments for PABSS and CCTE.
More issues of inconsistency across centers will be discovered, discussed, and solutions agreed
upon .
LEL-type pay will be paid for courses designated as LEL in the Catalog.

With these five changes, we will be able to assess the effectiveness of the initiative through the
following measures:
•
•
•
•
•

Greater consistency in pay for similar assignment types across academic centers
Reduction in errors in pay
Greater consistency in pay for overload contact hours across academic centers
Additional consistency measures will be implemented across academic centers
Compliance audit examining contact hour practice compared with contact hours published in
Catalog will uncover improved compliance

Spring 2019
Greater ease of implementation will occur in the spring, as challenges and hiccups in process are
addressed in the fall. With a semester down, we will be able to assess the effectiveness of the initiative
through the following measures:
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•
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•

Greater consistency in pay for similar assignment types across academic centers
Reduction in errors in pay
Greater consistency in pay for overload contact hours across academic centers
Additional consistency measures will be implemented across academic centers
Compliance audit examining contact hour practice compared with contact hours published in
Catalog will uncover improved compliance
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Appendix Q
What controls are in place to ensure that the information
presented to students in advertising, brochures, catalogs, and
other communications is accurate?

Evidence Attached:
 Sample marketing postcard - Radiologic
Technology
 Sample marketing brochure - Food, Nutrition
& Wellness
 Academic Standards Handbook

What controls are in place to ensure that the information presented to
students in advertising, brochures, catalogs, and other communications is
accurate?
Community College of Denver has numerous controls in place to
ensure that the information provided to students at all areas of the
college, including our additional locations, is accurate and complete.
Website
Our web address — www.CCD.edu — is our primary medium for
communicating key information about our institution. We implemented
a guideline that ensures information published on the website is
accurate and up-to-date. The Web Accountability Guideline lists out
the specific responsibilities of the content owners and of the vice
presidents who oversee all CCD department and centers.
In addition, each division vice president is responsible for reviewing
and updating all web-housed documents assigned to their area by the
end of January each year. All documents are reviewed not only for
content but also to meet the requirements of the college’s Web
Accessibility Plan and the System Office Web Accessibility Procedure.
Marketing
Community College of Denver’s marketing materials, especially those
that represent academic programs, are initially written by the chair of
each program, in consultation with the dean and key faculty. The
content is then edited by the Marketing, Communication and Creative
Services departments to ensure a consistent voice and representation
of the College brand.
Catalog
The college follows an annual process for catalog update and review.
In March of each year, the general, non-programmatic sections of the
catalog is reviewed, updated, and signed off by the deans and
directors over those functional areas. This process serves to ensure
the accuracy of the information published.
With regard to the academic content in the catalog, faculty propose
changes to the college’s Academic Standards Committee (ASC) on a
monthly basis August through February of each year.
Changes/additions/deletions of courses, course prerequisites, and

programs are reviewed by ASC and recommended for approval to the
college’s provost. These approved changes are transcribed into a draft
of next year’s catalog and academic deans and department chairs
review that draft in March. The provost signs off on the content of the
final draft. The electronic version of the catalog is posted on the
website.
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community on healthy behaviors, wellness and
appropriate food choices.
In this two-year program, you’ll be prepared
for transfer or an entry-level nutrition-related
position.
Earn your AAS in nutrition! It will provide
you with a wide range of career opportunities,
including dietary aid, food co-ops, health clubs
& spas, health food stores, wellness education
and nutrition product sales. The job growth
outlook in this field is estimated to increase by
15 percent over the next eight years.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

• You’ll automatically earn a certificate in
food, nutrition and wellness at the end
of your first year.
• CCD has an articulation agreement with
Metropolitan State University of Denver
where your AAS will seamlessly transfer.
Continue on to a four-year degree* and
you’ll be prepared for career opportunities
such as registered dietitian, food safety
specialist, food scientist, nutritionist,
nutrition product development, public
health nutritionist and educator.

CERTIFICATE IN

FOOD,

NUTRITION

& WELLNESS
In this certificate program, you will take three
classes (8-credit hours) that explore various
approaches to health and wellness using the
concepts and values of this exciting field of
health science.
This certificate is relevant for students pursuing education in nutrition or health related
fields, personal trainers, wellness coaches,
massage therapists, life coaches, caregivers,
or any individual with an interest in food,
diet and optimal health.
You can use the certificate for an entry-level
position, to continue your education towards
an AAS in nutrition or to enhance education
or job opportunities in a current position.

COURSES

HWE 100
HWE 124
HWE 143

Human Nutrition
Fitness and Wellness
Applied Nutrition to
Whole Food Cooking

3 credits
2 credits

TOTAL CREDITS

8

3 credits

* Some careers and occupations require
additional training, certification
or education.
• Scholarship opportunities are available
for transfer and Phi Theta Kappa (PTK)
students.

Learn more:

CCD.edu/nutrition
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE

General Purpose

The purpose of the Academic Standards Committee is to review and recommend to
the provost on matters of (1) curriculum, (2) instructional accountability, and (3)
curriculum and accountability related policies and procedures.
Areas
•
•
•
•

for review and recommendation include but are not limited to the following:
Additions/revisions/deletions of courses in the catalog
Additions/revisions/deletions of academic programs
Changes to the course descriptions, learning outcomes, and topical outlines
of courses in the CCCS Common Course Numbering System (which upon
approval are sent to the State Faculty Curriculum Committee [SFCC])
Catalog content relating to curriculum and instruction

Committee Composition

The committee shall be composed of:
The following voting members
• Two faculty members from each instructional center,
• Two faculty representatives to SFCC
• One adjunct instructor representative,
The following non-voting members
• The provost
• The dean of instruction
• One academic dean
• The graduation specialist (*)
• The registrar or designee
• The scheduling manager
• The senior data and operations manager
• One senior advisor.
The provost shall appoint the committee chair person(s). Chair responsibilities are
assumed by co-chairs for two years, one representative each from a career and
technical education program (CTE) and a transfer program. Committee Co-Chairs
shall have at least one academic year of prior experience as a member of the
Academic Standards Committee. Co-chair terms will be staggered so that there is a
senior and junior co-chair every year.
Appointments to the committee shall be for four years and will be staggered by
center to assure continuity. Voting members are appointed by the provost.
After two consecutive absences of a committee member, the provost shall be
notified to determine representation for the center.

Committee Co-Chair Responsibilities

The committee Co-Chairs shall:
• Ensure that the committee fulfills the committee general responsibilities,
goals, and specific duties as described herein;
• Establish yearly goals and provide leadership in meeting those goals;
• Arrange communication and/or training in the procedures and standards of
the committee;
• Establish the agenda for meetings;
• Ensure correct and timely transmittal of committee actions to the Chief
Academic Officer;
• Ensure that minutes are distributed in a timely manner;
• Review and update the Academic Standards Handbook as needed.

Other Member Responsibilities

The Scheduling Manager shall:
• The scheduler takes hard copies of form submissions after ASC meeting,
tracks what they received, and sends to provost for signature.
• The scheduler adds progress notes of what happened after the meeting to
the end of the minutes from the previous meeting. They discuss those
progress notes at beginning of the following meeting- they follow up about
what has happened (i.e. approvals, edits to current catalog, etc.), what
needs to happen, and list off submissions which are approved for next
catalog.
• The scheduler sends copies of provost signed and approved PDFs by center:
copy center admin, center dean, program chairs, and people who submitted
requests (the body of this email is attached).
• The scheduler submits request to CourseLeaf for a catalog draft 2 weeks
prior to ASC March meeting, for ASC review prior to Dean’s review.
• The scheduler works with ASC and CCD leadership to meet April catalog
deadline

Committee Voting Procedure

In order for a resolution to pass or fail the committee voting process, a simple
majority of voting members is required.
Robert’s Rules of Order are generally followed to carry out a vote in that:
• After proposals are heard, proposers are excused, voting members discuss
the proposals until the co-chairs put the motion to a vote. The chair asks:
Are you ready for the vote? If no one rises to claim the floor, the chair
proceeds to take the vote.
• The chair says: The proposals is on the adoption of the motion that ... As
many as are in favor, say ‘Aye’. (Pause for response.) Those opposed, say
'Nay'. (Pause for response.) Those abstained please say ‘Aye’.
• The chair announces the result of the vote. “The ayes have it, the motion
carries, and ... (indicating the effect of the vote)” or “The nays have it and
the motion fails.”

Those voting members who are unable to attend the meeting will email their vote
and any comments to the committee co-chairs prior to the scheduled monthly
meeting.
If circumstances arise that the co-chairs deem fit for a special vote, this process is
to be carried out via D2L and email.

Protocol for Submitting Proposals
•

•
•
•

•

Proposers should work with voting members from their center to locate and
fill out the appropriate paperwork for their needs. Checklists are now
provided to assist in this process.
Once the proposal is filled out, it is then submitted to the center reps for
review and signature.
Once the center reps have reviewed, made suggestions/edits, and the
proposal has been corrected, it goes to the center dean for signature.
All signed proposals and required attachments must be uploaded to the
Academic Standards D2L site no later than the second Thursday of the
month during the academic year.
Academic Standards meets every third Thursday of the academic year from
3:30p-5:00p in Cherry Creek 101/102. You must bring original hard
copies of your documents uploaded to D2L for submission. Please see the
checklists for details.

Protocol for Reviewing Proposals
•

•

At the close of the submission deadline one co-chair will assign each voting
member proposals to review prior to the scheduled meeting.
Reviewers read assigned proposals and work with the submitter directly to
make suggestions for revisions, additions or deletions for proposals prior to
the scheduled meeting.

Catalog Deadlines

Any changes to catalog copy, which include the inclusion of new programs to the
CCD catalog, must be completed before published catalog editing deadlines. Those
changes that do not meet the deadline can be included in the yearly catalog
addendum, as long as they are not detrimental to student success. Program
revisions and new programs that do not make the catalog or addendum publishing
deadlines cannot be offered until they are published in the catalog or catalog
addendum.

Agendas

Items for the agenda are due a minimum of one week before the Academic
Standards Committee meets.
The Co-Chairs shall assign voting members to review the items for the agenda,
construct, and distribute the agenda in advance of the meeting. Agendas shall go to
committee members, Academic Deans, and the Chief Academic Officer.

Minutes

Minutes are kept by the Scheduling Manager. In the event of their absence,
minutes will be taken by committee members on a rotating basis. Minutes will be
archived on D2L and in G-drive in the Academic Standards folder within one week
following the meeting. Minutes will be distributed to the following individuals for
review by the scheduling manager by the end of the following meeting proposal
submission deadline:
• Committee members
• Faculty council chair

